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INTRODUCTION

The passage of.the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973 marked a

major effort to establish a decentralized approach to Ahe delivery of employment

and.training services. Under CETA, primary responsibility for planning, designing

and operating employment and training programs was shifted from the federal to the

state and municipal levels. Since the needs of local labor markets differ sub-

stantially.across regions of the nation, it was reasoned thaC local policy and

planning officials could.best identify the needs of their communities and most

effectively tailor service stra gies designed to address those needs.

As part of this shift in uthority to the local level, prime sponsors are

responsible for assessing the ffectiveness of their efforts by examining the

extent to which CETA participation nhanced the.longer-term income and employ-

ability status of former enrollees. Designing and Implementing Local Follow-Up

Systems has been developed to help prime sponsors meet this responsibility and

consists of two parts.

Part I: Minimum Recommended Prime Spoii?Or Follow-Up System contains:

o A series of recommendations designed to facilitate the implementation

of i'minimum follow-up capability;

o A recommended participant follow-up questionnaire; and

o A set of sample data tables which can be used to facilitate the production

of prime sponsor follow-up reports.

Part II: Conducting Outcomes Evaluation on the tocal Level provides a more

in-depth treatnent of the issues covered in Part I and contains:

o An overview of program evaluation in the employment and training systen;

o A discussion of the necessary types and sources of local follow-up data;

o A discussion of the actual operation of a follaw-up system, including

the design of survey instrwments, the selection of an organizational

approach, and the location, contact and interview of former CETA

participants; and

o

4)*

A review of issues:related to analyzing local follaw-up data, including

an'illustration of alternative analytical approaches.
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AN OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM EVALUATION IN 1.'HE

thPLOYMENT -AND .TRAINLNG SYSTEM'
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AN OVERVIEW OF PROGRAM EVALUATION IN THE EMpLOYFIT AND TRAINING SYSTEM

)THEI. ROLE AND TYPES OF PROGRAM EVALUATION

The enactment of the Comprehensive Employment and Tratning Act of 1973 repre-

sented a majo departure from the centralized and categorical nature of decision-
1

making and program structure that had previously,existed.- Undr CETA, basic

decision-making authority was shifted from the U.S. Departm);t of Labor to eligible

units of'state and local government known as CETA prime sponsors. This shift gave

prime sponsors the respOnsibility for effectively responding to the employment and

training needs of their local jurisdictions through the planning, administration

and evaluation of their own employment and training progrMhs.

To successfully execute this responsibility, prime sponsors must have a well

developed set of'management capabilities, including that of program evaluation.

Once the prime sponsor has identified the employment and training needs of its area

and has developed a services mix to meet.spedific local: objectives, program evelua,-

tion is needed to determine how well progrmc work, and which ones work best, for

whom, and at what costs.

The assessment of program performance can be viewki from sever different

perspectives. While the evaluation literature contains references to, and def

tions of, many types of evaluation, the following four classes appear most
2

frequently:

o Process Evaluation

This class of evaluation focuses on program operations. It

seeks to determine if program activities; e.g., assessment,
training services, or job development, are being provided
according to what was planned,,if the planned number and
'types of participants are being served, and if the planned
number and types of terminations are being achieved.

-1-
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o Outcomes or impact-Evaluation

In contrast to procesi evaluation, this type focuses on program
outputs and determines the degree to which the longer-term goals
of-a program, such as enhanCed employment stability or gains in
earnk8 income, have been achieved.

o Comprehensive Evaluation...

A comprehensive 'evaluation emerges.when the results of process .
and outcomes evaluation are.combined. This type of evaluation
gives k more Complete appraisal of program performance and can.
provide substantial insight into reasons for program success
and failure, and4Ways in which performance can be improved..

.7

ci Strategic Evaluation

This class of evaluation attempts to determine which programs
work best by comparing the effectiveness of alternative

. strategies designed to achieve similar objectives. N
44,

While ea4 of these types of evaluation his a role to play within the employ-
.

ment and traihing system, policy,makers, administrators, and planners at each level

of,government will need different types of evaluative information. For instance,-

national officiap can use,process evaluations to assess the flow of participants .

3

through prime sponsors, and to mAke'intersponsor comparisons'of performance. In

contrast, prime sponsors can rely on process evaluations to assess...the-movement of

participants through the local delivery systqp, its individual programs, and, -when

applicable, contractors. Thus, while the basic issues that determine.accountability

are the saMe across levels of government, the specific questions and information

needs vary.-,Distinguishing among these questions and needs is critical for deter-

mining the types and nature of evaluatiOn most appropriate on the nitional, state,

41.

and local levels.

II. PROGRAM EVALUATION AT THE NATIONAL, STATE, AND LOCAL LEVELS

On the national level, evaluations of the CETA program are necessary to enable

the Department of Labor to fulfill several key management and policy-making respon-

Asibilities. As stated in the 1978 CETA Amendments:

No

-2-
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"The Secretary shall provide for the continuing evaluation of all
programs, activities, and research and demonstration projects
conducted pursuant to tills Act, including their cost-effectiveness
in achieving the purposes of this Act, their impact on communities
and participants, their implications for related programs, the
extent tb which they meet the needs of persons by,age, sex, race,
and national origin, and the adequacy of the mechanism for the
_delivery of services."4

To meet these responsibilities, evaluative information on the impact of the total CETA

-
system and its mijor subparts and programs is needed to determine whether established

goals and objectives have been achieved. Nationally based evaluations are also

necessary tO assess how well, and to what extent, the CETA system is serving those

-
subgroups of the population identified as most in need of employment and training

services..

National evaluation needs are generally met through the Continuous:Longitudinal,/

Manpower Survey (CLMS) and the Department of Labor's formal quarterly reporting
5

system. While the'CLMS uses individualyarticipani data collected frchi a representa-

tive sample of prime sponsors to generate estimates of program impact, the D.O.L.

reporting system relies upon standardized prime sponsor quarterly reports to assess -

the ongoing perfornance of local programs. Using these quarterly reports, the

Department of Labor .can,determine if local program services are pfovided in a manner
6

Although national evalua4ons may provide important information on the effec-.

. .

tiveness of the CETA system, they 'are of limited use to focal administrators and

planners due to the diverse nature of prime sponsors. Given the highly aggregate

nature of national evaluations, they cannot disentangle ililport,ant differences in'

local prograta design and organization, or determine their influence on local pro-

gram performance. Additionally, the categotizations of programs in nationally

based evaluations may not closely match specibic programs that prime sponsors

consistent with that planned.

.

operate on the local evel. A classroom training program in one sponsor may pro-

vide long-term occupational training, while in another, it may consist of short-
.

terp training combined with job search assistance services.

4 %.
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Because prime sponsots h ve the'responsibility for planning, administering,

and evaluating employment and training programs within their jurisdictions, they

require evaluativeinformation that accurately reflects the nature and effective-

ness of their own individual programs. As such, prime sponsors can use local

evaluatdon to achieve operational control over programs, to determine the effec-

tiveness of existing program's in achieving locally established goals and objec-

tives, and to make deoisions'aMong alternative uses of program resources. Within

this context, local program evaluations should be designed to address the following

questiond:

1. To what extent have the goals and oblectives of the local

delivery system been achieved? ,

2. Have the observed levels of performance been uniformly

.
achieved across Imdividual programs and population subgroups? K

3. How can the performance of certain programs be sustained and

that of others be improved?

By structuring local evaluation systems around these management questions,

priMe sponsors will be better able to manage,their local employment and training

-delivery syst,ms, and to make those adjustments necessary to improve program

performance.

III. THE 1978 CETA AMENDMENTS AND LOCAL FOLLOW-UP EVALUATION

4

Among the types of evaluation potentially useful to prime sponsors is outcomes

6

evaluation. OutcoMes evaluation is needed to assess' the agility of the local

4:1

delivery system to produce a desirable set of participant outputs. To achieve this,

howeVer, priMe sponsors must develop and implement local follow-up systems to track

the post-program labor force experiences of CETA terminees.

In October 1978, the Congress reauthorized the CETA legislation for four more

years, making substantive changelkin the goalk of the CETA program, its structure,

and the administtative guidelines selverning program operations and prime sponsor

7

reporting responsibilities. From a local evaluative perspettive, t ra!pvanc change

ihat training.and employment opportunities
was the incorporation of specific language

,
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provided po participants ":..result ia an increase in their earned incope". Similarly,

, services provided under Title II of CETA werg et ...to ease barriers to labor force.

,

participatiOn encountered by economically disadvantaged persons." Given that measur-

ing the performance of local Programs in both producing gains in earned income and

9

easing barriers,to labor forcevarticipation requires information about the post-

.

program labor force and income status of terminees, these changesin the CETA legisla-

tion clearly sUggest the need.for local participant follow-up survey's.

While the 1978 Amendments did not instruct prime sponsors to develop particular

types of local follow-up systigus, they did clarify the need for conducting follow-up

surveys of terminees. Section 127 (d)(4) of the legislation requires that prime

sponsors report to the Secretary.of Labor,"the types of outcomes that participants
tO

experience after.the program." Moreover, the current CETA xegulations explain

thidv"requiremant in Section 676.22 (d)(2) as follows:

"(d) Each reCipient shall establish and use procedures for the
systematic assesament on a quarterly basis of program per-
formance in relation to the goals contained in its grant.
Recipients shall:

...(2) EstaSlish and use?rocedures for collecting performande
information (including information on the status of
individuals subsequent to entering unsubsidized employ-
ment) and for Assessing such information in terms o the I

goals id its granE..."11
,

These requirements are amplified in both the Forms Preparation Handbook (PPH)

and a recent D.O.L. publication entitled, CETA: Management Information System Program,
12

.- Functional Management Information System. While the language ip the FPH does little.

,

more than inform prime pponsors to use their discretion in deciding how to meet the

follow-up requirement, the more recent publication clearly indicates the Minimum types

of follow-up data required to adequately assess longer-term program performance.

Therefore, the main isue for prime sponsors is how to establish an effective, follaw-

up,capability that will provide'hseful information on program performance and support

tanagement,decision-mak4ng. Theyrimary purpose of this technical assistance guide

is to addreis this issik

.13
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER ONE

1. 93rd Congress, Public Law 93-203, The Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act of 1973, Washington, D.C., December, 1973.

For a review of thelpvents leading to the passage of CETA see:

Davidson, Roier H., The Politics of Comprehen4ive Manpower Legislation,,The
John Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, Maryland, 1972.

c . . .

. for vraview of alternative types aad definitions of evaluation see:
1007--
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. ..

C .

ROssi, Peter, Howard Freeman and Sonia Wright, Evaluation:. A Systematic
'Approach> Sage Publications, Beverlr Hills, California,"1979.
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\ ?.967. .

-
\

Sum n, Andrew, Katherine Maeo, Francis McLaughlin and Jeffrey Zornitsky,
valuating the Performance of Employment and Training Programs it the Lotal
Level, U.S. Department of Labor, Euployment and Training Administration,
B ston, Maas.,.1978.

.S.'Departuent of Labor, Manpower Administration, Program Assesstent Guide
for Prime Sponsors Under the,Comprehentive Employment and Training Act of
1973, Washington, D.C., April,'1974.

3. Currently, the D.O.L.'s ongoing assessment of local performance does rely
upon both alkgxamination of aggregate flows of participants through prime
sponsors as the unit of observation and inter-sponsor comparisons.for

judging performance. For a review and critique of this, process see:

° Zornitsky, Jeffrey, The Use of Performance Indicators for Assessing Title II

Programs: A Critical Examination of the'Pernrmance Review Guidelines,
Policy agd Evaluation Division, DepartMent of Manpower Development, Bostbn,

Mass., 1980.

4. 95th Congress, Public Law 95-524, Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
Amendments of 1978, Washington, D.C.,,Octobei, f.578,, Section 313(a). .

5. Detailed discussionsfof both CU1S and D.O.L. rePorting systems can be

found in:

Brandwein, Seymour, Evaluation of'Employment andTraining Program Effects on
Participants:, The "Con'tinuous Long±tudinal ManRower gurvey", U.S. Department

of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, Washington, D.C., December,

1978.

tS

Zornitsky, Jeffrey, sla. cit.
41.
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6. In'addition to.assessing the performance of prime sponsor programs, the
Department of Labor conducts an annual review of local administrative
operations. For a review of the fodus and contentp of this review see:

U.S. Department of Labor, Empioymenr and Training Administration, Fiscal
Year 1981 National CETA Assessment Handbook, Washington, D.C., Novemlfer,
1980.

7. Among the major and more general changes introdtced y the 1978 CETA
Amendments were those focused onparticipant eligibility criteria,.the
master and annual plans, increased involvement of the private sector,
program accountability, and limitations on the duration'of participation.\
in a CETA program. See: .

95th:Congress, 22. cit. .

8.- In the origina1,1973 legiSlation, the Statement of Purpose pi-ovides that
"...training and other services lead to maximuth emplvment opportunities

and'enhaned self-sufficiency..." Similar language. that,cannot be readily
translated into quantiiiahle. measure for evaluative purposes was included
in the description of Title I (20W Title /I) programs. Prograils funded

under Title I were "...to enable individuals to secure and ietain employ-
ment at theior maximum capacity." See':

95th Congress, 2.2. cit., Section 2.

. 93rd Congress, Public Law 93-203, The Comprehensive Enployment and Train-
ing Act of 1973, Washington, D.C., 1973, Sec. (2), and Sec. 101.

9. 95th Congress,..22. cit., Sec. 201.

10. rbid., Section 127-.6(4).

*No

11. U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training AdministratiOn, Comore-
hensive'Emp.loyment and Training Act Regulations, Final Rule ind Proposed

Rule, Washington, p.c., Section 67,6:22 (d)(2).

12. U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, Forms
Preparktion Handbook for Primp Sponsors Under the Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act Amendments of 1978, Washington, D.C., May, 1980, Sec. VI-50.

I

U.S. Department of Labor, Employment aid Training Administration, CETA:
Management Information System Program, Functional Management Laformation
System, Washington, D.C., July, 1980. See 9.17 for follow-up recommendations.

.
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DESIGNING-A LOCAL FOLLOW-UP DATA BAI

-,

I. 'INTRODUCTION

The primary purpose of loCal follow-up is to provide those data necessary

to measure and analyze the longer-term-outputs Of

system. When.designing a follow-up gYstem, parte

the local employment and training

sponsors must first select the

types, nature, and sources of data to be'included in their follow=up data bases.

Choices among tge available'alternatives will have a direct'bearing on the outcOmes

dat'a available for analysis, the comprehensiveness and timeliness of the follow-up

data, and their use'fnlness for local decision-msking.

-

The purpose,of this chapter is to present and discuss kay issues involved in

the design of a local follow-up data base. The discussion is divided into the

".

following four areas:

-

o Selecting the types wad natuie of'data to be included in. a
local follbw-up systee#

o Selecting the tYpes of tdrmineds and the scope of program
cOverage that*will folm_the basis of the follow-up effort;

o Determining the appropriate length of the follow-up period
and ,the frequency at which, follow-up data will be collected;

and

o Choosing the appropriatesources of data, e.g., institutional
sources or direct participant contacts, for usd as the primary
means of gatheringlollow-up data.

II. SELECTING 'TEE TYPES AND NATURE OF DATA .FOR A LOCAL FOLLOW-UP DATA BAr

r---
For prime sponsors, outcomes evaluation is a management tool which provides

specific information on the relative longer-term success of alternative program

strategies, which ones Worked best and for whom; and the factors responsible tor

producing variations in progrAm performance. With the information derived from

outcomes evaluation, prime sponsors should be in a better position to make those

6

adjustments necessary to ihprve the performance of#their delivery systems.

-8-
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As.was discussed in Chapter One, this view of outcomes evaluation can be
$

expressed in-three management questions:

1. To what extent have the goals and objectives of the local
delivery system.been achieved?

,2. Have the observed levels'of.success been uniformly achieved
across individual programs and,population subgroups?

1. How can the performance of certain progress be sustained and
that of others improved?

. , *

To address the first question, priMe-sponsors must select those data that best

reflect the goals and objectives of their local delivery systems. Since the primary

goal, of CETA programs is to enhance the income. and employment status of,program par-
,

a

ticipants, prime spbnsors should focus their data collection efforts on a.lternatille

economic measures of local performance, such as those xelating to the labor force

status, employability, and earned income of terminees. As shown in Table 2-1,

several types of labor maketbrelated data are available for poeential use by prime

sponsors, including the earned incame'of CETA terminees: As a measure of,pxogram"

performance, earned income IS the most direct and'inclusive indicatdr.of prograk

effectiveness in that it reflects one explicit goal of the CETA.program and is a '
1

composite Indicator of the total post-program labor force experiences of terminees.

There are'Several reasons why prime sponsors should gather other types of labor

market related data in addition to Orticipants' post-program earned income. The

first is that a given level of earned income can be produced through various combina-

tions of participants' average hourly wages, weeks of employment, and total hours

wotked. If, for instance, post-program hourly wages and hours worked are the gade

across participant's, but weeks of eMployment differ, variations in earned income

will be observed. SimilarlY, differtnt levels of either or both hourly wages and

hours will produce different leliels of earned income for a given period of-employ-
.

6.

ment. Since there may be differences in the way local programs are designed to

impact post-progrim earned income', distinguishing among these income components is

-9-
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a

\- Table 2-1: Potential Types of Outcomes Data Upon Phich to

/6ocue A Local Folldw-Up,Data Base

Economic Meesures

. Annual'E

Hourlx Wage Rates

..

Hours Worked Per Week

Weeks°.9f Employment

Weeks of Unemployment

(

Non-Economic Measures

School Enrollment Status

Participation in Another Training Program

Enlistment in the Armed Forces\.
/

Self-Confidence

Job SatisfAction

Labor Force Statud ACTime of Follow-Up
Interview

' Occupational Mobility
r

job Retention

- ,Pubplic Assistance -Status

Unemployment Insurante Status

)7

-10-
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important when-assessing program effedtiveness. For example, in an occupational

training program, services are likely designed to impact participants' earned i.ncomes

'by enabling them to secure higher paying jobs than they would have been able to with-

aut thel6rogram- In contrast, an adult work experience program is probably geared to.

impact its patticiPailts'_earned income, by improving their level of employment rather

than their hourly wages. Complete reliance on earned income as an indicator of

effectiveness may, therefore, not fully Deflect the actual mix or objectives of local

programs, and could serve to obscure well informed judgements of local performance.

Other reasons for broadening the scope of local follow-up data collection in-

e.

.

'elude the likely.ne for both additIonal post-ptogram performance measures and an

P
understanding of participants' labor force behavior. in the first case, the

diversity of program objectives inherent in a lotal delivery system may very well
-

?quire prime sponsors to use several.different perforaance measures when assessing

to,

program effectiveness. These measures can include post-program job retention, occupa-
.

tional mobility, and VOA likelihood.of emplOYment, afl of whith maY reflect the,objec-
4

4

tives of specific programs or the particular concerns of the prime sponsor and its
,

program operators.

\ The main reason for dsing follow-up data to gain insights into participants'

-post-program labor fqrce behavior status is the need for feedbitck on how.to improve

the performance of localprograms. AlthoUgh judgements oi program,effectivenes14canz

be made with the use of specific performance measures, information on the events

surrounding each measure can be quite useful for,identifyidg where programs are most

- as well as lease effective. For example, a low level af long-term program effective-
.

ness can be due to a rapid withdrawal of participants from the labor force. f this

is the case, information as to why participants choose not to participate in the labor

force will be 'useful for identifying areas of program design that may deed improvement.

.

Issues related to participants' job search skills and self-confidence, as wall as their

day care and transportation assistance needs, can be identified and linked back to the

program to improve its design.



'14

In addition to economic measures of performance, there are al;o non-economic

aspects of past-program performance that prime sponsors should consider'when design-

ing their /ocal follow-up data bases. Table 2-1 lists several potential non-
,

A
-economic measures. 'For example, outcomes measures such as the level oreparticipants4

self-confidence and job satisfaction may be among those that prime sponsor progrras

are designed to impact. Moreover, participants' post-program school or training

enrollment and military status are important typesr4 (positive) outcomes which many

programs, particularly those serving, youth and younger adultd`, may be designed to

affect. In these instances, assessments of program eifectiveness'reiluire_ the use of

non-economic as well as economic measures of performance.

While program effedtiveness can be estimated through economic and non-economic
4 ,

erformande measures, data on participants' views offthe programs in which t'hey

participated represent additional information that can provide valuable insights'into.

local performance. The participants' reasons for program Firollment, ratings of vo-
-. .

grams, and views on the major strengths and limitations of programs can be used ,

together with more objeCtive performance data to guage why Certain programs suCceeded

and others failed.

Ove the outcomes data necessary for local follot.p..up purposes are identified,

s
prime sponsors must determine the types of information needed to address the ,secOnd

majOr question concerning the uniformity of program
4

performance. This part of the

evaluation process provides prime sponsors with the basis for making judgements of

the rdlative effectiveness of their program strategies and 'the extent to which the

local delivery system benefits .certain target groups more or less than others. The

information required to successfully address this issue includes two major types.

The first is data on the actual programs in which individuals participated, while

the second includes selected participant characteristics and should be designed to

reflect the mix of target groups identified for.services by the prime sponsor. The

Department of Labor has already established some population characteristics as

A
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significant segments, including participants' race, age, and sex. Prime sponsors

- 1

should also consider using other characteristic data, such as participants" levels

of education, public assistance status, and prior work histories.

While domparians "f program performance identify the strengths and weaknesses

of the.local dAlivery system;.thete findings alone will not clarify whether

differences in perfOrmance are due to the programs themselves, the characteristics

of partieipants served in the programs, or the relative effects of individual program

4 .strategies on particular popUlation subgroups. To address these issues, prime

sppasors must determine how the interaction of participants with programs results in.

3

a particular'level of.perforMance. Xo accomplish this objective, detailed data must

baavailable, as noted, on participants' characteristics and the nature and levels

of their program participation.

, 'Based on the above discussion,.a'lodb.l follow-up data base can be viewed as

donsisting of the.following five primary types of data:

o Selected personal, social, and econamic characteristics of

participants.

o Tille type and level of serVices received by participants.
4

o The post-program income, employment, and labor force

experiences.of participants.

o The non-economic aspe ts of program performance, including

areas such as school enrollment status and Jo sa sgiction.

o Participants' views of the strengths and' aknesses of the

programs in which they participated.

Once prime sPonsors select the ,tvpas ok data to include in a local follow-Up

data base, they should turn their attention to key decisions regarding the nature

of those data to be col/ected. Mese include choices between gross and net measures,

and point-in-time and continuous.performance measures. These two issues are \addressed

separately below.

-13-
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A. Gross and Net Performance Measures

Gross meAsures of program performance reflect the absolute on total output

of a program over the follow-up period. In the case of.earned income, the gross

effect of a program is measured by partiapants' tdtal earnings during the post-

-'program period. Similarly; other gross output measures include_SWe total number

of weeks of post-Program employment experienced by terminees, their avorage hourly

wage jaes, and the number and percent employed at a particular peint in time. In

con rast, net'measuree*of performance are intrde0 tO represent the independent

contribution of'prdaram participation to the post-program.income and employment

experiences of former participants. Since many, if not most, program tgrminees

would have obtained some employmept_and earnings in the post-program period, qet
,

. outcomes are designed to reflect the differences between the actual experiences of

terminees and those that would have occurred witho4 the program. In the case Of

earned income; thenet program effect is expressed by the change in gross earned

income attributable to participation in a program.
%.

. There are two prin4ple-advantegea associated with relying upon gross outOut

measures to-assess program performance. :the first is that gross'measures are

relatively easy toInstruct and do not require very sophisticated evaluatiye

techniques. Second, if highly co4related with long-tei gains in emplent and

t

earnings, e.g. Ao years,-gross performance measures can prbvide a straightforward

approach for determining whether a program's,outputs are consistent with its
4 4 a

established objectives.'. .

Despite%Fheir simplicity, gross performance measures have several conceptual

shortcomings. First, while may be possible to identify certain gross measures that

are correlated with long-term improvements in participants' employmemt and earnings

status, it will still not be fully clear whether br not and to wha5,extent the

observed outcome would have occurred without the program. A second shortcoming of

gross measures is that they maycreate incentives for prime sponsors to/serveithe

less disadvantaged members of their eligible populations. Since gross measures,

-14-
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such as weeks of employment.-or hourly wage rates, are likely influencli by factors

.such as the age, sex, and.edUcatiofi of participants, there may be an incentive to

serve those individuals who umuld probably have relatively positivo labor mket

experiences even in ths4 abvnce of the program. Such groups could include white

males and those with substantial prior work experience. *

In contrast, net irogrammeasures address these'shortcomings. This approach

provides the basis for determining the independent contributioh of program partiCipa-

Art tion to the post-program labor force eicperiences of CETA terminees as well as an-in-
.

.centive to serve the more disadvantaged iegments of the eligible population. Since

m.

the less disadvantaged usually perform well in the labor market, it is difficult for

local programs to genetate'impressive gains in their levels of earnings and employ-
,

ment. As a result4 prime sponsors would have an incentive to recruit and enroll

tite individuals withlegs rewarding pre-progran'employment and eainings experiences.

There are certain practical issued that prime sponsors should consider when

using net performance measures. Most important is that precise measurements of net

program outcomes require the availability of either a control or comparison group
-

to provide a basis for determining what the employment and earnings experiences of

5

participants would have been in the absence of program participation. The observed

differences between the actual post-progrdi labor market experiences,of participants

and those of tfif control or Comparison group repTesent the net effect of program

6

participation. From a practical perspective, however, the use of either control

or comparison groups for local follow-up purposes may be beyond the resources,

exiertise, and program flexibility available to primie sparcis.

Without control or camparison,groups, net measures of perfOrmance can be

derived by comparing the pre- and post-program labor market experienCes of the

participants themselves. These before and after domparisons have been used in

previous evaluations of employment and training programs although they do possess

7

several important shortcomings. First, any observed.pre- to post-program improve-

.

ments in the employment and earnings of participants may simply reflect the passage



4.

of time, including increased Mhturity of younger participants, rather than the

-

effects of the program alone. Second, differences between the pre- and post-pro-
.,

gram period may result partially fram changes in local economic conditions rather

than from program participation. 'Third, since some participants enter,the CETA

program after reaching a low point in their labor force and income status, part of

the observed pre-ppost difference may reflect a movement back toward their more

)

permanent career status. In these cases, before and after comparisons will over-

8

state the effect of a program. (
The above discussion points out a number of important trade-offs in choosing -

,

between gross and net measures or...performance. Conceptually, net outcomes measures 4

are most desirable sinte they can isolate the unique contribution of program par-

ticipation to terminees' employment and earnings experiences. Moreover, using net

output measures may create incentives for prime sponlors and their'program operators

to serve the more disadvantaged members of the eligible population. However, ,

practical considerations sUggest that the resources, expertise, and program flex-,

ibility needesi to construct precise estimates of net progran outcomes may be too

burdensome for many prime sponsors.

In light of these issues, prime sponsors may whnt to consider the use of gross

performance measures. In this case, it is important, at a minimum, to identify those

A

gross measures that are highly correlated with long-term gains in employment and

9

earnings. Although this predaution will not eliminate the.potential tendency to

serve the less disadvantaged, it will provide a basis for,determining whether or not

lqcal programs are performing in a mannerk consistent with their.long-term goals and

objectives. In this way, the gross performance measures of alternative programs can

be compared in order to assess their relative effectiveness in producing desirable

participant outputs.

-16-
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B. Continuous and Poine=in.:Time Performance Measures.
,...,,

'

.

Prime sponsors must also decide whether to focus upon point -in -timebicon -

tinuous measures of program performance. Point-in-time measures, such as partici-

A'
pants' labor force status or hourly wage rates'at'a particular juncture during the

follow-up period, are simple to use. Since such measures do not require a detailed

account,of participants' post-program labor market activity, data collection efforts

can be held to a minimUm and will not necessitate the construction of more compiex.

performance measures, such as earned income. Also, the use of point-in-time

measures can be quite helpful for assessing the performance of prime sponsor delivery

systems. For instance, by comparing ihe labor force status and hourly wage rates of

terminees at different points during the foll(4-up period, prime sponsors can begin

to judge the effectiveness of their delivery systens in impacting the-longer-term

employment and earnings of CE40. terminees. Moreover, comparisons of these measures

across alternative program strategies will allow local planners and administrators

to gain substantial insights into the relative efrectiveness of those, programs.

Despite their advantages, point-in-time measures provide only a limited picture
N,

of participants' post-program labor force activity. For example, some individuals,
-

-

unemployed at a(particular point during the follow-up period may have been employed

for several, if not All of the preceeding months stnce program termination. In such

cases, evaluative judgements based 6lely on labot force status nay understate the

true level of program effectiveness. The same type of problem prevails with other

point-in-time measures, such as hourly wage ratgs or hours-worked.

In this regard, continuous performance measures, such as total weeks worked,

average earnings, or hourly wages, provide a more comprehensive and accurate assess-

ment of program effectiVeness. Although such measures will require a detailed

account of the post-program labor force activities of terminees, they will give local

planners'and administratots more insiOlt into how participants have allocated their

time between employment and nonemployment. Table 2-2 provides a summaty of potential

types of ottcomes measure*, by time dimension and type of effect to be measured.

-17-
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Table 2=2: Potential Txpes of Outcomes Measures .

Type of Measure Gross Effect

S.

Point-iit-Time Measures

Continudus Measures

oEmployment status at time of

follow-up contact

Net E .fect

IticreasOilikeilhood of
employmen% at,time of
follow-up contact

""g4"7

o Hourly wage at time i follow- o Increases in hourly earn-

up contact ingi at time of follow-up
conta t

o Job retention status of initial o Increased likelihood of

placements at time of fol,low-up placements remaining with

contact initial emploYets

Total weeks worked during
follow-up period

4

o Total earned ingoie during the o Gains\ in earnings during

follow-up period follow-up period

9 Gains in number of weeks
worked during follow-up
peridd -

\,
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III. SELECTING PARTICIPANTS4TO BE INCLUDED IN'THE LOCAL:FOLLOW-UP DATA BASE

After selecting tilose data which should be included in a local follow-up base,

prime sponsors need tO identify those particitSamts.who will form theLbasis of their

fcillow-uveffort. When addressing this issue, prime spontors.will have to make ,the

following key decisions:

o Whether to group participants gy their data of enrollment,or
by date of termination;

o What types of terminees.to follow-up;

o What 1evggo.4pd scope of program operations to include in
the foliw-up and

o Whether to employ sampling procedures.

Each of these four issues is addressed separately below.

'A. The Use of Enrollment and Termination Dates for Selecting Participants

The first decision inselecting participants for follow-up is whether to group

them &tccording to the dates of their terminatIon or the dates of program enrollment.

If participants are classified according to their dates of enrollment, the follow-up

survey will focus on individuals who were in the labor market during,a similar time c

period prior to the program. Since differences in pre-program labor marker-condi-

tions can influence measurements of post-program pertOrtance, using enrollment dates
10'

to elect participants is one way'to aVold biased judgements of program performance.

In such cases, however, the length of the follow,-up period will vary system-
.

atically with the durition of program participation. For example, asaume that

'follow-up data is collected eighteen months after enrollment for individuals served

in an,occupational training program and in,a job search assistance program. Since,

job search assistance programs tend to be much shorter than occupational training

programs, the lengtli of the post-program period" for gOth groups of participants

will.be,quite different. Because differences in the duration of labor force par-

ticipation will likely influence individuals' employment and earnings exPeriences,

liriations in the follow.up Oeriod alone can result in differences in the observed.

levels 9f success of the two programs:

r.



Another approach is to group participants according to their dates of terrains-

tion. This assures that all participants will have been in the Tabor market for a

uniform time period, 'and thus provides each program with an equal chance to-work

prior to any measurements of effectiveness. Since participants' post-program labor

market activities form the-basis for measuring outcomes, reliance on the'date of

.termination may be the most effective and reliable aPproach'for grouping program

participants.

B. Selecting the Types of Program Terminees

The second issue requiring consideration is the selection of the types of

od.

termineeefor wham data will be collected. Choices must be made between focusing

data collection efforts on all terminees, job placed terminees, other positive

terminees, or those individuals with "other" terminations. A key criterion for

making this decision is the acquisitiOn of data necessary for determining why

ce4sain programs Wete more or less successfa than others.

Using this criterion suggests that,data on the post -progam,,labbr market

expetiences of program "failures" as well as "successes" must be available- While

this inclusive approach costs more than one focused upon a single group of
-

terminees, it will enhance the utility of follow-up for decision-making. A local'

follow-up system will therefore be of maximum use to prime sponsors if it is based

upon all types oE termindes.

C. Selecting'the Level and Scope of Program Operations

The level and scope of program operations for which post-program,data will be

made availahle will have an important bearing on the cost, required sample size,

and usefulness of the local follow-Up system for decision-making. Primasponsors

must choose whether to focus their follow*up efforts on the entire Title IIBC,
4.

.dellvery.systen, its major program areas, auch as-occupational training:and work

experience, or on individual programs.



Although aggregate measures of performance will aid in judging the overall

success pf the local delivery system, they will be of limited use for identifying

where changes are necessary or determiming those adjustments needed to improve

eftectiveness. Since local employment and trainingdelivery systems are comprised

of a varies of divex,e programs often operated by seveial different service pro -

viders, a useful follow-up data base iS.one focused upon individual program

activities.

Beyond identifylug the level of program operations for which follvw-up data

will be collected, prime sponsors must also decide the scope of programs to be in-
.

eluded in their follow-,up systems. While the most promising approach would be to

include data on all programs in the local delivery system, this must be weighed

against existing financial limitations and the objectives of each program. To the

extent that the local delivery system is devoted primarily to the provision_of par-

ticular types of programs, such as occupational or onthe-job tiraining, prime

sponsors may wish to forego collecting data on other,less substantial program

expenditures.
4

47,0.7.0eAdditional factors that should be considered are the objectives of individual

local programs. Many local programs, such as basic education and pre-vocational

training, are deiigned to prepaxe participants for entrance into.)ther.propams

geared specifically at enhancipg their post-program employment and earnings stqus.

Although follow,-up data can be used to measure the postrprograli,labbr market

exPeriences of individuals from these more "preparatory" of "cfeeder" programs, their

praCtical use for decisionmaking will be limited Ance the progxaMs1 objectives are

geared primarily at in-program gains in such areas as edileation and work attitudes.

D. The USe pf, Sampling for Local 'Follow-Up Purposes

t.:The final consideration in selecting
terminees f6r a local follow-up data base

.

,

is whethenbr nor and to what extent the prime sponsdr
t

should rely upon sampling.

!

The purpose of,sampling is to reduce the-costs and scope of data collpction while
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maintaining the accuracy Of the follow-up findings. Statistical results derived

from a,sample of participants should accurately reflect results which would be

obtained by a study employing the entire population of participants. Whether'or

not sampling is possible aepends'directly Upon the number of participants a prime

sponsor has enr4led in its programs.

Typically, small prime sponsors will not always have enough participants
11

enrolled in their programs to.be able to, take advantage of 'Siimpling ptocedures.

0

When attempts are made to'sample participants from an already small level of pro.-
micm

gram,enrollments, the accuracy:of any follow*up findings will be tenuous at best.
''f

I

For larger prime sponsors, sampling is most desirable for those activities with

'enough parttcipants su4h that%the resulting sample is representative of the total

,popula0.on. For instaite, participants in occupational training programs may be

sampled if the sample can be accurattly stratified by certain Orticipant

cRirac;eristics of interea't (e.g. age; race and sex), and is large enough to be

representative of the entire enrollee population. In such cases, prime sponsors

,

can realiz substantial.sayings relative to the costs of conducting follow-up for

all particip nts. A more detailed consideration of theissdes involved in sampling

Its tontaIned in Appendix.H.

IV. EDENTIFYING AN APPROPRIATE FOLLOW-UP PERIOD

Since the primary putpose of a local folldw-up systeTis to help prime sponsors

>make informed judgements of program effectiveness, local administrators and planners

Mill placeia gremium on the timely availab ility of outcomes information. However,

the need for turrent fpllaw-up information must be balanced.against considerations

regarding the accuracy of the follow-up findings and.their: usefulness for portraying

the longer-term effectiveness of local programs. Therefore, tRe post-program period-

must be long enough to reflect the permanent,effects that prdgrams have on partici-

,

pant s' employment and earnings experience. 'Shprt.follow-up
periods,.i.e. one to

i three months, tend to reflect only the immediate impact of a program and provide



Xittle.assurance that the impact will continue over time. By extending the follow-
.

up period to six, twelve, or eighteen months, prime sponsors can derpive a more
0

acCurate basis for assessing the longtr-term effectiveness of local programs.

Prime sponsors must identify a follow-up period that can both meet their needs

for timely information, aneserve as.the basis for making aCcurate judgements of

post-program performance. Several existing studies show that post--program performance

measures derived frt six Month follow-up information reliably predict gains'in
. . 12,

employment and earnings one year after program termination. While long:r follow-up
do

periods may be evemmore reliable, the major advantage of a iix month follow-up

period is that it will generate timely information, same of which will cover the out-, .

13

puts of current programs.

V. SOURCES OF DATA FOR LOCAL FOLLOW-UP

This section discusses various alternative data sources that prime sponsors

tan use to meet their follaw-up information iieeds. The discussion focuses-dn the

-advantages and disadvantages of the most widely used data sources in light,of the
\

five basic Criteria which are presented in Table 2-3. When reviewing possible data

sources for use in local outdomes evaluation, prime sponsors must determine those

criteria of greatest concern, and choose their data sources accordingly. A summary

Of the main sources for each tyin of data discussed previously in this chapter is

provided in Table 2-4.

A. Sources of Outcomes Data

One major type of data which should be included in a prime sponsor follow-up

,data base is measures of program goals and objecnives. These measures can be

. ,

designed to reflect economic aspects of performance, such as earned income or total

weeks worked, or non-economic program outcomes, such alLjob satisfaction, attendance

in school, or enlistment in the Armed Forces. Wben selecting an.appi.opriate data

source to meet these information needs; prime sponsors can choose from four Major

-23-
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Table Criteria*for Selecting Data Sources for Local
Outcomes Evaluation

Scope of Data Elements Aailable

Data sources should be sufficient inScope to meet the follow-up informa-
tion needs of prime sponsors.

II. Quality of Data .

Data,sources should be thoroughly reviewed for their accuracy, complete-
ness, and internal consistency.

III: Represeniativeness

Data must be'available for-all pL.rticipant groups selected for the local

follow-up datafbase :

IV. Timelin of Information Retrieval

Data mpst be available in a tliply enough fashion to meet prime sponsor
annual planOg needs.

-

V. Cosr

Data sources should be reviewed and compared to determine that which is
least costly, given the information needs identified by the prime sponsor.

r
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Table 2-4: Alternative Sources of Data for Local Follow-Up Systems

Type of Data

I. Post-Program Economic Data

II. Post-Program Now-Economic Data, Including IN

:.Participants' Views of Programs

-

III. Demographic and Socio-Economic Information

IV. Pre-Program Labor Market Data

V. Program Activity Data

VI. Participant Location/Contact Information

Sources

o Social Security Administration
Earnings Data

o State Unemployment Wage Records

o Employer Follow-Up Surveys
o PartiCipaneFollow-Up Surveys

o PartIcifiant Follow-Up Surveys

o Prime Sponsor MIS
o Participant Foqow -Up Surveys

o Prime Sponsor MIS
o Participant Follow-Up Surveys

o Social Security Administration
Earnings Data

o State Unemployment Wage Records

o Prime Sponsor MIS
o Prime,Sponsor CTS
o Participant Follow-Up Surveys

o Prime Sponsor MIS



sources: Social Security earnings data, Unemployment Insurance wage records data,

employer surveys, and participant follow,up surveys. The advantages and limitations )

of each of these data sources are summarized in Table 2-5, and are discussed below.

1. Social Security Earninp.Data

The.Social Security Administration (SSA) maintains a master'file of yearly

earnings for all employees nationwide in those jobs covered by Social Security. This

file is arranged by Social Security number and contains selected demographic informa-
,

tion, such as sex and birthdatet obtained when individuals request Social Security

numbers.. Currently, this file is updated annually when employers file Copy A of tileir

employer W-2 Wage and Tax Statement with SSA for those employees covered by Social
14

Security, -

Social Secutity earnings data possess many advantages as a,source of informa-

tion on participants' post-program employment and earnings experiences. SSA records

are reldtively free from any biases due to saméEtritit1 as coverage is nation-

wide and includes approximately, 90 perCent of. all paid employMent. Since SSA files

are maintained throughemployer tax returns, these records are also complete and

accurate for all covered employees. Additionally, Social Security reeords are both

longitudinal, giving those prime, sPonsors interested in performing long-term evalua-

tions the opportunity to readily do so, and relatively inexpensive, with the only

costs involved being those of data processing and enalysis..

This source of data does, however, have several limitations. First, the

measuies of economic outcomes available from the data are limited eo annual earnings,

with no information on ciage rates, weeks worked, or other aspects of posi-program

15

performance. Similarly, information is not available on any non-economic measures

of performance. Second, Socia4Security data are currently subject to at leas; a

one and a half year delay in availability. For example, information on terminees'

1980 earnings would not beccime available in the file until mid-1982. Third, about

45
ten percent of all employees are not covered by Social Security, including federal

and many state and local government employees, as well as employees of-tome non-

profit organizations. For covered-employees, only earnings up to the maximum tax-
i

34



,Tabie 2-5: Strengths and Limitations of Alternative Data Sources

for a Local Follow-Up Data Base

) /
AdvantagesMajor Sources of Data

Sources of Post-Program Data

I. Social Security Earnings o Available for most employees

Data 'nationwide

o Accurate
o Complete
o Longitudinal ,

, o Relatively inexpensive

UnemiLyment Insurance Vage
Records Data (Stets Employ-
ment Security Agency)

Limitations

o Measures of economic
, outcomes limited to
annual earnings

o Data not available on
non-economic outcomes

o At least 11/2 year ttne

lag in availability
from year bf reported
earnings

o Ten percent of
employees not covered

o Repeated kudy proce-
dures not possible

o Data not available on
participants not
empfoyed

o Earnings recorded quarterly o Measures of economic

o Only three month lag in . outcomes limited to

availability from time of earnings

reported earnings
o Accurate
o Longitudinal .

o Relatively inexpensive

halr.

o Data not available on
non-economic outcomes

o 12 states do not main-
tain camplete files of
U.I..data

o Small firms and self-
employed not covered

o Data not available on
employees working out
of state

o Data not available on
participants not' ,

employed

III. Employer Follow-Up Suryeys o Re1at4vely easy to contact
former participants

o Relatively high response rate o

possible
o Accurate job and wage informa- o

tion
o Can be used to supplement

, other data souices

S.

Data available on job-
placed terminees only
Data limited to first
post-CETA job
Difficult to identify
appropriate respondeA
within establishment
Data not available Rn
non-economic outcameW



Table 2-5 (Cont.).

Maior Sources of Data . 'Advantages
,

IV. Participant Follow-Up o Relatively short time lag
o Wide range'of data potentially

dip- available
o Flexible and subject to change
o Can elicit participant opinions
and suggestions about programs

o CanNObtain information for all
'types of term#ees

lo Can be used to verify other
data sources

Sources of Participant and
Program Characteristits

I. Prime S'ponsor MIS

II. Prime Sponsor CIS'
0

Cr,

o Readily available
o Many data elements required
by federal law

o Current,
o Only readily available data

source for same information

o Readily'svailable
o Current -

o Concise pictureof program
activities

0

-28- ,
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Limitations

o Relatively higher cost
per participant contact

o Possible non-response
biases

o Problems may be
encountered in locating
and contacting partici-
pants

o Not always complete.
o Sull participant con-

tact information not
required by law

o'Data in MIS Mot always
consistent with local
follow-up information
needs

o Detailed information
on partiCipants'
experiences not avail-
able

a
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able for Social Security are recorded in the file. The fourth limitation is that

no information is available for termiimes who have not worked since leaving CETA,
17

or who have worked so little that their earnings are not recarded. As a result,

followup findings obtained by.using SSA data could be biased toward those partici-

pants with post-program earnings.

A final concern is the ;dal in which prime sponsors can access the data. Since;

SSA records cannot be released to the public, the Social Security Administration

must perform all statistical analyses., The SSA provides a service which matches

the earnings data to identifying participant characteristics, and then perforths

requested statistical analyses. Thii procedure,is generally a less expensive means

of acquiring follow-up data than survey techniques, but it substantially restriccs

the range of analyses which can be performed.

Prime sponsors which wanupre information about using Social Security eArn-

ings data should contact the Offlce of Research and Statistics in the U.S. Social

!
Security Administration.

2. Unemployment Insurance Wage Data

Most states, through their State Employment SecUrity Agencies (SESA), keep

files of quarterly and yearly earnings for employees covered by UnemPloyment

Insurance (U./.). Like data available,frqm the Social Security Administration,

the U.I. wage records represent one potential institutiopal source of follow-up

data.
',0

U.I. wage data have adVantages simiYar to those of Social Security earnings

data. Information in U.I. wage redords is complete, accurate; and longitudinal far

those U.I. covered employees,who continue working in,the state. In contrast, how-
,'

4

ever, U.I. wage data are reported quarterly, with earnings information generally

available only three months after the end of the quarter, a much shorter time-lag

than that of SSA data. ,This series of quarterly earnings is a major feature of

U.I. da*ta in that it presents a clearer picture of an anployee's labor market

efrperieves than the yearly earnings available from Social Security data.
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U.I. data also have certain important limitations. Like Social Security earn-,

ings data, U.I. wage data contain only earnings information and are not useful for

examining other aspects of pOst-programperformance. Additionally,U.I. wage data

are not fully representative. Many employees of small firms, and those who are

self-employed_are not covered by unemploymtnt insurance. Additionally, data are

7

not available for employees working outside of the state, or for terminees who have
.

not worked since.they left CETA. A final disadvantage of U.I. wage data is that-a

dozen states, including some major industrial states, such as New York and Ohio, do

_not routinely reeord quarterly wage data for all covered employees in a master

18
file. Rather, these,states acqUire wage data for determining benefit rights on a

request basis after the worker files a claim.

Actual data elements in a state's U.I. wage files vary across states, as will

prodedures to be followed to access the data. Prime sponsors interested in using

U.I. wage:data for outcomesevaluation should contact iheir State Employment Security

Ag§ncy (SESA).

3. Employer Follow-Up Surveys

,

In addition to the institutional data sources, outcomes information can also

be obtained through the use of employer surveys. These surveys have several

distinct advantages. Employers are generally easy to loca;e and cc:intact', and most

will take the time to answer the survey questions, resulting in a relatively high

response rate. Also, employers can be relied upon to provide accurate Sob descrip-

tions,-wage rates, and time worked by their erployees.

.
Despite these advantages,lhoyiver, employer surveys are quite li4ited in

scope. Sinde the name of the first post-CETA eMployer is generally recorded only

,for.participants who are job placed, it is not liossible to obtain follow-up in-
..

formation pn non-placement terminees. Additionally, for tho-se who were job placed,

only the first p6st-CETA employer.As listed, limiting follow-up data to thai job.

Only when placements remain on their initial jobs Tor the entire- follow-ui period

can particdpants' entire post-program employment and earnings experiences be

recorded.
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4. Participant Follow-Up Surveys
-41

Participant follow-up vrveya represent themost viable approach for collect-
.

ing outcomes data available to prime sponsors. Most importantly, direct participant

contacts afford the opportunity,to collect the widest range of available information

when compared to any of ale three data sources already discussed.

Several types of data can bp collected through participant surveys, includIng

those related to the post-program employment and earnings experience of terminees,

information about non-economic program outcomes, such as school enrollment and mili-

tary status,.and respondents' views and suggestions about the programs in which they

participated. In addition, participant follow-up iUrveys can be structured to
1

provide timely information consistent with prime sponsor.annual planning needs, and

can be used to obtain information on all .types.of terminees, unlike SSA data, U.I.

data, or employer surveys:

At the same time, problems do 'exist with relying on participant follow-up

surveys as a source of outcords data. First:there are various issues involved in

settingmup.and operating a,dhrvey, some of which will be discussed in Chapter Three.

A major Concern relates to locating and contacting terminees. Participants may

have moved without leaving a forwarding address, may keep irregular hours which'

make them difficult to reach, or may simply choose not to participate in the sur-

vey. This difficulty in locating and contacting terminees may introduce bias into

the follow-up findings as the results may be based on disproportionately large and

small shares of particular population subgroups. Another limitation of participant

surveys is related,to the cost of data collection. Operating participant surveys

tends *to cost more than using employer surveys or Social Security or Unemployment

Insurance earnings data.

Despite these limitations, hawever, the dz'ita potentially available from

participant surveys represen$ the most complete information on participants' iost-

program employment and 'earnings experiences, their views of the programs in which

they participated,',and non-economic aspects of perfornance.
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In summary, selected economic outcomes measures cad be obtained through

several sources,. intluding SSA and U.I. earnings files, employer follow-up surveys,

and participant follow-up surydYs. However, the first three cif the sources provide

infOiMation only on participants who.were.employed after they left the CETA program;

and.even_in iliese cases, problems of data coverage still exist. For prime sponsors

to acquire adequate information on economic.and non-economic outcomes, as well as

terminees' perceptions of all the programs in which they participated, participant

follow-up surveys are the most viable alternative.

B. Sources of Demographic andSocio-Economic Participant Characteristics,
Pre*Program Labor Market Data, and Program Participation and Contact Information

Without sUrveying CETA terminees, the information maintained by the prime

sponsor in its Matiagement Information System (MIS) and Client Tracking'Wstem (CTS)

represents the only data'source available for participant and program characteristic
,

'information. The CTS presents a concise picture of the participant's CETA program-

experience while the MIS provides a wider range Of more detailed information. 'These'

two systems should, for the most part, contain those data necessary to identify the

characteristics of participants as well as the programs'in which they participated.

Several types of contact information needed for locating and contacting

terminees should also be available fram the prime sponsor MIS. All MIS should co

tain participants' full names and addresses. Many systems also contain parti
a

pants' phone numbers and even "emergeficy" phone numbers of family Member or friends.

It ihould be noted that prime sponsor MIS are not

e ,

phone nuMbers although they are critical pieces of contact information. Other types

c P

ired to record-participants'

of HIS information useful for locating and contacting'former participants include

the names and addresses of employers for those job placed, and schools or training

prograas in which the participant may have enrolled;upon termination from the CETA

program.



1ilthough prtme sponsor MIS land CTS are a primary source of information on

- participants' program and pre-program experiences, they have limitations which may

affect their potential use. Management information-and client tracking systems

F , exist to provide the data needed to fulfill federalreporting requirements. Such'

0,

information is often insufficient for 'many decisions which must be bade at the

local level. For exataple, federal regulations do not require that prime sponsors

record the industries in which On-the-job training takes place. However, for

local planning efforts, this information can be valuable for determinini whether

the'tugcess or failure of an OJT program is attributable, in part, to the industry

in which the participants are working. In addition; such critical data items as

the respondent's telephone number and alternate emergency numbersof faly oi

friends are also not required. Prime sponsors planning to use participant surveys

to Father post-program information should aim to have these data included in their

MIS as an important part.of their locaffoilow-up sistems.
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FOOTNRTES-TO CHAPTER TWO

1. the compositeanature of earned income stems frot the fact that it is based
upon the product of an individuars total weeks worked, average hours
worked per week, and average hourly wage rates. As a measure of postl-

program performance, it therefore reflects the total labor force experience
of former participants, as yell as several objectives which a local
deliVery system may be designed to achieve. 4

2. For 4 thorough review of issues and methods related to analyzing the
sources of income gains see:

' Sum, Andrew, Katherine Mazzeo, Francis McLaughlin, and Jeffrey Zornitsky,
Evaluating the Performance of Employment and Training Programs at the Local
Level, Employment and Training Addinistration, U.S. D.O.L., Boston,

'Massachusetts, 1978, Volume Two, pp. 357-371.

3. While the'conceptual reasoning behind this point may be clear, the useful-
ness of the approach will be critically dependent upon the types of
statistical techniques'selected for analysis purposes. For a'Aorough
review of the application of alternative statistical techniques see:

Sum, Andrew, et al:, 22.. cit., Volume Two, pp. 221-317.

4. Thus far, a determination of Chose gross performance measures that reliably
predict long-term prgram effectiveness has not been satisfactofily
resolved. Currently,\only, three published empirical research studies on
this subject have been campleted, each with somewhat differing results.
See: f

Borus, Michael, "Indicators of CETA Performaace", Industrial and Labor
Relations Review, Volume 32, No. 1, October, 1978, pp. 3-14.

Gay, Robert, Validating Performance Indicators far Employment and Train-
ing Programs, U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administra-
tion, Office of Research and Development, Washington, D.C., April, 1978.

Geraci, Vincent, and Chris6pher King, Employment and Training (CETA)
Program Performance: Long-Term Earnings Effects and Short-Term Indicators,
University of Texas at Austin, Department of Economics, December, 1980.

5. A control group is defimed as a group of individuals who, when compared to
those riceiving services, are different only in that they did not receive

program services. True control groups are established by randomly assigh-
ing individuals to receive or not receive program services; When random
assignment is not possible, attempts can be made to match individuals
according to those characteristics which likely influence program per-
forthance. This latter procedure results in a comparison group which, in
contrast to a control group, represents an incomplete accounting of
differences betweenlindividuals. For a good discussion of selecting con-
trol and camparison groups see:

Campbell, Donald, "Reforms as Experiments", American Psychologist, Vol.
24, No. 4, 1969, pp. 409-429.

Issac, Stephen, and William Michael, Handbook in Research and Evaluation,
Edits Fublishers, San Diego, California, 1971.

-34 -
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Hardin, Einar, "On the Choice of Control, Groups", in Borus, Michael
(Ed.), Evaluating the Lmpact of Manpower Programs, D.O. Heath and
Company, Lexington, Massadhusetts, 1972, pp. 41-58.

Sax, Gilbert, Foundations and Educational Research, Prentice Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1979.

6. When using-a coMparison group, tha incomplete accounting of
differences between individuals makes it necessary to use statistical
controls in order to accurately identify the independent cdntribution
of a'program to a given outcomes measure. . In most cases, evaluators'
have utilized either multiple regression 'analysis or analysis of
variadde techniques to accomplish this. For a review of selected
'studies that have used and/or discussed the relative merits of alterna-
tive comparison groups see:

, (

Borus, Michael, john Brennan and Sidney Rosen, "A Benefit-Cost Analysis
of the Neighborhood Youth Corps: The Out-of-School Program in Indiana",
Journal of Human Resources, Vol. 5, No. 2, Spring 1970, pp. 139-159.
(Uses eligible applicants who did not participate in the program).

Cooley, Thomas, Timothy McGuire ind Edward Prescott, The Impact of
Manpower Training Programs an Earning: An Econometric Analysis, prepared ,

for Offiee of lmlicy, Evaluation and Research, U.S. Department of Labor,
Washington, D.C., 1975. (Uses both eligible applicants who did not par-.
ticipate in the program and a matched sample from Social Secur4y files).

Garey, Robert B., The Earnings Effects of CETA Title I in South Carolina:
An Evaluation Using Social Security Data% The University of South
Carolina, Bureau of Gavernment Research and Service, Columbia, Sauth
Carolina, 1978. (Uses a matched sample fram Social Security f.iles).

Gibbard, Harold, and Gerald Somers, "Government Retraining of the
Unemployed in West Virginia", in 'Somers, Gerald (Ed.), Retraining the
Unemployed, University of Wisconsin Press, Madison, Wisconsin, 1969,
pp. 17-24. (Uses a matched sample of persons having active or inactive
applications on file with the State Employment Service).

Hardin, Einar, and Michael-Borus,' The Economic Benefits and Costs of
Retraining, D.C. Heath and Company, Lexington, MassaChusetts, 1971.
(Uses non-trainees who applied and were eligible for the program but

did not participate).

Main, Earl4Nationwide.Evaluation of M.D.T.A. Insitutional Job Train-
ing", Journal of Human Resources, Vol. 3, No. 2, Spring 1978, pp. 159-

170. (Uses friends aad relatives of trainees who were unemployed at
about the same,time the participants entered training).

Westat, Inc., Continuous Longitudinal'Manpower Survey: The Impact of
CETA on Participants Earnings, Working Papers One and Two, prepared for
the Office of Program Evaluation, Employment and Training Administration,
U.S. Department of Labor, Washington, D.C., 1980. (Uses matched sample

from Social Security files and Current Population Survey).

tow
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7. For a review of several stu ies containing before and after.comparisons
see:

Perry, Charles R., Bernard E. Anderson, Bichard L. Rowan, and Herbert R.
Northrup, The Impact of GovernMent Manpower Programs: In General, and
On Minorities end Women, Industrial Researdr-Unit, The Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania, 1975.

Additionally, a critical review of befo
found in:

e and' after tnmparisons can be

-Sax, Gilbert, 22. cit.

8. One way to possibly address these problems is to employ a time-series
model. The'key,advantage of this approach is that it seeks to extend
the pre-program period for a sufficient duration to account for the
problems bf maturation and regression toward the mean: It does, how-
ever, still suffer from the problem of history. Moreover, the use of
extended pre-program observations will not be fully possible for in-
dividuals who either'are new entrants to the labor market or,have not'
participated in the labor force for ah extended period of time. In

the first case, ane could delete these individuals from estimates.of
program effects. While a similar approach can be taken for the rer
entrants, it may be desirable to,attempt to go fartherack in time
to collect their work history data.

9. See for instance:

Geraci, Vincent, tit.

, 10. Pre-CETA labor Market conditions can potentially influence the measure-

, ment Of post-program performance in one or a combination of two ways.
First, to the extent that local labor markets become loose, individuals
equipped with marketable skills and experience may find ttlemselves un-
able to secure or maintain employment. In thii case, the'deterioration
in their employment and income status would tend to be morarqemporaiy
in nature than a reflection of their permanent status in the labor

0' market. Thus, measures of ,program effectiveness could potentially be
biased by the problem of "regression toward the mean" since these in-

.

dividuals codaOhe expected to improve their labor market status in the
absence of program participation. Secondly, changes in local labor

market conditions between the pre and post-program period could either
enhance or reduce an individual's lhbor market status in the absence

of the program. In this case, the Use of enrollment dates would serve
to establish a consistent basis for judging the effectiveness of local

programs.

11. While it is difficult to objectively classify prime sponsors by size,
the key factor that shauld be used ,to determine the appropriateness of
sampling is whether or not a sample can be drawn to generate statistically

reliable results. For a thorough treatment of sampling techniques and

procedure; see:

Cochran, WillL G.y Sampling Techniques, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,

°New York, pew York, 1963.
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12. See: 'deraCI, Vincent, sp. cit.

13. Even a six month follow- , however, cannot be fully relied upo
generate informatio all programs operating in the same year during
which the follow-up survey is taking place. Assuming that follow-up begins
in October as do new fiscal year programs, le first follow-up of October
terminees could/not begin until April, which'is the beginning of the annual
planning cycle. Thus, even with a relatively short follow-up period such
as six months, prima,sponsors:Will have to rely upon a mix of current as
well as previous fiscal year data;

-14. A dopy o the W-2 wage and tax statement is contained in Appendix.A.

15. Prior td 1978, the Social Security Administration maintained a file of
earnings byvarter as well as yearly earnings up to a maximum taxable
level for all'employees. In 1978, the current system of updating the
file once, a year 4through etployer W-2 wage and tax statements was initiated.

16. In early 1981, the maximum taxable intome was increased to $29,700, which
is'likely sufficient to cover most CETA participants' post-program earn-

.

ings

17. Prior to 1978, individuals were required to earn a certain amount in each
.quarter to be credited for the quarter. Currently, an individual is given
credit for one quarter for each $300 he/she earns. If an individual earns
less than $300 in-a year, no annual earnings will be recorded for that
year.

18. As of the end of 1980, those states whicii do not maintain a complete file
of U.I. wage data are: Hawaii, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska,
New Jersey, New York, Ohio; Rhode Island, Utah, Vermont and Wisconsin.

A
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CHAPTER THREE

IMPLECEN,TING AND "OPERATING

LOCAL FOLLOWUP 'SYSTEMS
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LfNTIG AND -OPERATING LOCAL FOLLOW-UP SYSTEMS

I. INTRODUCTION

Prior to implementing a locally-based follow-up-system, prime sponsors

must make a series of decisions regarding the organizational and operational approach

they will use. Since prime sponsors can.exercise considerable latitude in making

these decisions, it is important that all options are explored fully and that both
a

in-house and external resqurces are considered.

This chapter is designed tO helg prime sponsors in the following major aspects,

of their lOcal follow-up systems:

o The selection of a participant contact method;

o The development of a follow-up questionnaire;

o The choice of an organizational approach for con-

ducting follaw-up surveys;

o The use of participant contact and interview

techniques; and

o The use of quality control and data processing

.,- procedures.

Each of these topics is addressed separately below.

II. SELECTING A PARTICIPANT CONTACT-METHOD

There are three primary participhnt contact methods wh14ch prime sponsors can

use to administer their follow-up questionnaires: 1) telephone surveys; 2) personal

visit interviews; and 3) mail surveys. As shown in Table 3-1, each of these.methods

possesses several strengths and limitations that impact upon their response rates,

data quality,, and costs. When selecting a participant contact method, prime sponsors

should consider these three factors since they will have a direct bearing on the

usefulness pf follow-up.information for decisionmaking. This section will provide

a brief discussion of these factors as well as the results from an empirical study

designed to determine the most effective and cost-efficient survey method for con-

tacting CETA terminees.

738+, 4 7
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Method

Telephong:

Personal Visit:

Mail Surveys:

Table 313.: Advantages and Disadvantages of
Alternative Survey Methods

Advantages

o Opportunity to directly
question the participant

o Offers opportunity to ask
respondent o clarify
answers

o Relatively easy to manage
and supervise; provides
opportgnity to control
interviewer bias

o No travel required

o Opportunity to directly
question the participant

o Offers opportunity to
clarify answers

o Interviewer is able to
obtain visual clues-from
respondent

o Visual materials can be
used for questions_

o Provides maximum'opportunity
to influence response rates;
Interviewer can travel to,
search for participant

o Wide geographic area can
pe covered economically

o Greater privacy since
questionnaire is completed

without an-interviewer
o Questionnaire can be com-

pleted at the leisure of
the respondent

o For those respondents who
often may not be at home,
mail contact may be more

successful

ti 4 8

Disadvantages

o Length of interview
must be limited

o No'ability to obtain
visual clues from
respondents

o Visual materials ca
be used for questions

o Limited ability to
locate participant;
not able to go to
pariicipant's residence

o Management of survey
operations ii difficult

-o Quality control and
verifications are more
complicated

o iTime-consuming
o Travel is required

o Limited ability to inflUence
response rates

o Limited ability to control
data quality

o No opportunity to ask
respondents to clarify
answers

to Questionnaire may be
ignored by those Who have
reading problems



The response rate of-a contact method is a measure of the number of terminees

who complete a questionnaire relative to the total number of tarminees the prime

sponsor attempted to survey. Generally, one would expect both telephone and

personal visit surveys to yield higheAesponse fates than mail surveys. Since mail

surveys rely solely on the respundent to complete and return the questionnaire, in-

terviewers do not.have the opportunity to contact terminees and directly solicit

their participation in the survey.

The overall quality of lhe data, including how completely and accurately the

follow-up information has been recorded on the questionnaires, is also likel; to be

higher for telephone and personal visit surveys. For both of these methods, inter-
...

viewers who are familiar with the survey instrument are relied upon to ask all ques-

tions, record responses and.check for=accuracy and completeness. In contrast, the

respondent who completes a mail questionnaire at home is not familiar with it, and,

therefore, may not understand what is being asked, or where to record the information.

Although both the quality of the data and the response rate are expected to

be lower for mail than for telephone or personal visit surveys, mail surveys are

generally thought to be a usefill participant contact method because of their lower

cost. Because all questionnaires are mailed to and completed by espondents them-

selves, there are no costs associated with either administering the questionnaire

or traveling to and from the respondent's home.

In order to help prime sponsors make a selection frofamong these alternatives,

the EMployment and Training Aftinistration, U.S. Department of Labor, recently-

supported a research Project to determine the most reliable and cost effective

method of gathering post-program data using a participant questionnaire.. The pur-

pose of the study was to compare and contrast each of the three.survey techniques

with respect to their overall response rates, the consistency and completeness of

the data ColleOted, and the associated cost.

-40-
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A. Findings From a Study of the Reliability and Cost-Effectiveness of Three

Survey Methods

The study included 784 former CETA participants who had terminated from five

prime sponsors.aocated in two ETA regions. All participants
i
were economically

advantaged and terminated from programs funded under CETA Title IIBC (75 percent)

and Title IID (25 percent). These participants were randomly assigned to one of

three groups corresponding to the three survey techniques. , This assignment deter-%

mined whether the ensuing six month"Post-program follow-up interview attempt would

be conducted in person, over the telephone, or through the mail. Guidelines were

provided to.project interviewers to insure that location arid contact procedures were_

uniformly pursued across the three alternative approaches. The results are briefly

discussed below, while a detailed description of both the project and its findings

is contained in Appendix B.

A C1Tloparison of the rates of response (actual survey completion) associdted
.

with the three survey methodologies revealedllhat the highest response-rate was

achieved by the telephone survey (45 percent), followed closely.by personal visit

interviews (40 percent). The mail survey yielded only a 19'percent rate of

1

response after a two Stage mailing. Analysis of the telephone and personal sur-

vey methods indicated that, although there was a slight difference in the response

rate, the actual rate of contact (including those who were contacted but did not

respond to the'interview) was identical (48 percent). This incates that, com-

pared to tfie telephone survey sample, a large group of those pproached for

personal 'visit interviews refused to participate. Some of the refusals came

during the initial phone ccintact as an attempt was made to schedule a personal

interview. It appears that respondents prefer ihe anonymity of a telephone or

mail survey to the face-to-face contact of personal inierviews. Also, many
2

terminees failed to meet a pre-scheduled personal interview appointment. This

underscores the importance of taking advantage of the initial contact success by

attempting to conduct the interview immediately.
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Another major focus of the researdh was to assess the "quality" of dates

collected with respect to its completeness and internal consistency, including the

appropriate use of skip patterms and instructions. Similar to the response rate

'findings, the telephone and'perannal visit interview methods generated high levels

-

of data quality and consistency. In contrast, the information collected through
3

mail surveys yielded-less complete and less consisteht data. These r9lts are

consistent with expeCtatiOns since telephone and personal visit interviewers

.0
received extensive tr nig in the use of the survey instrument,-whereas ma.J. iur-

vey respondents werej viewing the questionnaire for the first time.

The,final major issue under examination was relative cost. The cost of a

completed interview was calculated to include the time spent locating terminees,

the actu'al time spent administering interViews, and the time spent checking. and

4

coding completed questionnaires. The least expensive approach was the telephone

survey, with ad average cost of $2.13 per completed interview. The personal visit

method was considerably more eXpensive, with 'an average cost of $16.27 per tompleted

interview, clearly refleting the considerable time and travel costs associated with

4
this aPproach. The average cost of.an interview completed through.a mail survey was

found.to be $6.59. This mail survey cost may seem high since there are no associated

interview costs; hawever, the two mailings coupled with a low response rate resulted

in a comparatively costly operation. )

These findings demonstrate that the elephone survey technique most favorably

balances the major considerations of resppnse rates, data quality and overall costs.

Although personal interviews produced competitive response rats; and.high quality

data, the associated high costs keep them from being a practicaa option for prime

sponsoruse. Similarly, mail surveys do-hot emerge as.a viable local option because

they tend to generate law response rates and,comparatively law quality data. There-

fore, prime sponsors should primarily consider telephone surveys when selecting a

partinipant contact method.
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'III. DEVELOPING A FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE

The follow-up questionnaire is the primary source of information on the

post-program labor market activities of CETA terminees. Because this information

serves as the basis for evaluative judgements, the survey instrument_must be

construsted to maximize the accuracy and utility of the follow-up data base. This

sectlon on questionnaire development covers the following three areas:

o The deVelopmenticand wording of questions;

o The advantages and limitations ofjse:VeraLmethods of

collecting information on the participants' post-

'program activities; and

Issues in constructing the questionnaire. ,

On occasion, an issue in questionnaire'development is critically linked to

the choice of a particular survey method. When considerations are notably different

among telephone, personal visit and mail wrvey 'instruments, the variations will be

9

t, discussed .

A.,Developing Questions

Once the list of desired post-program data is determined, questions must be

developed to elicit exactly this information from CETA terminees. Questions must

be precisely focused and phrased so that the average respondent can.easily under-

.. >, .

stand what is being asked. Careful consideration *should also be given to the

length of the questions. To keep the irtrview as short as possible, questions

should be designed to cover all the required information without undue overlap or

repetition. .This section discusses first the basic types of questions which can

Abe used in developing 4 follow-up questionnaire, and then focuse n isSUes in

the wording of questions.
.



1. Types of Questions

There tare three broad, categories of question and answer formats: fixed

--

response, open-ended; and sorting r "skip" questions.

,Fixed response questions are those for which a series of possible answers

is listed below the question. By having the most common responses,written below

the question, the interviewer can record the respondents' ahsweri very quickly

and then proceed with the rest of the interview. This approach, however, is

only possible uten the 'Prime sponsor knows what types of responses are likely.

.

When administering the'interview, the interviewer either reads the choices

to the respondent, or matches the respondeni's answer with one of the listed

responses.

Example 1

"How did you find out about this job?"

1 = CETA Agency

2 = Employment Office/Job Service

3 = Private Employment Agency .

4 = Contacted Employer Directly 49

5 = Friends or Relatives

6 = Answered Newspaper Ad

7 Other

In this example, responses are not read aloud as they may influence the

respondent's choice of an answer. There is a blank lir next to "other" to be

used for listing responses tither than those already identified. It is necessary

to accurately record these "other" responses, since they represent an important

additional scurce of information and may be listed as additional choices in the

future.

Another type of fixed response question seeks to direct.hnd focus the

redponse by prcmiding the only possible choices to the respondent.
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Example 2

"All things considered, how would you rate the CETA'program?"

1 = Excellent 2 = Good 3 = Fair 4 = Poor

It should be noted that on a questionnaire used in a mail survey, there is

less of a difference between types of fixed response questions because the

respondent always reads the responses. On questions for which there May be more

answers than those listed, an "other " chqice may be inclU9d

with instructions to "please sPecify".

Open-ended questions are those for which no.predetermined responses are

listed on the questionnaire, or read aloud to ihe respondent. There are two

varieties of open-nded questions. The first is the open-ended question for whiph

the respondent provides a numeric amount.

Example 3

"What was your starting hourly wage rate?"

or

"How many hours do you usually work per week?"

In both of these cases, the answer itself is a numher and is a readily usable

data element either,as recorded, or after being grouped intodiscrete categories.

, Ills second type of open-ended question involves a non-numeric response. The

interviewer asks the respondent the question and then records the entire reply

verbatim, as in Example 4..

Example 4

"Haw would you improve the CETA.program?"
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This type of question is more time-consuming than fixed response, or

numeric open-ended questions, due to the potentially extensive nature of the

responses. 'However, it provides respopdents with the greatest degree of lati-

tude when responding to a particular question.

Certain survey'questions can be developed as either a fixed response or

an opebrended question as shown in Example 5. .,.

A
Example 5

- °

A) "How many houri

qp) "How Many.hours
.

do you usutlly'work per week?"

do you usually work per week?"

0-15 4 = 36-45

2 16-25 = 46-55

3 = 26-35 6 = 5P+
A-

Determination of the most appropriate format depends both upon the time can-.

straints of the interview as well as the nature of the analysis%to be performed

with the data. In thabove example, it is prbbably faster to record ihe number

of hours,instead of scanning the alternatives in Option B for the appropriate

response. Devtloping a questionhaire also requites foresight as to future,uses

of the slata,. UsuAly, questions which-ate not categorized on the survey

;-;lhent,;.(11Opti64 A rather thaft,Option B-above), allow the analyst more latitude and
,

-_, -.,,, .: ..

..
-,N0...,

-1,1exibil*ty'l:n aggregating.ana%disaggregating the data for various analytical
-T ..

.putposes. .

; ., ,

....

instru-

-5

aie

..

Arxhird type of iquestion.is the,sore or 6skip, questiOn. These 4UestiOns
,

:. :,,. -,

genirally uSed to'Obiain pne smal,1 piece sf ixiforiaiitid todirect the inter-,
,

,

v;I:eler to the liOtt, appPopr grptit,
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Example 6

"Are you currently working?"

1 =Yes 2 1. No

This question sorts out respondents who are working from those who are not,.

The interviewer can then, for instance, proceed to questions about the current job

for respondents who,answer "yes" and to questions about job search activities for

those who answer "no". Sorting questions used oh a mail questionnaire indicate to

respondents the next set of applicable questions or instrudtions. Sorting ques-

tions and their use-s for the "skip pattern" of the questionnaire are discussed in

greater detail in the third part of this section, Constructing the Questionnaire.

2. Wording of Questions and Responses

There are several considerations to keep in mind when writing the questions

for a participant follow-up questionnaire.. Questions should be simple, clearland

eastüñderstand,aid should avoid the use of technical language or other jargon.

They should have a defined scope and should not seem vague to the respondent.

Questions'should also be objective and not make the respondent feel that there is

a preferred answer.
4

Some examples illustrating a few of these major concerns are shown below.

Example 7: No technical language or jargon.

A) "In the weeks since you left the CETA program, how many weeks

were you unemployed?"

B), "In the weeks since you left the CETA program, how many weeks

were you not working?"

Alba

In Question A, the term "unemployed" is used. Most respondents will probably

treat the question as asking them when they were "not working", but some respon-
.

dents may understand it t4 mean."not working ahd looking for work." Consequently,

respondents may answer the question from two p

this possibility.
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Example 8: Defined scope, not vague.

A) "Why did you enroll in the'CETA program?"

B) "What was your main reason for enrolling in the CETA program?"

Essentially, Questions A and B ask for the same information. However,. .

Question B narrows the scope of the question to one primary reason which focuses

the respondent's recollection and is easier for the interviewer to record than

several contributing reasons.

Example 9: -Simply phrased.

A) "What were your starting and final hourly wage rates for this job?"

B) "What was Your starting hourly wage rate for this job?"
"What,was'Your fiaal hourl wage rate?"

Questions which are short and straightforward are easier to follow than longer

ones. In some cases, as in Example 9, this may mean asking two-simple questions .

insteadof one mote complicated one.

Example 10: Objective.

A) "You haven't been looking for work every week since you left your

last job, have you?"

B) "Have you looked.for work every week sincevyou left your last job?"

QuestionS should be phrased as objecti;ely as possible. While question A '

'has an obvious sl.int, there,may be instances where the slant is mare subtle.

.Concerns about question wording may vary depending on the survey method.

Questions need to be very short and very simple when read- over' the telephone. In

'a personal interview, questions can be longer and more detailed as the respondent

can see the interviewer's facul expression and make eye contact during the inter-

view. On a mail survey, the language used for questions must be extremely

.
.

although queselons-may need to be longer in order to contain sufficient explanation
... ,

or instructions to allow f r a response in the absence any assistance from an

1

1

intervdewer.



Other concerns in structuring a mail questionnaire are questiam format and
-4

the wording of response choices. In any survey instrument, questions should be

easy to read and should be clearly dittinguished froni the other text. This 4

particularly -crucial in the mail questionnaire. Questions must be clearly

designased and techpiques, such as capitalization or underlining of key points,

used when appropriate and possible,,as in Example 11.

Example 11.

A) "What was the.best thing abOut the CETA program?"

B) "What was the BEST thing about the CETA program?"

Wording of response choices in fixed response questions is primarfly a con-

cern in questionnaires sent through the mail. Whereas-response ChofEes in tele-

phone and personal yisit questionnairt-s can include technical-terms.or abbrevia-

tions, mail questionnaire response choices must be as clear and easy to under-
.

stand as _the questions themselves, _For diample, one response under the question

"How did YAW-Lied otif about the first job you'held after leaving the CETA program?",

might be the listings maintained by the local State Employment Security Agency,

often referred to as the "empioyment service" or "job service" by professionals in

the employment and training system. However, among CETA program participants an4

the public generally, this office may be referred to as the "unemployment office:" ,

-

On a mail questionnaire, it ii advisable to-use both alternatives.

Example 12

"How did,you find out about the firit job xou held'after leaving the CETA
program?"

Telephone: 1 = Employment Service/Job Service

Mail: 1 = State Employment Security Agency (Unemployment Office)

\.
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B. Tracking Participants' Post-Program Activities

The issues of wording and format are general considerations in questionnaire

,

design, but a more specific concern to prime sponsors involves the most efficient

and effective method of tracking and recording post-program labor market and related

activities. This section will discuss several approaches to documenting how a

respondent's time was aliocatedcaver the post-program period. A summary of three

techniques for tracking activities over the follow-up period is presented in Table

3-2.

To obtain data describing terminees' activities continuously for the entire

follaw-up period, it is necessary to aetermine the total nunber of weeks in which

the individual was engaged in each of the 'following:

o Working,

o Aitending School,

o Attending a Training Program,

o Serving in the Armed Forces, and

Not working, attending scho>or training, or serving in the

Armed Forces.

These five categories do not di tinguish between the weeks a participant was
6

unemployed or was out of the labor rce. Generally, survey respondents have a

difficult time,distinguishing between being unemployed and being out of the labor ,

7

force. 'As a result, it may be'poie practical to simply identify the weeks the

respondent was not working.

The first method for tracking ppst-program activities is the fastest method;

the interviewer asks the respondent to estimate the rtgbjr of weeks spent in each

of the activities noted above. This approach requires a.minimal number of questions

4.1

add Ls therefore probably the simplest and leist costly data collection method. The

key drawback is that respondents are generally not able to give consistent estimates
8

of the number of weeks they spent in different activities.
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Table 1-2: Techniques for Tracking Post-Program Activities

Technique

1) Asking respondent to
estimate number of weeks
spent-in different activities
over the entire follow-up
period

2) Asking respondent to
estimate number of weeks'
spent on each job held
during the follow-up period
and weeks not working
between jobs

Advantages

Simple
Requires few
questions
Takes the least
amount of time

Limitations

o Difficult for respondents
to estimate weeks spent
in activities over the
entire follow-up period

o Reskondent's esOmates
are often inacc&ate

o Easier for respon- o

dent to estimate
weeks on eakjob
than total weeks o

--
working

o Gathers job related
information simply
for those respondents
with one'or two jobs
Leads to more accurate
information than the
first technique

3) Continuous. Work History Table o Provides organize- o

tional tool for
sequentially tracking
and recording all
.postr-program
activities from date
of interview backwards
to date of termina-
tion' .

Relies on estimates of
dates rather than
number of weeks
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Very confusing for in:-
dividuals with more than
two jobs
Still fOcutires resiondent
to estimate weeks on the
job

Requires more time
and training for inter-
viewers to learn to use
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A second approach is to collect information about each individual job held in

the, follow-up period. Attention is focused upon the length of employment, the details

of each job, and time spent between all jobs. Because it asks the responden

information job by job, this method may result in more accurate data than the first

method. Respondents may find it easier to estimate the number of weeks on one job

than the tota. weeks on all jobs in the follow-up period.

There are rwo disadvantages of this approach. First, for individuals who have

'held morerhan wo jobs since leaving CETA, the interview may become confused as they

attempt to sort out the number of weeks spent on each job. Second, this approaoh,
-$;

1ike the,one mentioned above, requires that respondents estimate the number of weeks

spent working or not working which has proved difficult in the past.

A third technique for tracking participants' post-program activities is to use

a Continuous Work History 'able. This table, currently being utilized in the

Continuous Longitudinal Manpowei Survey, was designed to address same of the short-

comings of the approaches already presented'hy providing :an organized format for

cateloging post-program activities. Pin example of this format is provided in

Figure 3-1.

To avoid confusion over exactly when the post-program period began (the date

of program completion and the official date of termination may not be the same), the

interviewer begins by asking respondents about their current activity. This is

followed by a,brief series of questions which gathers summary information about th'e

activity. If the respondent is working, attending school or a training program, the

interviewer asks for name of the company or school, and where it,is located. Those

who are working are also asked to identify their job title. Finally, respondents .

(including those who were not working.or attending,a school or training program),

are asked when they started the activity, when itended, and what they did just

before that particular activity, The series of questions is thed reheated; this time

directed at the activity immediately before the one just described. In this manner,

the interviewer can trace all the respondent's post-program activities'from the time

-52-
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Figure 3-1: Continuous Work History Table

I 2 3 4 5 ,6 7 8 9 10 11 12 BEIM! STARTING: (aicle the date the terminee ended the CETA program and today's
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 date on the calendar at left. Work backwards on the calendar
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 covering the entire time period as you fill out the chart below)
27 28 29 30
MAY SECTION II: SUMARE POST-PMGRAm EXPEMENCE

1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 ID "Now I would 1.4e to find out what you have been doing since ending your =TA progrmn, that

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 is between (data end*4 last progran) and now. I would like to

18 19 20 21 22 23 24
start by asking you about what you are doing now, and than ask you a series of questions

25 25 27 28 29 ao 31
about your activities during the past few months.

JUNE.

I 2 3 4 5
8 9 10 11 12
15 16 17 IS 19
22 23 24 25 25
29 30
JULY

1 2 3
6 7 8 9 10
13 14 15 15 17
20 21 22 13 24
27 28 29 30 31
AUGUST
3 .4 5 6 7
10 11 12 13 14
17 18 19 20 21
24 25 25 27 28
31' ,

SEPTEMBER,

1 2 3 4
7 8 9 10 11

6A. 'Which of theifollowing activities are you doing currently?* (Read 5 Activities to

6 7 Respondent)

13 14
20 21 Activity Code Activities

27 28
1 . Working .............

2 Attending School GO TO QUESTION 7 (In.Chart)

4 5
3 w Attending a Training Program.

11 12 4 . Serving in tha Armed Forces
18 19 5 None of These GO TO QUESTION 11 (nn Chart)
25 26

68. 'Before that, whidh of the following activities were you doing?" (Read 5 Activities

1 2 to Respondent)

8 9
15 16 Activity Code Activities

22 23

29 30 1 a Working +........._

2 . Attending School GO TO QUESTION 7 (In Chart)

3 . Attending A Training Progres0''''..

S 6 4 . Serving in the Armed Forces ...-,.....

12 13 5 . None of These -----03 TO QUESTION 11 (In Chart)
1415- I6-17-18 19 2O
21 22 23 24 25 26 27,
22 29 30
C3CTC)364/

1 2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 IS 16 17 18

49 20 21 22 23 24 22
.26 27 23 29 30 31
NOVEMBER 1

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 IS
16 17 18 19 20'21 22
2324 25 26 27 28 29
30
D'ECEMBEta

1 2 3 4 5 6
7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 13 19 20
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 -
28 29 30 31

1981
SMTWTF

JANUARY
1 2

4 5 6 7 8 9
11 12 13 14 15 16
18 19 20 21 22 23
25 26 27 28 29 30

S

3
10
17
24
31

FEBRUARY
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 30 11 12 13 14
15 16 17 13 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26 27 28

MARCH
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 IS 17 12 19 20 21
22 23 24 23 25 27 23
29 30 31

,
,

_
.

( R-EAT QUESTIONS 68 THP/MGH 12,AS APPLICABLE, UNTIL THE MITIRE POST-PROGRAM PERIOD

IS ACCOUNTED FOR)

Activity
Code

7.8hat 45 the
Company/
School
name?

8.Where is it
located?

(If Working)
9.What does

this
company
do?

-

(If Working)
10:What is/

was your
job title?

11.When
did
you
begin?

12.When
did
you
stoP7

(GO TO
Q. 68)

*
of
Weeks

1)
'PRESENT

2)

3)
i

4)

5) ,

. ,
.

,

6)

.-
.

../

7)

.

.

.

.

.

8) ,

13. Are any of these jobs "CETA jobs"?.

If Yes: Which ones? (Circle row number)

If: hymn= AT TIME ENDED PPOGRAM: GO TO SECTION rt.r

NOT WORKING AT TIME Mr0ED PROGRAm: GO TO SECTION 121

NO JOB SINCE LEAVING CETA: GO TO SECTION VI
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of'the interview back to the point of departure from the CETA system.

A kay feature of the Continuous gbrk History Table is that respondents are

asked for the dates they began and ended activities rather than the number of weeks

they were in the activity. Respondents may not always remember the exact dates, 4

but can usually recall the month, and whether or not it was the beginning or end

of the month. By tracing,time periods of activities on the calendar attached to

the table, ;he interviewer can readily identify gaps in activities or assist respon-

dents in remembering a date. The table also collects basic information on more

activities than employment.

The Continuous Work History Table initially requires more time and training

for interviewers to become familiar with it, and may seen more imposing at first

than other approaches. However, it can provide the most organized and accurate

data on participant post-program activities of any of the three methods.

,The Continuous Work History Table is generally considered too complicated for
-

use in a mail survey. Another version of this'approach is shown in the mail survey

questionnaire it:. Appendix D, and consists of a page with a full calendar on which

jrespondents can circle the days spent in each type of activity. This calendar can

be accompanied by a completed example which can serve as an illusfration.

With the use of the,Continuous Work History Table, prime sponsors can system-

aticAlly trace how participants have allocated their time during the post-program

period. It will also be'necessary to elicit,select detailed information on the

10

nature of their activities. One approach is. to collect detailed informateonobout

each employment and non-employment activity during the follow-up periOd. While

this approachis the most comprehensive, it is also the most complex t"0 administer.

Another approach is to focus data collection strictly on participant ' first

and last Or current post-program labor force activities. While this app ach pre-
,

cludes the opportunity to measurthe non-economic performance of programs, it does

collect data on jobs which were held a; significant points during the follow-up

period. Information on the first job held immediately after leaving the program gives

-54=
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same measure of short-term benefits of participation. The current or last job held in

the follow-up period provides some indication of benefits gained over a somewhat

11

longer time period.

A third approach is to focus detailed data collection efforts around Ole first'

and current or last job, but ,also include a minimal set of questions regdrding any

other employment and non-employment experiences. Although this approach.is nbt

simple as the one above, it provides for both a more accurate estimate of post-

program earnings and an assessment of the non,-economic aspects of program performance.

Appendices C and,E contain follow-up questionnaires which correspond to the Last two

alternatives.

C. Constructing the Questionnaire

There are five broad concerns in questionnaire design which will be discussed

in this section:

The grouping of questions into sections;

o The sequencing of sections;

o The writing of the text;

o The coding of responses tb questions; and

o General issues in the format and layout of the questionnaire.

1. Sequencing of Questions

'Onc dstions have beep.written in a clear and concise fashion,,they must be

arranged so that the inte4Ow can proceed smoothly and the respondent can focus on

a

the appropriate areas of concern or interest. The arrangement of estions is

-
also important inthat it may help to stimulate the respondent's memory of a parti-

,17:-'

' cuiar time or event.

A first general principle is that questions should- be arranged in some logical

4order. Usually, questionnaires are divided into sections by topic. For instance,

,

the 'questionnaire in.Apperpfix C is divided into the following sections:

,
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I. Respondent's View of the Program

II. Summary.POrst-Program Experience

III. For Respondents Who Were Not Working Prior to the First Job

After CETA

. rv. Information on the First or Only Employer After CETA

V. Information on CuFrent/Last Employer if more than one Employer

.After CETA

VI. For Respondents Who Are Not Currently Working

Second, a series of questions which covers activities..spread aver a long period

of time can be arranged in chronological or reverse-chronological order. Many people

find it easier to renember-things in chronological order. However, when the inter-

viewer is asking questions about activities which have occurred over a long period of

time, it may more effective to help respondents remember the details of their current

activity first, and then work backwardsthrough the rest of the follaw-up period.

This approach was adopted in'the Continuous Work History Table.
12

Another way of organizing c5lestIons is sainettmes referred to as "funneling".

Typically, this refers to arranging the questionnairerso that more general questions

cificity. By isking ques=are asked first, followed by questions of increasi

tions in this order; the interviewer can gradually row the respondent's focus.

2. Sequencing of Sectians
,

When arranging the sections in a questionnaire, several points must be-kept i6

mind. All questions of a sensitive nature, such as public assistance status, or-any-

questions thatsthe respondent may find particularly difficult4to answer, should come-

13

later in the questionnaire. Once respondents begin answering some questions with

minimal tiouble, theylare more likely to finish all the questions. It may also be

helpful to ask the.participanis' views and opinions of the program at the beginning

of the questionnaire. Thus, the interviewer shows that the respondents' views are

important and by doing so many enhance their sense of tnvolvement.
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A final point is that sections must be organized so that the interviewer is

able to find the applicable sections quickly and without stiuffling back and forth

through tfie questionnaire. This is of particular concern on a mail questionnaire

which oust be organiZed to allow the respondents to locate the appropriate sections

, without assistance.

3. Text of the Questionnaire

In addition to questions and responses, a substantial amount of other text is
-

necessary within a survey instrument. This text, is of two types: script, which is

read by the interviewer to the respondent, (or by th7e respondent if part of a mail

questionnaire); and instructions, which direct the interviewer (or.the mail survey

respondent), in how to proceed through the survey. Generally, the script provides

the interviewer with a standardized means for moving the interview from one set of

questions to another. It is very important to standardize the script phrases as

variation in individual interviewing techniques can introduce bias into the responses.

Script phrases provide a consistent mesa for interviewers to introduce them-

,
selves and the purpose of the interview, and to stress how "valeable" the respondent's

cooperationkwill be. Script phrases also enable the interviewer to shift the respon-
...

dent's fc)Cus from one topic area to another, as in Example 13.

Example 13

"Now I would like to ask you a few questions about the first job you held

after leaving the CETA program."

Phases such as that in Example 14 can also create a sense of importance for a

set of questions.

. ,

Example 14

:"This next group of questions Is very impdrtant. Please think carefully

before giving your answers."
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In additiin, script phrases can help the respondent remember what was discussed

previously, which may help to answer the questions in a particular section. Th,

phrase in Exaniple 15 repeats what the respondent said previouily and also translates
S.

the length,of time into a number of weeks.

Example 15

"You said that between leaving the CETA program and .-you.did not

work% I would like to ask you a few questions about 'that .week

period."

The other type of text is instruciions which are necessary for several reasons.

First, instructions should be readily available to interviewers in case they become

confused, or are confronted with a particularly unique circumstance. Second, in-

structions provide informati n about which sections of the questionnaire are applic-
,

. ,

able to the respond nt, and direct the interviewer to the next section. Idstructions

----er-e-particularly important on a mail questionnaire as they must provide for unassisted

completion of the survey instrument.

To insure that instructions can be easily distinguished from the script of a

questtonnaire, several approaches are available. Written instructions can be put in

parentheses, written entirely in uppercase or italics, or can be underlined. Another

technique is to use symbols such as stop signs or flags to indicate what to do next.

If a prime sponsor has the graphics capability, questionnaire inatructions can also

be color-coded.

One set of instructions of special concern is the "skip pattern". Usually, not

all questiOns in a survey apply to all respondents. The "skip pattern" instructions

indicate which questions are not applicable and should be "skipped". They also

direct the interviewer to the next applicable section. Siip pattern instructions

should keep the interviewer or respondent moving ahead in the ques.tionnaire, not

leafing back through partially completed pages. In addition, skip pattern instruc-

tions are needed at tbe end of each section and after sorting questions soch as those
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discussed earlier in thks section. Such instructions are often written as a "go to"

statement. Arrows can also be used to pravide a sense of movement or to actually

point at the next question as in Example 16.

Example 16

"Are you currently working?"

Yes (CONTINUE) No ----4(GO TO Q. 14)

Hail questionnaires need extremely clear skip pattern instructions as the

' respondent must be able to follow them without becoming lost or'frustrated..

structions on a mail questionnaire may need phrases a bit more specific than

"GO TO Q. 14", such as those in Emample 17.

Example 17

PLEASE CONTINUE WITH 'THE -NEXT QUESTION.

PLEASE GO TO PAGE 4, QUESTION 16.

On a mail questionnaire, the distinctions between script, instructions, and

skip patterns are ilot as pronounced as they are on questionnaires read by an inter-
.

viewer, because all are yead by the respondent. However, questions and loCations

for responses must be clearly identified to minimize the chance that respondents

will miss a questioh.or put their answers in'the wrong place.

4. Coding_of Responses

When designing the questionnaire, prime sponsors should keep in mind hoW they

1
will organize the data for procesilng purposes. If no computer facilities are

available, hand tabulations can be made directly fram the completed survey instru-

.

ments. If the data will be entered into a computer, they must be coded.

There are two primary methods for coding luestionnaire respohses. The first

is to transfer all data on the questionnaire to coding sheets formated to resemble

the layout of a compAer "punch" card. The data are then entered into the computer
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....',

fr9F1 the coding.shee0,L, This procedure requires,that ihe i!nformation:Irom 'the
.

ileStionnaire ba,pranaferredice,mme to. coding sheets',
-,

increasing thelootettial for miireading and mIscodIng the
.

o .
t40' analgi e die Unting f 0 nnat 011 the Ties t ignIliir e it s ell.

4
.1.' .(

. be ehteredAirectly into phe computer froi%the questionfiai
. 14

for in intermediate step.

a

-Example 18

and then to the.comper.

data. the alternative'ii
,

In thiS case, iatalean-
,

re, eliminat ing*, t4e :need
';

,.

'-.
°

.

17. "Haw dick you-f ind about thi,job.?"'-
:.

='CETA Agency

'433. .

= Friendior Relatives

. 02 =,Employment.OfficelJob §ervice 6 = Answered Newspaper Aa

03 = Frivaie Employment Agency 07 =,Other

ar Contafted Employer Directly

Example 18 is at el/7i from the questionnaire in Appendix C showihg one way

this can be accomplished. The interviewer cat enter the appropriate code number into

the boxes at the right margin. The coding boxes are numbered tO" match the questtons

to Minimiie confusion, and they are numbered ov,er the top.to correspond with the

column numbers on a standard computer card.

.Coding techniques vary depending on the type of question. Fixed responses can

be given numbers'Ohich can then be filled liltd the appropriate coding boxes. Open-_

ended questions Whieh require numerical: responses, such as wage rates, are easy to

fill trio a set of coding bdices. However,. open-ended questions, such as "What dO you

think was the best thing about the CETA program?", cannot have predetermined

resOonses.. For these open-.ended questions,.individual responses can, be,recorded-in

a list as the interviewing continues. Before adding a response, the interviewer

, -

'should check to see if it ia already listed. When'the responses on this list:are"
numbered, a coding appendix is created which can be'used'to provide codeg.for ()Pen".

'ended questions.
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5. FormA and Layout*of the Questionnaire

:Mere are a few general issues which are important in questionnaire layout.

First, there should be ample roan for writing answers to open-ended questions, or

fort flaking notes in the margin. On a mail questionnaire, extra space can make the

questionnaire look less complicated. Second, prime sponsors can have questionnaire

formats reduced in size db that more will fit on a page. However, reduced type can .

be mare difficult to read. It may be wise to use regular4Size type on mail question-

naires so respondents will not have any trouble reading the questions. Finally, in-

' denting questions or sections following a sorting question may make the skip pattern

easier to.follow, as in Example 19.

EXample 19

1. "Are you currently working?"

Yes No (GO TO QUESTION 3)

2. "What is your job title?"

3. "Are you cyrrently attending school?"

Yes No

If the answer to ,Question 1 is "Yes", the interviewer proceeds to Question 2.

Otherwise, the interviewer proceeds to Question 3 which is indented'the same as

Question 1.

IV. ORGANIZING THE FOLLOW-UP SURVEY

Prime sponsors have considerable flexibility in oranizing a follow-up opera-

tion. This section discusses two key topics relating to the follow-up operation:
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o The futictional areas which must be addressed by a prime

sponsor if an efficient ongoing data collection operation

is to be established; and

o The selection of an organizational approach to address these
functional areas.

A. Managing the Follow-Up Survey

To establish an efficient ongoing data colfection operation, two key functional

areas must he addressed regardless of the organizational or operational approach

adopted by the prime sponsor. The first includes all aspects of the

effort which involve accesding and using the prime sponsor management information

system, Ihe major source of location and contact, personal characteristic and program

infOrmation. The second area involves all facets of coordinating and implementing

participant follow*up stifVeyt.

1. Identifying and Organizing MIS Information

The process of identifying and organizing participant MIS data has.three stages.

First; the appropr ate MIS files must be identified and accessed in a timely manner

so that surveys can proceed on a continuous basis according to the standardized

follow-up schedule. Second, all MIS dat:thich May be of use in the participant

location and contact process, such as home phone numbers and employers of job placed

terminees, must be readily accessible to the data collection staff. Third, client

characteristic and program informatlon needed to supplement the post-program labor

market data captured by the participant follow,up questionnaire must 'be identified

and organized. These HIS data must be organized so that they can be merged with the

follaw-up information to form one complete record which can identify participants

with respect to their pre-program labor force history, demovaphic characteristics,

programs of participation, and post-program labor market activities. This process

of data collection and organization will depend, in part, upon the type of management

information system available.
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Prime sponsors that operate manual MIS records will have to retrieve partici-

pant files by hand and arrange each participant's data set so that it can be physically

linked with the follow,-up data. This may inVolve the use of a separate participant in-

formation form to organize these MIS data elements. (A sample participant information

form is included in Appendix F). Key data elements must be transferred from the MIS

file to this form prior to any interview since the location and contact process hinges

largely upon'the information contained in the MIS. In addition, it will be helpful

for the interviewers to review the participant's characteristics and pre-prograM and

*program history so that questions can be asked in the most fully informed context,.

Prionto the transfer of data, instructions should be developed to indicate

where each data element can be found in the manual MIS. This cross-reference should

simplify and increase the accuracrof the manual MIS data transfer. In addition, a

tithe schedule Eor the transfer must be established so that data will be available when

follow-up interviews are attempted. If a six month follow-up period is used, the

prime sponsor may arrange a scAdule in which the relevant MIS information is toraris-

ferred during the third month following termination, well ahead of the survey

schedule.

If the prime sponsor has an automated MIS, the concerns are somewhat different

than those for a Alai system. Initia4.1y, the data collection team Must become

familiar with camputer printout records, lags,in the automation schedule (time

necessary to automate a complete participant file), and any data elements which are

noiroutinely automated. It should also be determined if the proce 11 need to

15

rely upon manual back-up or supplementation.

With an automated MIS, the data identification and organization task is largely

ode of computer programming. It may be convenient to identify those data elements

to be included in the follow,:up data base and write a separate file in the' computer

sistem. Post-program data can then'be added to the file. This process must stay
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well ahead of the survey schedule. Printouts'containing personal contact information

and select participant characteristics and program And pre-program histories must be

generated so that the survey schedule can proceed according to the standardized

follow-up period.

Whether manual or`automated, MIS problems will inevitably arise with respect

to the availability, accuracy,"and consistency of the data. Occasionalry, questions

or inconsistencies can be resolved by tilling an individual case back to the MIS

officer, counselor or other appropriate staff person. More often, however, incon-

sistencies or gaps in the data must serve as a basis for future improvements in

record-keeping practices by continually underscoring the importan e of an accurate

data base and pointing out exactly where problems keep recurring.

2. Coordinating and Implementing Participant t'ollow-Up Surveys

The coordination andtimplementation of participant follow-up surveys entails

the,timely orchestration of various tasks all within the constraints of a unifoem

post-program follol,frup period. Inevitably,"the standardized follow-up period will

vary as a result 6f obstacles encouatered in the location'and contact process. How-

ever, from a methodological as well as organizational perspective, it is important

to adhere as closely as possible to 'the designated follow-up schedule.

Methodologically, the follow*up time schedule is crucial since the length of

time participants spend in the labor market affects measurements of their post-pro-

40
gram incom and employment experiences. Therefore, a standard follow-up schedule

must be,adheredto so that program and population subgroup comparisons can be made

lairly, based upon equivalent post-program exposlre to the labor market. Organize-
.

tionally, the uniform follow-up 'period is important so that an efficient routinized

data collection operation own be fully established. Once serious lags develop in

the schedule, a "ripple" effect tends to occur so-that each successive month it

'becqmes increasingly difficult for the prime sponsor to "catch up" and return to

16

the pgoper timetable.
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Several important tasks must be implemented within an ongoing data collection

schedule. First, interviewer work schedules must be organized and scheduled with

flexible hoUrs and shifts to insure sufficient locition and contact success. These

schedules must alsoallow for variations in activity level during peak and slack

periods, reflecting terminations which have occurred in waves or clusters rather than

at a constant rate.

Second, location and contact strategies must be determined and implemented.

This entails the monitoring of various contact approaches with respect to time

required, cost-effect.iveness, and practicality. This information can then be used

to make judgemelits regarding future strategies. All mailings to be sent as part of

the location process must be scheduled and coordinated. These mailings will'include

introductory notification letters informing participants of the upcoming survey, and,

for prime sponsors using a mail survey, the ques,tionnaire.

A final task associated with the operation of participant follow-up surveys is

the implementing and supervising of all data quality control activities. At a

minimum, these activities should include monitoring"the accuracy, completeness, and

internal consistencysof every questionnaire.

A high degree of organization and attention to detail will have both immediate

and lOnger-term benefits. -"ln the short run, a routinized data collection operation

will minimize any strains on existing prime sponsor staff resourceS: In the long

run, the attention to detail will pay off in terms of a cleaner, more accurate, and

more usable follow-up data base.

B..Organizing a Data Collection Operation

Although various'approaches can be adopted to create and organite a local

follow-up system, the ultimate choice depends on the availability of prime sponsor

financial and staff resources. -One =for de4sion prime sponsors must make is
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whether to have their data collection activities Conducted in-house or through

outside contractors, such as colleges, universities, and survey research consulting
-

firms. A similar decision must be made regarding the responsibility for data

analysis and report writing. Prime,sponsors must consider advantages and drawbacks

of both in-house and contracted services in
A
relation to their internal resources

when designing a follow-up system.

.Conceptually, operating a follow-up system in-house increases the likelihood

that the operation will become a permanent organizational feature of the prime

sponsor. The visible presence of an in-house system may tend to enhance the sense

of ownership, of and interest in the follow-up system, thus improving the chance

that it will be relied upon for constructive inputs into the prime sponsor decision-

making process: 4

Operaftonally, the most significant advantage of an in-house follow-up system

is that staff will be familiar with program objectives, delivery agents, and opera-

tional practices. This experience is helpfur in the identification and resolution

of any MIS questions, particularly those related to the nature; type, sequence, or

duration of program activities. A Iiitlevel of insightalso"enables the interviewer

to assist the respondent in focusing upon the appropriate time period.and set of

activities, and decreaies the chance that a misunderstanding or misinterpretation of

a queation or response will occur. From an analytical perspective, an enhanced under-

standing of program objectives and operations increases the likelihood that program

effectiveness will be accurately judged.

A prity disadvantage of the in-house approach is that it is potentially

4110,

disruPtiv to existing prime sponsor operations. Not only does this activity repre-
t

sent a ne addition to overall staff work, but it requires a level of flexibility

- which a.y, pose an added strain on prime sponsor operations. Specifically, since

muelhOf the intertriewing is done after 5:00 p.m. and.on Saturdays, staff and office

facilities must be available at these hoUrs. Also, the Variable nature of the in-

terview schedule over the course of a fiscal year hinders the establishment of

ermanent.Vork assigTents.
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In contrast, an outside reSource is more likely to have the flexible part-

time staff needed to accomodate the variable schedules associated with a data

collection operation and. have access to resources such as telephones; office space,

and computer facilities. In addition, the overall credibility of the study is

%

generally enhanced when more "objective" outside parties are used. Although this

issue is mosi"relevant in terms of the analysis, there is a degreerro which it

applies to the data collection efforts as well.

V. CONTACTING AND INTERVIEWING FORMER aETA OARTICIRANTS

This chapter has focused upon organizational and developmental issues which

require consideration pricituto the actual collection qf iollow-up data. The

follawiilg discussion is more operationally oriented and Qocuses upon the process

of contacting and interviewing former CETA participants.\ Specifically, this

section revIews techniques and strategies for eliciting accurate, useful responses

fram participants. These discussions are pri;larily concerned with the contactifig

and interviewing Vrocess associated with telephone and personalvisit interviews,

although the operation of mail snrveys is also teviewed. `

A. LocatineFormer Participants

Rates of response are affected by factors which characterizesindividual ptime

sponsors; such as their size and location, the accuracy and completeness of the

local management information system'a records, progriam and participant characteristics,
. .

and surrounding labor market conditions.- there are, however2var1ous search proce- .

dures which genqrally apply to a wide variety of circumstances. ;hese include the

wse of introductory notification letters, original calls and callbacks, local

directories, direct mail methods, and the use of outside resources such as employers,

relatives, and program,operators.17
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1. Introductory NotifiCati n
-L
etters

Before any follow,-up intervieFs "are a,ttempted, it is iMportant to formally

-notlfy respondents of the survey through an intrOauctory letter. This letter should

inform the tespondent of the upcoming interview, stiess key parameters of the follow-

up story, and highlight the,vo1untary, and confidential nature of ite interview. In

doing so, the letter should establish the credibtlity of the follow-up operation with

'potential respondents and enhance the likelihooa that they will participate in the

survey. Two sample letters ate presented in Appendix'G.

The mailing of introductory letters is also the first step in the participant

location process. It provides a mechanism to both judge the accuracy of participant'

addresses on file and facilitate future iearch procedures. First, letters returnd

as undeliverable identify the first group of participants who will be difficult to

locate. Second, when coupled with use of the U.S. Postal Service address correction .

service, the notification process can insure that all fotwarding addresses are

obtained for those individuals who have moved since enrollment. Subscribers to this

service receive a card from the Postal Service noting the new ad&ss and the date

the addreA change was submitted. The'subscriber is only Charged for successful...

tracking attempts. Third, business reply postcards can be included with the intro-

ductory letter, asking terminees who received the letter_to fill in their current

address and phone number and return the card. A sample business reply card,iarshown

in Appendix G.

2. Original Calls and Callbacks

Generally, the initial interview'call soua attempted between 4:00 p.m.

and 8:00 p.m., a time when many respondents are likely to be arriving home from work.

For those contacted, the interview should be conducted immediately. If it is not

convenient for the respondent to complete the interview at that time, arrangements

should be mettle to call again at a more convenient time. When terminees are not

initially contacted, they should be called back for a few -410secutive evenings. If
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contact is still not made at that point,-calls should be made at various times during

the day. If a participant works the same hours'each day, attends class, or has a

habit of not being at home during particular hours, callbacks which occur at the same

time each day will rarely lead to a contact. After five to ten days, an alternative

contact approach should be attempted.

3. The Use of Directories

Perhaps the most useful alternative approach is the use of directory listings

which,are available in many forms.

o Local directory assistance usually has current tdlephone numbers,
although it may take as much as a week for a changed or new.
number'to be registered with directory assistance. -

o The local telephone book may list other individuals with the same

last name. When practical, a call to the other numbers listed
under the same last name inay yield new information about a

difficult-to-contact participant.

o - There are directories which cross-reference individuals by name,
address, and telephone number. These references can be used to

both update or check a telephone number or locate neighbors who
may have useful information. They are generally published
annually or biannually and are,availabre from private tirms on

a cotthercial basis.

Prime sponsors are advised to use all these mhods.

4. Direct Mail Methods

A direct mail method can be used for any particiiiant,fEr. whoaAke initial

.notification letter was not returned, but for whom teldphone contac't cannot be made

due to unpublished, changed, or disconnetted telephone'humbers. In such cases, a

second letter is sen%tmphasizing that interviews are underway but that, to date, no

accurate telephone n ber for the respondent has &ten found. This follow-up letter

should refer to,.-T rst letter and restate the purpose of the interview and its

confidential natutt:. It should include a business reply postcard requesting a

current name, address and telephone number, and a.convenient time to conduct the

interview. The letter stfould'also provide a telephone number which can be called

to arrange or conduct an interview,,,and should note the hours when return calls can

be made and whether collect calls will be accepted.

I

,

" ''s:1
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5. Other Information Sources

In addition to callbacks, directot:ies, and direct mail, several other search

procedilres are available. These fall into the following general categories:

o Using job placement and other post-program information,

o Contacting friends and relatives, and

o Using prime sponsor records other than MIS files.

For job pla ceeterminees, the local MIS can be used to obtain the name,and

telephorie-number of their employers. By contacting the firm, it may be possible to

speak with the participant to arrange an interview, or to leave a name and telephone

number for tile-pprticipant to call. Even if the participant is no iongLr employed

'with"the firm, the personnel office or another employee may have some information

about hca the participant can be contacted with a forwarding address of either a new

residence or a new job. When appropriate and available, schools ar training programs
4

listed in the MIS can also be contacted either to arrange an interview or to obtain

a current name, address and telephone number%

If the prime_sponsor routinely records an emergency telephone number on the

participant's MIS record, it may be possible to contact friends or relatives who can

help in the location process. They may know a new phone number., iimes the individual

can be reached at home, or even a new name or a spouse's' name in the event of a recent

change in marital status.4'

Prime sponsor records other than the MIS are another potential source of con-

tact information. For instance, the financial records unit may have-the latest

addresses, especially when theprime sponsor-mailed a final stipend payment after the

particiant left the program. In addition, the subcontractor through Which the par-

ticipant received services or a counselor may have a current address.
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The choice and pursuit of various location procedures must always besensitive

to issues of privacy and confidentiality. For instance, if participants have given

an emergency telephone of a friend or relative, all other equally viable approaches

should be tried. first. While cooperation is generally not a probleaspect for

the privacy of'the participant, friend, relative or employer is a.concern which the

prime sponsor must clearly convey to the data collection staff.

B. Conductink the Follow-Up Interview

The quality of follow-up data depends partly upon the training and experience

of staff interviewers. Therefore, it is important for the prime sponsor v) provide

a level of training to insure that interviewers are well versed and comfortable with

standard interviewing techniques. As part of this training, new interviewers should

listen to experienCed interviewers conduct actual interviews, and then conduct motk

intervieds. These mock interviews should be structured to include various combine-

tions of post-program activities, different'levels of respondent cooperation and

understanding, and terminations from various programs.

Although most of the interviewer training must take place in advance of the

first phOne call, an ongoing training component should alsa be established.. This

interviewers to share anecdotes and discuss,techniques so that all may

benefat from increaiing levels of experience.

Some basic interview techniques and approaches which should be routinely in-

cluded in intervieWer training are:

o Getting the participant to respond,

o Using the survey instrument properly,

o Listening to the respondent, and

o Probing for a more accurete_or complete response.
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1. Getting the Participant to Respond

Althylegh experience indicates that most terminees are willing to be interviewed,

there are several instances in which they may be reluctant to participate in a survey.

The interviewer's response will depend upon the specific situation. First, the par-

r' ticipant may have Imen contacted at an inconvenient time. If so, the interviewer

should arrange another time.to camplete the interview. Second, individuals may be

confused about their CETA experience, especially if they participated in short-term

job search assistance or OJT programs which they may not have known were CETA

'affiliated. In these instances, the interviewer, using the specific programmatic

profile on the participant's MIS records (exact program name, dates of participation,

etc.), can attempt-to jog the respondefiln memory bY piecing together the individual's

experience.

Same participants may be hesitant for less specific reasons. In these cases,

inte'rviewers should explain three points concerning the interview. First, they should

stress that the interviews are generally brief. If a questionnaire such as the one in

Appendix C is used, on average, between 7 and 12 minutes is required for completion.

Second, interviewers can note that ill information is confidential and used onlyikn

statistical summary form, not in a form that can identifY specific individuali. Third:

interviewers can expla0 why follow-up studies are necessary to provide a basis for

program improvements.

2. 1.111Ng the Survey Instrument Properly'

Generally, questions in the survey instrument should be straightforward 'and not

subject to'interviewer bias, or misinterpretation Vy the respondent. They should be

asked exactly as worded to insure both the desired focus of the response and con-

sistency across interviews. Efforts should be rade to avoid hinting at presumed

responses and making offhanded comments that could inflUence.i,respondent's answer.
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In addition to.using the proper wording for each question, the interviewer must

properly use all "applicability criteria". A questionnaire designed to record a full

range of post-program experiences contains more sections and questions than may be

applicable to any one respondent. _Interviewers need to learn which sections apply to

various situations to insure thai all pertinent data is captured.

3. Listening to the Respondent

The importance of continuously listening to the respondent cannot be over

emphasized. Interviewers must listen to respondents even while reCording a response

because even a brief statement or comment may indicate that the participant misunder-

stood the question or that the intsrviewer misunderstood the Additionally,

interviewers should not interrupt respondents except when they stray from the topic/

of the question. An attempt4by the interviewer to paraphrase or summartze an in- //

complete answer can lead to inadequate levels of detail and inaccurate daea.

4. Probi for a More Accurate or Com lete Res onse
/

When the respondent's answ9r is not cider, or indicates that the questiOn/ was^

-T)

misundersto,d, further probes are necessary to obtain accurate answers. Several

general approaches to probing are discussed below.

o *Repeating the Question

Ofte the respondent may not understand a question, may misin-

terp t it, may not be able to. decide upon an answer, or may,

wa er off on an unrelated topic. In such instances, the first

a most effective step is to repeat the question. Many '

respondents may not have fully heard the question the first
time'or may have missed the question's enphasis. Simply repeat-

ing the question may be all that is necessary to obtain a more

accurate response.

o Repeating the Response

ri may be useful forethe interviewer to adopt the habit of
repeating the respondent's answer word for word as tt is

recorded. This acts as a check so that the respondent.knows
precisely what is being recorded, and provides an 'opportunity
to validate or double-check the answer. In cases where the

answer is clearly off track, simply repeating the answer in a

neutral unbiased-manner may help the respondent sense the in-

appropiateness of the tesponse.
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o Probing for Further Clarification

When teieating the question or the response does not seem to
clarify the issue further probes Are required. Such probes
should indicate that tIle interviewer is interested and desires
more inTormation. For instance:

"Could yOm tell te more about what you are thinking?"

"Woul.d you'tell Me'what'you have in mind?"

."What do you mean?"

-"Wty do"you feel that.Way?"

"Which-would be closer to the way you feel?"

The interviewer knows the objective of the question,-the respon-
dent ddes not. Successful probing of the sort described here
requires that the,interviewer'recognize when a response does not
meet Ule objectiVe of the question.

o Prob±ng for Further Accuracy aud Precision

Instances may arise when_it is apparent to the interviewer that
a more precise response may be possible through'the use of prob-

t. .ing after the initial question and answer. The following con-
versation is a brief example pf this approach:

Question:

Answer:

..PrObaj

Answer:

Probe:

Answer:,

4

"What wa§ your starting hourly wage ra4e?"

"Oh, aboUt $4.00."

"I see. Would'you say it was more than $4.00 or
less than $4.00?"

"Less than 4.00."

"Well do you think it was'more than $3.75?"'
41,

. "Oh yes, it was $3.90."

Interviewer: (hs $3.90 is being recorded) "Oh, O.K., Very Good."

Silence or "I Don't 'Know" Responses

The interviewer4Oonit not assume that when a queseion is met with
silence or by ,the resitedent saying "I don't know", that the
respondent in fatt does not know. There are'several possibilitiç
to be gonsidered it :such a situation.

o The respondent' does not understand the question,

-4.yr.
** I,

o The respondent requires, some time to think and says I don't

Isnow" to buy time; or'.

' o The-respondent has an answer to the question but does nor .

want to give it and wishe.b to evade the question. .'
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In these cases, it may only be necessary to repeat the question,
offer more time to think about it, or offer to return to the
question later. If it becomes clear that the respondent does
not want to answer, the interviewer must quickly determine what
level and type of probing may be constructive without alienating
the respondent. In such circumstances it may be appropriate to
remind the respondent of the confidential nature of the inter-

A view.

' V/. QUALITY CONTROL AND DATA PROCESSING

For the telephone/personal visit surveys, each interviewer should thoroughly.

,
.

review the questionnaire immediately after the interview is completed. For open-
. , :

Alog

ended questions, a code will have to be assigned to each response. The accuracY

of this cpding can be increased if it is done while the interview is still fresh

in the interviewer's mind. Even for fixed response questions, a review of the

responses sqon after the interview makes it easier to detect any erTors. Another

advantage of,tamediate checkings is that, if inconsistencies exist or questions

arise, the respondent can be called again for clarification.

Once the questionnaire is correctly codea, it shOuld beteviewed by an in-,

dividual in a supervisory position. This secOnd stage of checkings should focus

474

bn the overall completseneli.ftleinternal consibtency of the questionnaire. There

'

. are various co, stency checks which can be made on a questionnaire. For instance,

thedates began and ended jobs should all be Consistent, the'number of jobs held in,

.10k-
the follow-up period should be the same as the number of jobs listed; and the start-

ing and final hourly wage rates on any job should bear some relatiOnship to each

other. It is also crucial to check and,insure that all coding boxeslire filled in

..r

.1-
,nd.prpper use made pf'the "Missing Value" codes to distinguish a question which is

"noe aicable" from one in which the respondent "does ndt know" or "refuses to

ansWer."
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Another issue of concern for telephone and perspnal visit interviews is

4

verification that interviews were actually conducted. For telephone interviews

conducted in a centralized, well supervised locat4on, verification should not be

a mainr concern. For telephone interviews not conducted at a centralized location

2

(e.g. at the interviewer's home), and forRersonal visit interviews, verification

of a-five to ten percent sapple is recommended. ,

In a mail survey, an interviewer or staff person must revieW and ccide each

questionnaire as it.is returned. This step provides a646pportunity to check the

responses for completeness and consistency prior to processing the data., although,

practically, the respondenp cannot be reached,to clarify any inconsistencies.

If the prime sponsor uses computer facilities to process and statistically;

,analyze the follow-up data, more extensive edit checks should be undereaken prior

to using the data for report wilting. Additional editing and quality-control proce-
,

dures can be established which take,advantage-of the automated data processing

capability. In addition to uncovering coding, keypunch.and data entry format errors,

this process should also provide.range checks on the responses to each question as

well as the more sophisticated internal-consistency checks which are too time-con-

suming.to perform.by hand.

4:

7
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER THREE

1. Those who'did not respond the first time were sent a mailing two weeks

later.

2. It Is unclear if this is reflective of legitimate scheduling conflicts

which could not be resolved or simply a way of refusing the 'interview.

3.. For the'purposes of comparing the survey methodologies, a rather complex

codipg scheme was necessar4 to convert mail survey results to a format

consistent with the telephone and petaonal interview data. Some of the

data quality problems may have resulted from this coding procedure but
. certainly not frequently enough to account for the vast disparity.

4. The cost figures do not include the time of supervisory personnel wlio

were managing the edtire operation. -

5. If the categorized approach were usedf(Option B), it would be impossible

to determine, for instance, how many individuals worked exactly 7 hours

per week.

6. To be classified as "unemployed", an-individual is not working for pay'

but is looking for and available for work. A person who is "out of the

labor force" is not working for pay and is either not looking for or not

available for work.

7. The'current population survey (CPS) asks respondents to recall-lf non-

working memqers of the household looked for work during the four weeks

immediately preceeding the interview week. Despate this short recall

period, a national study recently presented evidence that the data result-

ing from the CPS are not fully able to distinguish between individuals who

are unemployed and those who are out of the labor force. See: Clark, Kim

B. and Lawrence H. Summers; "Labor Market Dynamics and Unemployment': A

Reconsideration;" Broo4ngs Papers on Econamic Activity; 1979: 1, pp. 13-

60.

8. An examination of the data collected as part of the Region One Follow-Up

System showi that estimates of total weeks do not appear to be consfstent

with dates estimated for the same time period. Checks for internal con-

sistency indicate that the dates are generally more accurate.

9. This table is currently being utilized by the Region One Follow-Up System

and.is included in the questionnaire in Appendix C.

10. This would.have already been accomplished had the Continuous Work History

Table collected detailed rather thanoverview,information onreach activity.

This approach was field tested by Westat, Inc. during the development of

'
the CLMS survey instruments and was found to be a less effective method of

gathering data.
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11. Recent experience in Massachusetts has shown that over ninety-six pertent
of more than three thousand former CETA participants contacted and inter-
vieued six months after tefmination held ywo or fewer jobs. Thus, collect-
ing information on only.two poit-program jbbs will,both provide a virtually
complete picture of a participant's labor dayket activity in the follow-up
period and gllow.for approximation of post-program earnings. For those

prime sponsors interested in this approach, it is important to cleirly
specify those data which will be collected. One possible list of useful

job related information is presented below:

o Job seeking methods

o Starting hourly wage rate

o Final or current hourly wage rate

o Hours worked per week

o If no longer working for employer, reason for leaving

In addition to,obtaining detailed information about the first and current
or last job in the fol(Low,-up period, it will also be useful to collect
information about the labor market activities of participants who were
either not working inmediately after leaving the program or who were not

working at the follow*up interview. The period immediately after program

termination is of particular importance in gauging the immediate benefits

of CETA participation. While some period of job search is expected of
those individuals not job placed, information on the nature and extent of

job search activity can be gate important.

It is reasonable to expect p.aticipation in employment and training

programs to not only increase the level lof their participants' skills,

but also to provide them with greater familiarity with the labor market

generally. If participanis are not working and not seeking etployment
immediately after program participation, this should be a matter of some

concern to prime sponsors, particularly if such an outcome'is repeatedly

associated with one program activity tci a greater degree than other

activities. Similarly, the employment btatus of participants at the time
of the follaw-up interview can also be an'important indicator of the

extent to which particular programs-result in relatively more or less Job

search activity by those who are not employed.

For those former pirticipants who,are not employed either immediately

after leaving the"program or at the tine of the follow-up interview, the
following data elements could be included on the questionnaire:

o Total weeks spent looking for work

o Total weeks spent looking for work

o Reasons for no job search

- -78 -



12. See: Gorden, Aaymond L., Interviewing: Strategy, Techniques and Tactics;
The DOrsey Press,, Homewood, Illinois, 1980; pp. 361-366.

13. For example, questions about personal or family income, or public assistance

status.

14. It should be noted, however, that keypunchers generally have an easier time
working frim standardized coding sheets, which may reduce the propensity

for data errors.

15. This case will arise in those instances wheit the prime sponsor has decided
not to automate all data elements, as is typical for the details of the
pre-program work history.

16. If dhe prime spormor trys to return to the proper time schedule, it will
often require a major staff.effort which may be disruptive to other areas'
of operation.

17. For a complete discussion of location and contact strategies see: Furlong,
Dianne, A Guide to Locating and Contacting Respondents for Follow-Up Surveys;

.Massachusetts Department of Manpower Development,- Policy and Evaluation
Division, June, 1981.

18. For a more complete discussion of interviewing techniques see: Gorden,
Raymond Le, 222_ cit.

I.
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ANALYZLNG LOCAL FOLLOW-UP DATA
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INTRODUCTION

\\\_JY LOCAL FOLLOW-UP DATA '

.-

The previOus three chapters of this guide have addressed several issues prime

. sponsors.shOuld.consider when designing and implementing local follow-up systems.

Once the systems are implemented, prime sponsors will:have to decide how their

follow-up data will be used for assessing program performance. This chapter

addresses this issue by reviewing a set oftopics related to analyzing local

follow-up data. The three major topics Oovered are the fo 1 g:

Issues related to selecting 'measures of program outcome;

o Alternative types of foliow-up reports and the structure
of the follow-up report; and

Ways follow,-up can be used.to assess the longer7term
performance of local progYams.

-r-

II. SELECTING MEASURES OF PROGRAM OUTCOMES

When undertaking an analysis of local follow-up data, prime sponsors must

select.the most appropriate program outcomes measures. In making this selection,

%
. k

A,
it is important for prime'sponsors to consider the merits of all potential Measures,

and their relationship to both the goals and objectives of programs and local in-

formation needg.' ,Decisions among alternative outcomes measures can have a signi-

ficant ,bearing on the accuracy of follow-up findings in depicting program per-:,

formance, and their usefulness for local decision-making purposes.

Ideally, the choice ot an appropriate measure or set of measures of program

outcomes should depend on the objectives of the prograns being evaluated, Since

each program is designed to achieve a specific obiective, it is _important for local

planners and administrators to identify these objectives as well as how they can -

best be measured. In most cases, while local programs have the broad goal of in-

creasing former participants' employment stability and earnings, it is likely that

they attempt to accomplish this goal in different ways. For example, a program

0
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designed to serve those characterized as having rhard core" unemployment problems

may have as its primary objective placement into and retention of unsubsidized

jobs, with lesser emphasis on the,quAlity of that employment. In contrast, pro-

grams geared to the problems of the working poor would be more appropriately, measured-

by the hourly wage rates earned by participants during the follow-up period. These

potential differences in objectives clearly indicate the importance of clarifying

the purpose of local Programs as well as the mahter by which their performance can

be most appropriately measured.

In certain instances, primesponsors may also have to base their selection of

performance measures on factors other than goals and objectives. For example, prime

sponsors may receive reports op or evidence of certain inefficiencies in their pro-

grams. In other.instances, menbers of the local planning council or local officials

may-request particular types of information regarding the post-program performance

of local employment and training programs. In these cases, it may be desirable and

necessary to select a set ok outcanes measures designed to address.the concerns

whicn have been expressed.

The remaining portion of this section is designed to review the strengths and

weaknesses of seven commonly used measures of post-program performance. These out-

comes measures are:

o Placement into Unsubsidized Employment,

o Labor Force Status in the'Fol1ov4p Period,
o Job Retention,
o Weeks of Employment;

o Hourly Wage Rates,

o Average Annual Post-Program Earned Income, and

o Gains in Gross Earned Income.

A. Placement Into Unsubsidized Employment

The first outcomes measure which may be considered by-the prime sponsor is the

success of local programs in placing participants into unsubsidized jobs.. This
1

measure is determined by the following calculation:

-81-
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Percent of-Terminees Placed = Number of Job Placements x 100

in Unsubsidized Jobs Total Nutb7r of Terminees

The major strength of this outcomes measure is that it is consistent with a

primary objective of the CETA Title II delivery )rstent. Additionally, as one of

the Depariment of Labor's performance indicators, the Anformation shtuld be readily'

available from the prime sponsor MIS and can be used to compare current with pre-
NS,

vious levels of performance as well'a'S with those of other programs.

. There are, however,',several shortcomings assoctated, with this outcomes

measure. First, it captures information only immediately following program termina-

tion. As such, it does not provide a basis for judging the longer-term benefits of
2

program participation. Secondly, success in generating a certain level of unsub-

sidized job placements does not address differences in the types and quality af

employment generated for program terminees.

The third shOrtcaming is that overreliance on-this performance indicator may.

discourage the provision of services to those most in need. 'Since it will be easy

to achieve high levels of placemedts by serving those with comparatively limited

barriers to employment, prime sponsOrs May become inclined to "cream" from the

eligible pool of-applican s and provide'only a minimal level of services to the

more disadvantaged segments of the local population.

B. Labor Force Status in the Follow-Up Period .

A second measure Of post-pro am performance is the labor force,status of par-

ticipants at a given'point in the f llow-up period. Categories*Which have tradi-

tionally been used to 'measure this type of program outcome are:

o itployed (working for pay);

,o Unemployed (Not working for pay, but looking for and avail-

able for work), and

o Out of the Labor Force (Not )1orking for pay and either not

looking for or not availabld for work).

-82-
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The terminees' labor force status,at a particular point in time can be

measured at any juncture during the follow-up period, e.g. at three, six or nine

months. To assess former participants' labor force status at the time of follow-

up contact, the appropriate measurements are:

Number Employed at Follow-UP.Interview
Total Number Contacted for Interview

Number UnemploVed at Follow-Up Interview
Total Number Contacted for Interview

Number Out of Labor Force at Follow*Up Interview
Total Number Contacted for Interview

TOTAL

X 100 = 'Percent

X 100 =' Percent

X 100.= Percent

100 percent of Population,
Contacted'for Interview

Measures of post-program labor force status provide iniormation on the success

achieved by terminees in securing employment. In addition, this measure also pri).?

,
vides an added time dimension and a detailed persPective on those who are not working

at a particular point in time.

There are, howver, several drawbacks associated with the ue of this outcomes

measure. )First, such measures of post-program labor force status do not consider

%.

the type and nature of work performed. Inter-program comparisons of effectiveness

based upon this outcomes measure could have limited usefulness due to differences

in wages and skills of the jobs held. SeCondly, labor force status measures reflect-

Only one pOint in time and do not.fully represent total post-CETA employment

experiences of terTinees.

C. Job Retention

Another outcomes measure is job retention. Thi's measure can be defined in two

ways: 1) as the number of weeks that program terminees remain employed on the job

into which they were placed upon termination; and, 2) as the percentage of those

ea
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job placed who are still employed on the same job at the time of the follcd-uR in-

terview. This latter definition is calculated as follows: f

Total Job Placed and Still Emplbyed on
Same Job at the Time of Contadr
Total Number of Job Placed

Percent of
X 100 = Job Placed

Still Employed

In contrast to the point-im-time measures discuesed above, measures of job

retention provide a more continuous longer-term perspective of prOgram performance.

As such, this measure ip.quite useful for gaining insights into post-program job

stability.

Despite apparent merits of job retention, it does posses's several limitations.

First, the exclusive focus on.job placements does not provide any insight into the

employability of.terminees who were not placed in a job Or did not find a job on,

their awn upon termination. Secondly, an examination of employment patterns

associated with only the "placement" job provides an incomplete picture of post-

program labor market experiences when terminees have left their placement jobs at

some time during the follow-up period. For example, an indiVidual may hale01-

experienced a low level of job retention because of the opportunity to secure a

higher paying job. The third limitation is that, like measures of job placement

and labor force status, post-program job retention does not take into account the

types and nature of enployment opportunitiei available to forMer participants.

D. Weeks of Employment

A fourth outcomes measure that can be considered by prime sponsors-is the

total number of weeks of employment during the Post-program follow-up period. This

measure can be expressed as the total number of weeks worked on all jobs held.during

the follaw-up period (Equation A below), or as the percentage of the total follow-up

period which was spent employed (Equation B below).

A. Z WKS

jail
Where: WKS a Number of weeks worked on job j

N a Number of jobs held iri the follow-

up period
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B. Total weeks of-employment X 100 * Percent of Total

Number of weeks in the follow-up period Follow-Up Period Employed

The strengths of this outcomes.,measure are considerable, particularly in that

enkanced ettployment stability is a primary,objective of many CETA programs. Unlike

the job retention indicator, total weeks of enployment measures performance over
-

the entire post-program follow-up period and applies to all CETA participants, regard-

Vi
less of their termination status.

Major drawbacks to weeks of post-program employment are that: 1) sinCe it is

a gross measure of program outcome, it does not measure the independent dontribution

rof the program to weeks of employment; and, 2) it does not account for the'quaXity

of employment obtained by former participants. Thus, instances of,steady enplorment

accompanied by relatively low wages and poor working conditions would not be capeted

by this measure.

E. Hourly Wage Rates

An additional outcomes measure which may.be used i the average hourly wage

earned by former participants. This'measure can capture the average hourly Wage aver

the entire follow-up period or the attdal hourly wage rate at a particular point in

time.. To calculate the averagd hourly wage rate over the entire follow-up period,

lirtme sponsors must identify the wage earned by participants on each post-program jab

and weigivit against thelength of time spent employed on each of theie jobs. The

formula that would be used is:

).

N WT * WKS
j

jmi WKS

Where: , W alHourly wage earned on the.ith job
J

.

WKS
J

NINumber of weeks worked on job j

N *Ntimber of jabs held.in the foIlow-up period -
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The strength oe this measure is its ability to reflect the degree to which

participation in a program has enhanced the productivity of participants. To tile '4

extent that hourly wage rates reflect productivity, those who realized significant

benefits.from the program would:in a relative sense, earn higher wage rates.

This indicator is also a partial reflection of the value tilt the labor market

places on the skills which have been acquired through participation.

However, when prime sponsors choose tOmeasure hourly wages at a,t3arricular

point durinf; the follow-up period, judgements of program effectiveness will also be

limited since they are mot based upon any knowledge about the employment stability.

of participants.. While a participant may have earned a highhourly wage rate,,it

may only have been earned during a brief portion of the post-program period. A

final limitation is that, like total weeks worked, measures of hourly wages reflect

a gross program output. As such, issues arise related to the targeting of services,

and the accurate assessing,of the 'independent effects of a program.

a

F. Average Annual Post-Program Earned Income

The most comprehensive measure.of post-program performance available for use

de

by prime sponsors is the average annual post-program earnings of former CETA partic-

ipants. Such a measure could be calcylated,as)ollows:

171 * 4:7KS * '52/TW

lized earnings,
follow-up 'period

rage ho rly wage rate
riod

ca

f the participant based on income earned over

ed by the participant over the follgw-up

A e houv irked per week by the participant over the follow-up

period,
WKS = Total naber of ks eaCh

p eriod
TW = Total number of weeks bptween the date oi termination to the date of

,interview

ticipant is employed over the follow-up
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This gross outcomes measure provides a comprehensive measure of post-program

performance, containing both an employment caffiponent (hours and weeks worked), and

an earnings component (average hourly wage). The overall status of terminees'

earnings and employment can thus be judged using this samary_outcoMes measure.

However, because annual earnings is a summary'measure, it is not possible tO

distinguishohowdifferent programs generated a given level of arnings. _Since

earnings are pile product of wage rates and employment, any level pf earnings reflects

both job quality and employment stability.

G.-Gains in Gross Earned Ulcome

As a gross measure of post-program,output, average annual ,eernings does not

identify that portion of post-prograMincome which would have been earned 1:ri the

absence of participation in the program. To tile extent this is unknown,,,there may

be an incenoive for prime spgnsors to serve the less disadvantaged, 'that is, in:

dividuals more likely to earn comparatively higher intomes regardless of their

training. 0

One way to avoid incentives to serve thh less4disadvantaged Is to judge,Oost-

program performance on the basis of any gains in former participants' earned in-

come. This outcomes measure is quite desirable for local follow-up inirposes since

it expkicitly reflects the batic intent of CETA and will allow prime sponsors to,:

identify the independent contribution of program pariicipation to earnings during

the follow-up period. Gairis earnings also takes into account the stability angd'

continuity of post-program employment as_well as changes'in participants' hourly

wages. As such, the use of this measure should create an incentive for
4
the prime

sponsor to serve the more disadvantad.
*

From a practical pers ective, .prime sponsors may encounter certain technical

difficulties when attemp ng;t0 measure'gains in earned income. First,, to the

extent that pre- ;c) post-piogram comparisons are used to calculate incame gains,

-87-,
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prime sponsorswill have to carefully select a pre-program period sufficient in
;

length to accurately portray the prior employment and earnings status.of former

participants., Even resolution of this

result in accurate estimates of income

issue, however, will not necessari,ly
*r

&ins due to the potential influence. of
. 3

'maturation' and changes Wthe Pondition.of the local economy.

.4
Secondly, while the use of comparison or control groups may well result in

more accurate estimates, such an approach will likely not be pragmatic for broad

scale'l 1 follow,up efforts. Therefore, prime sponsors will have t& give

serdous consideration to botll the use of this outcomes measure as well as the

manner by which it will be estimated.
r,

The above discussion has focused on the major strengths and weaknesses of

alternative program outcomes measures. Table 4-1 presents, in summary form,, the

relative merits of each of the seven measures discassed above.

,N

III. SHAPING THE LOCAL FOLLOW-UP REPORT

There are two key issues prime sponsors will have to consider once outcomes

measures have been selected. The first issue involves selecting the type of

,Ibllow-up reports to be prepared and used for planning purpose-s. Prime sponsors

4

can choose between descriptive and analytical reports. Descriptivereports are

designed to provide an overview of program performance. Such reports rely on ariy

number of program outcomes measures and seekSto determine the uniformity of per-

formance aCross both programs and selected population subgroups. A major feature.

9f this ..typef report is that it identifies how well locaL program; perform

rather than why they perform as observed.

Since descriptive reports are not inferential in natuie, they tend,to rely

:on basic statistical.techniques, such as tests'between means and contingency table

4 '

analysis.. As'a result, these types of, reports can only prol:ride limited direction

for determining how local performance can be improved. Descriptive reports are,

however, easy to prepare and can 'identify those areas of the local delivery,system

that may require improvements.
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a

,Definition

Table 4-1: Measures of.Program Out.Zome

A. Placements Into.Unsub-
sidized Employment

o Participant placed in
,unsubsidized emPloyment

B. LaAr Force Status in the
Follow-Up Period

o Participant is either.
employed, unemployel or
.out of the labor force

C. Job Retention
0

a Number of'weeks program ,

terminees remain employed
on theplacement job

D. Weeks of Employment

o Number of weeksmorked
in.follow-up period'

/I

Advantages

o Primary objective
of program ,

o Employment is a major
focus.of the program

o Provides broader view
of participant's status'
than job placement;
includes those not working

o Employment is an important
long,-inn program objective

o Measure of stability of
employment'

o Employment is important
long run program objective

o Maasures job stability
o Looks at experience'of

entire follow*up period,
including job changes

-89-
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Disadvantages

o Not'a gOod measure
of long-term program
ber4fits

o Does not address
issue of type and
quality of .employmet

o

Point-in-time measure
provides,only limited
view of activity over
time
Does not address
issue of type or .
quality of work
Does not provide
indications as to
why participant is
unemployed or out
of the labor force

Only measures work
on placemgnt job
although switch to
another job could
represent improvement
Provides rio consider-

ation of compensation
per week of work
Provides no -indication
of employability of
those terhinees not
job placed

411.

o Provides no consider-
ation of compensation
per week of work or
eipioyment

o Cannot reveal indepen-,
dent contribution
of program to partici-

1
pants' employability



Aye

Definition

E.

/

Table 4-1: Measures of Program Outcome (Cont.)

Hourly Wage Rates

o Hourly wage rate at'start
of,first job, average
over follow-up period or
at.Cime of interview.

F. Average Annulal Post-Program

o Annualized income earned
over the follow-up
period

G. Gains in Average Annual
Earned Income

4

o Difference between'
earnings in,the year
prior to the program
and the annualized

2 earnings over the
follow-up period

Adstantags

o Measures the abilityof the
participant to generate,
earnings for each hour of
work

.o Refleqs value that labor
market places on skills
which have been acquired

o Measures urtimate long-term-
.

program goal
o Provides summary

program,benefits
measure,

o Provides $ummary measuee
og program benefits

o The change in earnings
measures the impact f
the program and removes
the effects of individual
socio-demographic
teristics

-90-
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'Didadvantages

o Does not distinguish
between possible other
factors whicli may

affect post--program
wages (e.g. previOug
work experience)

oDoes not measure employ-
ment stability s.

o Gross earned income is
a supmary measure and
does not provide an
ability to understand
the'source of variation;
wages or weeks of
employment

o Does. not provide insight
into which'portion of
the post-program income
would have been earned
without program participa-
tion

o Earnings in the year
previOus to the
program may not be
representative of
long-term earnings
and may hot fully
control for individual

characteristics
o.The implementation and
use of either a control
or comparison group,
while theoretically
feasible, will likely
not'be practical for
broad scale local
implementation



Gillen prime sponsors wish to gain mare insight'into the performahce of their.

delivery systems, analytical ieports can be quite useful. These reports are more

inierential in nature nd rigorous in design than descriptive reports. Analytical

kreports,tend to focus on a detailed examination of a narrow range of performance
MW

4 measures to determine both the-independent effects of program'partictpation*, and

how the performance of certain programs can be'sustained.and, that oL Otliers improved.

Analytical reports may be more desirable due to their ability to provide

specific direction for improving local proirams. In:mAking a selection, however,

prime sponsors shOuld carefully consider their specific information needs and their

ability to use the findings from analytical reports. In cases where1prime sponsors

have had limited experience with analyzing and using follow-vp data, descriptive

& .

reports may'be desirable. Since des riptive reports are not complicated, they,qan

serve to both introduce the sponsor-:o post7program performance measures and aid

.in a determination of the. most useful types of analytical 'reports to produce in the

V,

future. Tahle'4-2 lists the major strengths.and weiknesses of these two types of

, \
reports.

%

The second issue to be considered is structuring the local follow-up report.
. I

.

Follow-up reports must be prepared to show a complete and consistent pictye of the
o

.
post-program experiences of former partic pants with resped to a particular out-

cotes measure. Follow-up,reports which incTId f a number of outcomed theasures not

related to one another,'or, which; by design, exclude certainitypes of individuals,-

may be of limited value since 'they may not be capable of fully,assessing program

performance. Prime sponsors shouid shape theirdollow-up reports in a way that

"most fully descriges how former participants have fared in ihe labor market.

This can be accomplished by'both tracing a particular aspect Of former par-
,

ticiparits' post-program employment and earnihgs evertence, and conductinglcomple-

mentary'analysis offoraNpartiapants who may be exCluded from an outcomes measure.

For example, if posieoprograi hourly wage rates are selected for analysis, prime

sponsdrs should examine this outcomes measure at several points Jn time tO piOvide
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Table 4-2: Major S*engtht and Weaknesses of
Alternative Types of Follow-up Reports.

jt

Advantages

Descriptive Reports

o Can provide a, 6omp ehensive;Overview

3 of several'aspects of performan&e
o Relatively easy t6 prepare and noe .

very time-cpsuming
o Can provide general direction for,areas

requiring improvement or further

analysis
o Relatively easy to real and a

useful starting point foprime'
sponsors

Analytical Reports

o Well fotcusled on a particular issue

o Capable Pf and designed to isolate
program effects

o Can provide clear direction on haw'
to improve program perfprmance

/

1

4
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Disadvantages-
,

o Limited in their ibility
to provide specific and
detailed direction for
program improvements ,

. -

o Time-consuming to prepare
o Difficul to present in a

nontechni al mannei
o Require the use of technical

rigor
o Requires availambility of

technical expertise

I.
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tmfor an aSsessment of both absolute pdst-progr .earnings and changes which may hake
.,

,octurred d4ring the follow:-up perlDd. Also: certain outcomes measures, such as job

*

retention, may exclude all participants who were not job placed as well as the con-

sequences of leaving a placement job for those.who were, .To address this,, it will

be necessary to conduct complementary analysis of the post-yrogram employment

experiences of both non-placements and those who left their placement jobs prior to

the follow-up intgrview. SucA an 4proach would result in follow-up findingi that

could be,linked together and, generate a more complete picture of several aspects of

,post-program employment.

\,. I

IV. AN ILLUSTRATION OF HOW TO USE AND ANALYZE LOCAL FOLLOW-UP DATA

This section of the chapter describes how fpllow-up data can be analyzed and

used to assess longer-term performanpe of local programs. The data used for this

illustration include aver 3,600 program participants who terminated from occupational

training and job search assistanCe programs funded under Title IIB of CETA and

operated by ten Massechusetts prime sponsors. These individuals terminated Mrom

programs during the March 1978 to Maych 1980 time period., and werg contacted and in-
.

terviewed OVer the telephone on their six month post-program anniversary date.

The major focua of this illustration
(

is on comparisons of participants' start-

ing and final Rost-program hourly wages as wellvs their total number of weeks

worked. For each Xtcomes measure, increasingly detailed and sophisticated analyseb

are conducted to provide prime sponsors with examples that can be used to guide the

preparation of local follow-up reports. Additional since prime spohsori poRsess)

a fair degree of control over the type and nature of services tó be offered, the

4
illustrative cqmparisons should be useful in depicting how fo low-up data can be of

4.-

assistance in making program mix decisions.
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A. The Programs to be Analyzed

The former participants who are included in,this analysis terminated from two

types of programs-typically offered on the local level, job search assistance (JSA)
1

and occupational training (OT). -Since many prime sponsors offer these as program

alternatives, information on their reletive effectiveness can,be used in local ser-

vicemix decisions. Th4 section of the chapter illustrates the first step in

analyzing follow-up data and includes a description of the nature and purpose of

the two prograts under study.

1. Job Search Assistance

Job search assistance pilograms are founded on the premise that he major

barrier potential participants eace in the local labor market is ins fficient know-

ledge ot job searth techniques. Johesearch assistance programs gene ally range from

one to eight weeks in duration and provide participants with'the support they need

to obtain emptoyment mOre quickly than,they could otherwise.

The terminees included in this analysisreceived two major types of job searah

assistance secvices. First, approximately 85 pAcent received only direct placement

types of assistance. These participants,were identified as the most "job ready" in

that they possessed rketable skills but were expriencing same difficulty n secur-

ring employment. Fo some, attempts were made to develop jobs and place them directly

into unsubsidized'employment. For ethers who had marketable skills, but who could

benefit fram same instruction in 'search skills such as 4mterviewing techniques an&

how to present oneself tO a prospective employer, liminkl services were available.

These services consisted of a very brlef seminar An where and how-to find a job,

e
resumq writing, interviewing techniques and other related topics.

Thg remaining 15 percent of the participants received mote intensive job search

assistance for about four to six weeks. These individual* while also possessing

marketable skills, were identified as relatively deficient in most aspects of the

job seaich process. They received very detailed instruction In job search skills,

interviewing techniques, establishing employment contacts, enumerating personal

-94-
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strengths and' weaknesses, and identifying employment goals.

'

2. OccUpational Training

In contrast to JSA, occupational training programs are longer in duration and

designed to.'Provide individUals with a specific occupational skill. These programs
4

reflect the premise that participants have limited, if anyl, vocational skills.

Participants in OT progtams were offvred an array of different types:of training,
rov,

4

As shown in Table 4-3, the largest proportion received training in clerical skills

(29.6 percent). Machine add electronics training 'also accounted for large shares

of participants, enrolling 10.1.percent and 9,2 petcent orall individuals, respec-

tively, while training in areas such as computer, health, machine and tran'aportation

6

related occupations was offered less frequently.

addition,to identifying the major types of serVices received by participants,

it is important to examine.the nature of program participation since it more
.

accurately reflecfs the comprehensive serVice strategy pf the lacal delivery system.

Information on the duration-of participation;as well as the combinations programs (

offered to participants can be useful for determining how exisl,idg stratestes can be
-

improved in the future. .Table 4-4 shaws-ihe distribution of OT participantsewho

partiCipated dn two or more activitis by the activity in which they participated.

As can be seen, the vast majority of participants received only pne service, while

22 percent participated in it least one activity prior to enrolling in an OT program

(column one, 576/2594) and 7 percent in at least two activities (column two 196/

2594). In additidn to r)rticipating in more than one OT skill area, individuals

also partioilpated in such pre-vocational activities as adult work experience, adult
.......-

basic educatian and english as a second language. This information reveals the

,

limited nature of program seqtrencing and may serve as the basis for identifying'

iajor strengths and weaknesses'.of local programming efforts.

The average duration of participation in an OT program was 18 weeks. This con-

trasts with the 6 week average length of participatiod in tjle JSA prOgrams. Addi-
,

tionally, JSA participants did not always receive full-time services. In the OT

-95-
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. Table 4-3: Occupational Training Program Participants
: By Skill Training Area

k

Skill Training Area

Clerical Related

Electronics Related

Health Related

Metal Related

,i

tcs,14

Auto and En4Ina_aelated

Machine Related

Food..Preparation`elatedEl

f , e
Computer Related

Printing Related

Maintenance Related

/
-

Carpentry Related

Transportation Related

Cosmetic Related

Accounting/Bookkeeping

Other

Number

769

240

1
144

,. .

77

93

82

.

t.

A

/
261

,66

14
66

1

38

54

. :3

91

61D8

Percent

29.6

9.2

5.5

2.5

2.5

1.5

2.1

23..4

' Total 2594 100.0

4,444.4.4
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Table 4-4: Second and Third Most Recent Programs of
Occupational Training Program Term-mess

Second and Third Most
, Recent ActiVities

Occupational Training

'On-the-Job-Training

Adul,t Work Experience

V
Adult Basic Educaeion4

GED Preparation

Job Search Assistance',

Assessment'and Orienta

English As A Second Language
7

Special Programs

Public Ser4 Emploment

Youth Progrsms

4Total

Second Most Recent
Activity for Participants
in at Least Two Programs
Number ,Percent

104

14

99

109

47

17

101

54

6

21

4 ,

18.0

2.4

17.2

18.9

8.1

'2.9

7.5

9.4

1.0

36

0.7

576 , '100

(

-97-
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Third Most Recent
'Activity for Participants
in at Least Three Programs
Number Percent

17 8.7

2.0

46 23.5

22 11.2

) 13 6.6

2'

75 38.6

,8. 4.1

5 2.5

3 1.5

1 0.5

196. .10d



programs, however, participants attended on at least a half-time and, in some cases,

a 5u11-time basis. Thus, the 18 week average length of program attendance means

that OT program participants receive substantially more than three times the amount

of rraining services received by JSA participants.

B. Data Collection and Participant Characteristics

The data'uied 'in the analysis that follows'have been apsembled by the

Nassachusetts Department of Manpower Development (DMD) as part of a state-wide effort

to enhance the follow-up capabilities of prime sponsors. Each prime sponsor under-

takes a six-month follow:cup survey of' urticipants who terminate from its Title IIB

programs. Data collection procedures used are generally consistent across all

sponsors and rely upon the telephone to contact terminees six months afterrtermina-

- tion from a program. Once follow=up data have been collected, each prime sponsor

produces an analysis of post-program performance and, on a periodic basis, transmits

local data to the state for the purpose of egtablisbing a state-wide data base. This

data base is used to conduct state-wide analyses of\the effectiveness of the CETA

program.

This section provides an overview Of data colle fion procedures and the

characteristics of those Included in the study populau.ion. The usefulness of the

.analysis is that it provides a basis for gaining insig ts into the nature of those
4

participants to be studied and judging the quality and epresentativeness of the

follow-up .claa.

There were 6,869 individuals who participated in and terminated from JSA and

OT programs. Of these individuals, 25.8 percent participa ed in JSA programs and

74.2 percentsin 0T prpgrams. .As shown in Table 4-5, there re large differences

between'the characteristics of participants in both programs JSA participants were

older and presumably more experienced than the participants iOT. Also, JSA par-

ticipants were more educated, as 41 perCent completed 13 or more years of education

compared to 10 percent of the OT participants. A significantly lar r proportion of
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J
Table 4-5: Diqribution of Participan'is by Program

_and Demographic Characteristics

4 N1'

Job Search Assistance Occupational Training Total

Number

ALL PARTICIPANTS 1770

AGEa*
,

1E5-19 187

20-24 524

789

and over 218

IXDUCATIONa

8 and below 142

9-1f 280 ,

12 613

13 and over
. r , trT 4

sExa

Male
Female

RAa

White
Black
Other

'AFDCa

Yes
No

980

787

1321
291

155

asignificant.at the 1% level

aOlo

s

Percent NuMber Percent Number Percent

25.8 5099 74.2 6869 .100.0

10.9 371 16.4 958 ) 14.9

'30.5 1555 33.0 2079 32.4

45.9 1998 42.5 2787 43.4

12.7 382 8.1 600 ' 9.3

, ..

8.0 505 9.9 647 9.4

15.8
34.6

1697
2377 .6

19 7
2 90

28.8
43.5

41.5 520 40.2 55 18.3

55.5 2354 46.3 3334 48.7

44.5 2727 53.7 3514 51.3

.
74k8 3106 61.2 4427 64.7

.16.5 1151 22.7 1442 21.1

*8.8 821 16.2 976 '14.3

735 14.4 808 . 11.8

95.9 4364 85.6 6061 88.2

3
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males'and whites participatO in JSA relative to OT, and a larger proportion of

AFDC recipients was selected for OT. lcross both programs, participants tended to'

be 25 to 44 years of age, female, white, not receiving AFX,,and classified as

having completed at least twelve years of education.

This pattern of program assignment should'not be surprising. The JSA activity

is deSigned primarily for.those who are identified as "job ready", while the OT

4

activity:is designed for individuals who possess significantly greater,barriers to

employment. Since OT participants appear to be more disadvantaged, the observed

distribution of participant characteristics across thelprograms would seem reason-
.

' 1111.

able. Whether, and to what extent, these differences influence the outcomes of both

programs is an important issue and will be discussed later in the chapter.

The ability to contact and interview these terminees varied by both their.

characteristics and program of termination. Of the 6,869 participants, 57 percent

\

were contacted and 55 percent were successfully interviewed. For JSA participants,

65 percent were contacted and 58 percent' interviewed. The results for OT partici:

pants s ed a'con,tact rate of 54 percent and a completed in erview rate of 51'per-

cent. These differences reveal the uneven representation of JSA and OT pjticipants".

in thelollow-up population and may prodUce some 'ias in the follow-up data.

t

Table 4-6 shows major reasons why former participants were either not contacted

or not successfully Interviewed upon contact. Problems with telephone numbers -

acquired from the local MIS accounted for 26.9 percent of all reasons or the absence

of follow--up data (rows aid two in the ta§le). In contrast, while information

was available for 38.6 perdent of the non-respondents, (top five rows in the table),

changes in their phone numbers.and addresses prohibited a follaw-up interview. That

participants typically Will respond to an interview once cOntacted is shown-by the

fact that only 9.3 percetn of these non-respondents refused to participate in the

follow-up survey. The group of non-respondents who refussed to answer constitutes

only 3 percent of the total population of terminees.

-100-
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Table 4-6: Reason For Not Completing Interview
(N=2403)

-

Reason Not.Completing Interview Number Percent

No Phone Number at Intake 434." 11.0

Incorrechone Number at Intake . 381 15.9

Disconne ed Phone 325 13.5

-Unpublished'Phone Number 169 7.0

Moved: Address Unknown 435 18.1

Participant Aefused to Answer 223 9.3

Language Problem 61 2.5

Could Not Contact_.e, 545 22.7

Total 2403 100.0

*A.
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The category "could not contact" is a residual classification that includes

instances which arose during the follow-np survey but were r6n small in number to

warrant a separate listing. This category represented 22.7 percent -of all reasons

for noa-response and included Such things as.incarceration, hospitalization, en-

listmett ta the military and continual absence ftom the home when contact 4.7as

attempted. Additionally; if participants aluld not be contacted' or interviewed for

more than one reason; they weie also included in this cAtegory.

-table 4-7 shows program and Akmographic characteristics of participants Who

responded to the follow-qn: inteiview. The characteristics of the participants who

4 7

responded tend tb be sivallar.to those of the entire population, although there were

some differences. Poi-the sample of respondents as a yhole, as well as for respon-

/

4 dents from JSA and OT pro:gram s separately, respondet/ts tended to be-olger, better

educated, female, white, and rtcipients of AFDC. Thesedifference may produce

some bias in the follows-up dAta,,and should be kept in mind when judging the effec-

tiveness of local programs.

\

C. An Analysis of Average MeasUres of Program Outcomes

This section provides'illustrations of how the use of simple statistical

techniques can provide important insights into the level and distribution of post-

program 'performance. .Table 4-8 shows, that the hourly wage earned by terminees on

their first and last ot mobt current post-program job was essentially equal for the

JSA and OT programs. The data also show that'hourly wages,are highly related to

the age, education, sex, race, and AFDC status ofztanner participants. The specific

findings can.be summarized as follows:

o Hourly wage rates tend to increase through the middle ages
(up* to 44-years of, age), and then decline;

o Wage rates tend 40 increase'as the level of educatlon in-

creases; ahd

o Hourly wage rates are highet for men than-for women, as
they.are'for whites and non-recipients of'AFDC.
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k Table 4-7: Distribution of Respondents by Program
and Demographic.Characteristics

.

Job Search Assistance
-

Occupational Training

.

Total

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
,

ALL RESPONDENTS 1023 28.1 : 2616 71.9 3639 100.0
,..

,

AGEa
e

K
v

16-19 120 . 12.0 354 13.7
r

474 13.2

20-24 298 299 : 869 33.6 1167 32.6

25-,4
45 and Over

448
131.

44.9

13.11

1121 ,

244

43.3

9.4

1569
375

43.8
10.5

EDUCATIONa ,

)1 64 6.3 216 8.3

cs

280 7.78 and BeloW
,

9-11 145 14.2 805 30.8 950 26.1

12 345 33.7 1292 49.9 1637 45.0

13 and above 469 045.8 303 . -* 11.6 772 21.2

k

Male 539 52.7 1b56 40.5 1595 f3.9
Female 484 47:3 , 1554 59,5. 2038 56.1

RACEa

White 813 79.6 1632 62.6
.

2445 67:4

Black 145 14.2 608 23.3 753 2.0.8.

Other* 63 , 6.2 365 14.0. 428 11.8

AFDC FEHALE HEAD OF . /
HOUSEHOLD4 k

Yes 42 4.1 421 16:1 463 12.7

No 981 9'5.9 2195 83.9 J176 . 87.3

,aSignifitant at the 1% level

* Includes: Hispanic, American Indian, Alaskan Native, Asian and,Pacific Islander.

.11.0.*
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Table 4-0: Average Starting and Final Hourly Wage Rate,
Average Weeks atioloyed in the Post-Program
Period, and Percent durrently Employed by
Program and Demographic Characteristics
(Number of Cases in Parentheses)

4 s

Average Starting
Hourly Wage Rata

Werage Final
Hourly Wage Rate

Average Weeks
Emptloyed

Percent Currently
Employed

ALL RESPONDENTS 3.97 (3087) 4.26 (3051) 20.0 (3227) 73.2 (3588)

PROGRAM'

Job.Sparch
Assaltance
occupational

3. 99 (870) .
4:28 (858) ' 19.2 (883)a 73.6 (1009)

Training 3. 97 (2217) 4.2 (2193) 20.3i, (2344) 73.1 ,(2579)

AGE I 1

16-19 3.55 (417) 3,75 (414)a 18.9 (418)a 68.2 (465 ) b

20-24 3.91 (1010) 4.19 (991) 20.5 (1036) 74.4 (1153 )

25-44 4.20 (1316) 4.52 (1307) 20.2 (139B) 74.3 (1548) -

45-.64 3.77 (302) 4.03 (298) 18.7 (332)' '722 (370)

EDUCATION

8 or less 3.54 (225)a 377 (2244 a 17.9 (241) a 64.9, (271)a

It 9-11 3.75 (767)' 4.02 (788) 18.6 (842) 66.1 (930)

12 1 3.92 (1425) 4.18 (14109). 20.7 . (1462) 75.1 (1625)

-13 and_over, 4.49 (670) 4.87 (660).) 21.0 (682) - 80.0 (762)

SEX

Male 4.3.0 (1372)a 4.67 (1359)a 19.7' (1830)c 73.5 (1575)

.Female '3.71 (1709) 3,93 (1686) 20.3 (1392) 72.9 (2007)

RACE

White 4.02 (2067)
b 4.31 (2046) 19.7 (2,137) 74.2 (2405)

Black 3.88 (644) 4.14 (621) 20.4 (684) 71.1 (748)

Other 3.90 (366) 4.19 (365) 20.4 (394) 71.1 (422)

AFDC FE HEAD OF

HOUSEHOLD

Xes 3.68 (356)a 3.89 (354)a 17.5 (419)a 67.8 (456)b

No 4.01 (2731) 14.31 (2697) 20.3 '(2808) '74.0 f3132)

1 ;,.
8Significant at the 1% level

bSigniftcant at the 5% level

cSignificant it the 10% level /

Hour/y wage rates measured in dollars per hour;
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The characteristics of terminees'not only influenced wages earned during the

follow-up period, but also appeared to be related to changes in wagee' 'earned during

that.period. Those who are older and more highly educated registered greatet gains

in wagp rates during the follow,-up period than their younger and less educated

counterparts. Moreover, males as well as non-AFDC recipients also outpaced their

counterparts during the follow-up period, with gains of $.37 and $.30, compared to

$.2/ and $.19, respectively.

In addition to assesiing the hourly wages earned by participants chlring the

follow-up i)eriod, prime-sponsors may also'be interested to learn about the extent

and Stability of post-progrsm employment. As shown in Table 4-8, the average dura-

tion Of employment in the six month follow-up period was 20.0 weeks. 'Moreover,.ohe

data reveal that many of the/expected relationships exist between weeks employed .

and selected demographic subgroups of the respondent population. Older, more educar

ted terminees who were not receiving AFDC 'tended to work more often than their

counterparts. Unlike the findings on hourly wages, however, terminees from OT pro-
%

&rams worked significantly more weeks than their JSA tounterparts. Although the

absolute difference is small, the high level of statistical significance clearly

' suggests ehat this is not a spurious finding. ,

That JSA participants Worked fewlr weeks than their OT counterparts should be

of some concern to the prime sponsor. Since SA particiPant are expected to have

marketable Skills, one would also expect them to fare at least as 'well in'the post-

program period as OT individuals, whose levels of marketable skill.s are the primary

focus of the program. In viqw of this finding, the prime sponsor may wish to take

a closer look at iys JSA program in order to determine the causes of this observed

difference in performance.

Rather than utilizing the number of weeks of employment to assess.post-program

employment, prime sponsors might also wish to use the proportion of participalits

currently employed as an-outcome measure. This measure is easy to'oonstruct and is

relatively straightforward with respect:to interpretation and use: Table 4-8 shows
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that the expected'relatiOnships tend to elist between the percent currently employed

and the various demographic subgroups. ,However, in contrast to,average weeks Of

employment, there is no significant difference between the proportion of OT parti-
.

emN.oyed add,the proportion of JSA participants employed. As described in

lli

Ch er Two, this type of outcomes measure does not adequately capture the total

pos program employment of terminees And, in view of the difference between it-ind

that of weeks of employment, clearly demonstrates the disadvantage dssociated with

its use.
,

The data in Table 4-8 show two important types of summary findingi.. First,

certain types of participants benefited more than others in terms of hourlywages

V t

and post-program employment. This indicates a need to further examide the sources

of these differences in order that the ylnay be addressed in the future. Secondly,

these data show that,.on average, terminees' starting and final hourly wage.rates

did not differ with-respect to their program of termination. It was also shown,

".however, that demographic characteristics of4OT participants differed significantly

from those of JSA participants. S4nce participants in the JSA program tended to

have characteristics which lead to greater lablor market success (that is, older,

mpre educated), the prime sponsor may suspect that the use-of Timple averages.(

obscured an accurate assessment of program effects. As discdssed'Aerlier, JSA
,

. ,

program is designed to serve a more "job ready" group of participants. As.a result,

these average measures of program outcome may be biased upward for the JSA program

relative to the OT program.

To address this Issue and,provide insights into which of the two programs'work

best for selected popull.on subgroups, the prime sponsor may wish to adopt An

approach such as that shown in Table 4-9. This table presents the measures of priir
.%

gram outcoMes for the two programs controlling for differences in participant

characteristics. .As is evident from the data, this approach provides a more

accurate appraisal of program performance. For instance, even though participant ?

in the JSA activity are significantly older _than those in OT, wben only the 16-19

year old age group is examined, participants in OT earn significantly higher hourly
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Table 4-9:Post-ProMram Outcomes by Program and Demographic Characteristics
(Number oi Cases in.ftranchases)

Program and
Demographic
Charactsriscics

Average Starting
Hourly 'Wage Rate

Average'Final Average Weeks

Hourly Wage Rate Employed

Percent Currently
Employed

AGE '

16-19. .
.

Job Search Altai. 3.28 (110)a 3.44 (103)a' 18.4 (98) 68.1 (119)

Occup. Training-. . 3.65 (307) 3.86 (306) 19.1 (320) 68.2 (346)

20-24
Job Search Asst. 3.74 (258)4 4.01 (251)a 19.3 (265)c 73.1 (294)

Occup. Training 3,97 (752) 4.25 (740) 20.8 (771) 74.9 (859)

25-44 ,,d

Job Search Asst. 4.37 (379)a 4.71 (378) 19.3 (389) 77.8 (4
b

42)

Occup: Training 4.13 (937) 4.45 (929) 20.4 (1009) 72.9 (406)

45 and over i
3.99 (101)

b . 4.25 (100)4 16.6 (110)a 66.4 (128)b
Job Search Asst.
Occup. Training 3.66

Y .
(201) . .3.92 (198) 19..7 (222) 75.2 (242)

EDUCATION
Less than 3 Years 1

.. _

Job Saarch Asst. 3.12 (47)4 3.40 (47)
b 15.0 (51)a 62.7 - (59)

Occup. Training 3.65 (173) 3.87 (177) 18.7 (190) 65.6 (212)

9-11 . .

Job Search Asst. 3.44. (118)4 3.64 (111)a "k16.3C, (120)a 62.4 (141)

Occup. Training 3:80 (654) 4.09 (64tp 18.9 (722) 66.8 (789)

I. .

.

/ ._If
Job Search ASsc, 3.70 (300) ' 3.92 (295) 18.8 (302) 70.6 (343)

Pr

...yak Trsinidg ---3.98 (1125)
..

4.210(1114) 21.1 (1160) 76.4 (1282)
i

13 and over
4.45 (410) 4.82 .(405) +20.8 (410) 80..7 (466).

Job Search Asst.-
Occup. Traini ng 4.55- (260)

i 4.96 (255); 21.3 (2t27- 31.1 (296)

if

Sri '

,
. .

.

.

Male
.

2ob Search Asst. 4.06 (456)4 4.32 (453)a 19.2 (463) 73.1 (532)

Occup. Training 4,41 (916) 4.84 (906) 20.8. (929) ) 73.7 (1043)

Female
Job Search Asst. 3.91 (414)4 4.23 (405)4 19.3 (420)a 74.2 (477)

Occup. Training 3.65 (1295) 3.33 (123 ) 9.9 (1410) 72.5 .(1530)

RACE
/7White

Job Search Asst. 4.05 (695) 4.34 (682) 19.5 (701) 74.4 (80I)

.OccUp. Training 4.00 (1372) 4.29 (1364) 19.8 (1436) 74.1 (1604)

Slack k
Job Search &lit. 3.75 (117)c 3.93 (17)

b
17.1 (127)4 63.9 (144)b

^ Occup. Training 3.90 (527) 4.19 (512) 21.2 (557) 72.3 (604)

Othar
Job Search Asst. 1.77 (57). 4.25 (58) 20.2 (53) 85.5 (62)'

Occup..Training

AFDC FEHALE HEAD

3.92 (309) ,
4.18 (307) 20.5 (14) 68.6 (360)

OF HOUSEHOLD
Yes
Job Search Asst. 3.95 (33)

b 4.08 (33) 15.1 (37)c . 57.1 (42f

Occup. Training 3.65 (323) 3.37 (321) 17.7 (182) 68.8 (414)

So
Job Search Asii. 3.99 (837) 4.29 (825) 19.4 (846)a 74.4 (2165)

Occup. Training 4.02 (1894) 4.32 (1872) 20.8 (1962) 73.9 (2165)

a Significanc at tha 12 level
b Significant ac the 52 level

c Significant at the 102 level
Hourly wage rates measured in dollars Pox hour.



wage rates. Conversely, for the 25-44 y'ear old and 45-and-over age groups, par-

ticipants in.the JSA activity earn sigpificantly higher wage rages than OT partici-

pants. Table 4-9 also shows similar results with respect to education. In this
V

case, when the level of education is held.constant, it can be seen that for each '

level of education:participants in Oi earn higher wage rates than participants in

JSA programs.

Whil these findings reveal the generally superior wage producing performance

of OT roiSams, there are instances when the JSA pro'gram produces hisiler hourly wage

rates. F r example, for those 45 years of age and over, participation in a JSA

#

program leads to higher hourly wages than participation in an at program. Similarly,

when the sex of participants is held constant, women from the JSA program earn higher

hourly wages than those from OT. This contrasts with the findint for men who appear

to benefit more from participation in OT.
, ,o

Similar types of analysis are hown in Table 4-94with respect to weeks of post-

'T)"---fb-staatiaP program employment and the pe;cent o er'participants employed at foliow-up con-

Of
. ,

/- act. While little variation was seen with respect to the latter outcomes measure,

significant differences did energe between participants' level of education and

4

weeks of post-program employment. For each level ofedudatlon, OT partfipants

.
worked significantly more weeks during the foi,low-up period than their JSA counter-

parts.

,The above analysis clearly shows the usefulness of.follow-up data in reviewing%
..,--

post-program performance. At the same time, however, the ana4rsis shows the short-

comings of simple comparisons. When the distribution of part cipant characteristics

is controlled for, otherwise unobserved differences in program performance become

evident. While this is a useful approach, it is also quite cumbersome. Moreover,

it does not control for additional potential differences it characteristics, such a;

those between young black women and young whrte woro',en. Although additional tables

can be constructed to accomodate evetvmore detailed analysis, thislay result in an;

analysis that is unwieldy and not readily interpretable. A prime sponsor with
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tess io automated data processing facilities may wish to consider using multiple
_

egression analysis for a more precise measure of program outcomes. A brief descrip-
...

tioq follows for those who may be interested.

07-.Multiple Regression Analysis of Program Performance i

The analysis and results of Table 479 have two major shortcomings. First,

/
) they do not make clear what the magnitude of the difference is in the ;erformance 'of

OT and JSA pcograms. While it may appear that OT is more effective than JSA,

differences between zero and folj7ty cents per hour for wage rates, and zero to three
,

weeks for weeks of emploYment measures Are observed. Second, the table shows 'results
-,

w.hicl'hold constant only one variable at a time. The drawback to this approach is
0

'
that all of the personal characteristics yaEysimilltaneously

To address these shortcomings, the prime sponsor may wish to

across ihe two programs.

uie multiple regre4ion

analysis. To illustrate the use of this technique, the following regression equation'

is estimated:

Wma
0
+a

1
AGE1 + a

2
AGE2 + a

3
AGE3 + a

4
ED + a

5
SEX +

a
6
RACE + a

7
WEEKS EMPLOYED + a

8
PROG

This equation assumes that the hourly wage Of former participants (W), is

determined by their age, education, sex, race, 'weeks of employment in the six months

prior to CETA, and program of par icipation. The variables which have been included

in the equation have the follawing meanings:

o The age of the participant is included by the use of three,Vari-
,

ablesv

- AGE1 has a value o if

16-19, inclubiver and z ro

AGE2 has a value of one if
20-24, inclusive, and zero

the,participant is between
otherwise.

the,participant is between
otherwise.

- AGE3 has a value of one if the participant is 45 or
over, and zero otherwise.
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The estimates of al, a2 and a3 therefore, measure the
difference between the wage rates earned by participants
in the three age groups listed here and paTticipants in
the 25-44 age group, the base group for comparison.
Since individuals in the prime age group, 25-44, tend to
have higher earnings than all others, the estimates of

al, a2 and a3 should be negative.

The variable ED represents the years of.educatioc com-
pleted by the participants. The cdefficient a4 measuies
the number of cents per hour more an individual earns on
average for an additional year of education.

o SEX is a variable which has a value of one if the in-

.* dividual is a man and zero if a woman. The estimate of
a5, therefore, measures how much more per hour men earn
than women.

o RACE is a variable which has a value of one if the in-
dividual is white, and zero otherwise. The estimate of
a6 measures how much more per hour whites earn aver all

. others. 10:

o WEEKS EMPLOYED measures the total number of weeks liartici-
pants were employed'in the six-month 'period prior to the
program. The estimate of a7 measures bow much tore per
hour is earned for'each additional week worked in the six
months prior to the program.

o The variable PROG has a value of one if the individual 4

particicipated in OT and zero for JSA participants. The

coefficient ag measures the impact of participation in OT
relative to JS. It is the estimate of ag which is of

most interest.

Table 4-10 presents the regression results with respect to the hourly wage

earned on the first post-program job. The first column shows the estimate of the

equation specified above. From this estiiate, everything else equal, the follow-

ing rasult,s/ emerge:

o Individuals aged 16-19 earn 57 cents less Per hour than in-
dividuals aged 25-44. Individuals aged 20-24 earn 41 cents
less per hour and individuals aged 45 and aver earn 24 cents
lesi per hour than this same base group (25-44);

o An additional year of education yields individuals an aver-
age wake advantage of 15 dents per hour;

o Males earn 49 cents per hour more than females;,

o White participants earn 14 cen'ts per hour more than all other

partiFipants;
.

I .

o An additional week of employment in the year prior to the
program leads to 0.3 cents p'er hour more; and

o Participants in an OT program earn 27 cents per hdur more
relative to those in a JSA program.
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Table 4-10: Regression Analysis of Starting Hourly Wage Rote

(1)

Age: 16-19 -57.0a
(9.68)

Age: 20-24 -41.1
(6.82)

Age: 45+ -24.3a

'(9:86)

Tears of'Education 'Completed
(14.385:

Sax 49.5a

(5.98)

Race_

Weeks Employed in Tear ?rior
to Program

Constant

Occupational Training

Length of Training': 12 or
Fever Weekg

Length of Training: 24-36
Weeks

Length of Training: More
Than 36 Weeks

Completed

Not iompleted and Placed

Completed and Not Plaéed

Completed and Placed

-2R

F

1

7b(173.48)

0.3b
(0.18)

183.7a

(19.47)

27.21

(6.60)

(2)

-55.5a
(9.63)

-40.9a

' (6.81)

(3) (4)

.

'-36.2a -56.31
(9.61) (9.61)

-408a -40.5a

(6.79) (6.80)

a
,

-Z3.8 -24.2a -24.01

(9.84) (9.82)

14.6a
41.35)

14.84

(1.35) (91:4.33:53i

,49.94 51.6a 51.3'

(6.00) (6.00) (6.01)

(7137b 15.3
h

15.6b
(7.47) (7.47)

0.3b 0.3b 0.36

(0.18) (0.18) (0.18)

202.7' 171.2' 167.3'
(20.95) (23.0) (23.8)

,13.8b 19.70 19.7'

(7.92) (8.11) (8.15)

-20.2a -17.4b

(8.14) . (8.16) (8.16

0.5 -0.' .4

(9.58) (9.56 (9.59)
I.

9.01 6.15 6.22

(11.43) (11.43) (11.44)

27,6a

(8.47)

(13.67)

34.14

' (11.21)

0.13 0.1.3 0.14 0.14

34.8' 26.3a 25.1' 21.7'

Degrees of Freedom 8/1806 11/1803 12/1802 14/1600

(N1815)

aSignificant at the 1% level
bSignificant at the 5% level
cSignificant at the 10% level .

l Standard errors df coefficient estimates in the parenthesis. Unit of measurement

is cents per hour..
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Based upOn these findings, it would appear that the indepen ent effect of

being a participant in an OT program is 27 cents per hour., Howeirer,..iince OT is

,a much longer activity than JSA, it,is not clear whether tile rel tiliely pbsitive

effect of the program is due to the length of training per se, orrtn an inherent
.

_.....,

advantage of the OT program. To examine this issue, an additibnal variable has

been added to the equation. This variable measiirles the number of.Oeeks each in-

k

dividual'participated in a program in the following manner:

o Length of Training: 12 or Fewer Weeks has a value of onelf the
pareicipant was in the activity for 12 or fewer weeks, and
zero, otherwise.-

o Length of Training:
ticipant was in the
wise.

24-36 Weeks has a value of one if the par-
activity for 24-36 weeks, and zero other-

Length of Traihing: More than 36 Weeks has'a value of one if
in.the activity 1.ai more,than',36 weeks,'the participant was

and zero otherwise.

The estimate of the coefficient on each of these terms measures the difference

between the wage rates earmed by participants who are in one of these three groups

and those whq participated for between 13 and 23 weeks as the base group' for com-'
El

parison, The results of adding the variables to the first equation are pres,ented
td

in column two of Table 4-10.

As cari be seen, the egfeits of participant characteriatics are nearly identical

to those obtained fram the first estimation. Hawever, the estimate of the eflect of

the OT relative to the JSA program has declined substaritially to 15 cents per hour.

The reason for this decline is that participants in OT were in the program for a

much longer period of time than participants in the JSA program. Thus, without the

length of training variables, the program variable captures the effect of boththe

number of' weeks a participant was in an activity and the effect of being in OT'

relative to JSA. When th4se variables are entered separately, everything else eqtai,

participants in OT earn 2.0 cents less per hour"in comparison to those who partici-

pated for 13 to 23 weeks. For those participants who were in an-activity for 24 or

more weeks, additional weeks of-programParticipation did not add to their starting

hourly wage rate relative to those who participated for 13 to123 weeks.
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C.

Although.there appears to be a positive relationship between earnings and
.y

4

duration of training, the faCt tha increasing levels of program participation

beyond 23 weeks did not add to earning0hould be,orsome concern to prime

sponsbrs. It could be that thAbnger training progratis were not well designed

,

or thatl the longer programs offered training in the:slower growing occupations.

Alternatively, since the duration variable reflects a composite of all training

efforts, it could be capturing the effects of either one or two longer'programs,

or certain individuals who remained in a program the longest but did not perform

well. Prior'to making final judgements of this finding, prime sponsors should,

therefore, examine the reasoneor its occurrence if well directed efforts at

program improvement Are to be accomplished.

In addition to considering the duration of,program participation, the prime

sponsor will undoubtedly be aware that those participants in OT whosie length of

training'is brief are most likely thode who dropPed out anddid not completethe

activity. Since these participants may also earn significantly lower starting

hourly, wage rates, it is necessary to control for "participants' completion status.

To accomplish this, an additio/tal variable was added to the equation 'specified

above. The variable has a value of one for an individual wha completed the

activity and-a zero otherwise. When the%equation is re-estimated,,column 3 of

Table 4-,10 shows that, holding,a11 else constant, program completion is important

and leads to a 28 cents Per hour wage advantage. Also, controlling for their com-
.

pletion status, participants in OT earn 20 cents per hour more than pticipants

in ISA after controlling for personal characteristics and the length of the training.

The prime sponsor may also be interested in the potential influence of job '

placement on participants' starting hourly wage rates..1mmediate placement in an

unsubsidized job holds a unique position in the evaluation of prime sponsor programs.

, On the one' hand, a placement is an outcome of an activity. When viewed from such a

perspective, variations in the placement variable would be explained by many of the

demographic and program characteristics which have been employed thus far. -On the
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other hand, placement is also a variable which cin be used to explain why ;ome par-

ticipants earn a higher starting hourly wage rate and others do not. It is this

latter approach which is used here.

To examine,the potential impact of placement and still control for completion

- status, four categories were created. These categories cover participants who:

o Were not placed afid'did not complete;

o Were,placed and did not complete;
4

o Were not placed and completed; and

Were placed and completed.

Since individuals in each of the latter three categories experienced more posi-

tive,immediate program outcomes, it is anticipated that they will fare better than

the base group (those who did not complete and were not placed). Column 4 of T 1

4-10 shows that,the effects of personal charaCteristics on the first hourly wage

remain similar in magniiude to those of previous equation estimates. The effect of

participation in OT relatiye to JSA is 20 cents per hour, also similar to that'in-''',

the previous equation estimate. For individuals who pirticipated 12 or fewer weeks,

as in the previous equation, 18 cents less per hour is earned relative to those who it

participated for 13 to 23 weeks.

Estimates of the coefficients on each of the three newly created variables are,

as expected, positive. However, the'estimate of the coefficient on the variable for

those who were placed but did not complete is not significantly different from zero.

This shows that those who did not complete but were placed do not earh SignificantlY

higher starting hourly wage rates than those who did not complete and were not

placed. For individuals 'who completed the program, whether or'not they were Placed,

higher starting hourly wage rat& are earned. These findings, therefore, indicate

that completion of.an activity may very well be a mdre important deierminant'of the

hourly wage rate on the first post-CETA job than immediate job placement.
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The results shown thus far have concentrated on the starting hourly wage rate

of the first post-CETA job.; The prime sponsor may also wish to estimate the same

set of equations for the wage earned on'the last or ciirrent post-CETA job. Results
4

for the estimation of such an equation are presentedrin Table 4-11. As can be seen,
.

estimates of the coefficients of participant characteristics are very similar to

those shown 21 the previous table. The actual values of the coefficients are, how-
.

ever,-samewhat larger, due principally to the fact that the average final hourly

wage ratejt $4.26, while the average starting hourly wage iate is $3.97. For the

11,

program variables, the same basic patterns are shown in Table 4-11 as were shOwn in

the previous analysis. There are, hotwever, two important differences. First, the

effect of the OT program relative to the4JSA program is now only 13 cents per hour

as opposed to 20 cents per hour for the hourly wage rate on the first post-CETA joh.

This represents approximately a.35 percent reduction in arogram effectiveness over a

six-month period. The second difference froth the previout results is the.appearance

of a more important role for immediate job placement. Relative to thdte who were

not placed and did not complete, the findings show that those who were placed and

did'not complete as well as those who were placed and tampleted earned 39 and 41

cents per hour more, respectively. Th who tompleted but were not placed earned

23 cents per hour,more. Thus, both completion placemr play an.important role.

However, placement is somewhat more important es shown.by the 41 cents per hour

more earned by those who were placed and completed relative .to the 23 cents per

hour more earned by those who were not plated but completed. Over time, one's

placement status becomes more important in influencingwdges,.while at the,time of

termination, completion is the more influential 14)f,the two.

, In addition to analyzing"hourly wage rates, prime spoffSori may also wish to

use regression analysis to examine weeks of employalepielin the post-program period.

An equation similar to that presented above is,in Table 4-12 for the total weeks

ot post-program employment. This equation, however, includes only those terminees

...
-115 -.
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Table 4-11:

Age:. 16-19

Age: 20-24 '

Age: 454-

. 0

Years of iducami6n 6omplett#

Sam .

Race

Mates Employed La Year Prior
to Proven

Constant

Occupational Training

Length of Training: 12 or
Fewer Weeks

Langth of Training: 24-36
weeks

Length of Training: More than
36 Weeks

Completed

Not Completed and Placed

Completed and Not Placed

Completed and Plated

Ragression Analtsis of Final Hourly Wage Race

1

/

(4)

(11.52)

-42.8a.

(8.18)

-24.7b

(11%80)

16.0a
(1.61)

61.1a
(7.21)

16.2b

(9.00)

04b
(0.21)

176.7a
(28.4)

.12.5*

(9.79)

-28.3a
(9.78)

-6.8
11(.54)

6.0

(13.70)

39.3b

(18.09)

22.8c

(16.4)

41.4a
(13.40)

- *

.

c

(1)

(11J5)

-44.3.
(8.21.)

-25.1b
(11.83).

(tit

(r.iir)

I4.3c

(9.4)

0.4b

(0.21)

186.9m

(23.3)

(77.;75:.

.

.-

.

,

,

0"

.

(2)

-63.35
(11.50.

-44.1a

(8.19)

-4,0
Wan
16.0a
(1.61)

60.4
a

(7.19)

14.3 c

(8.99)

0.4 b

(0.21)

215.0a

(25.1)

9.4

(9.51)

-29.94

(9.75)

-3.8
(11.53)

,

(11;L)

,

(3)

-63.9a
(11.54)

-44.0a

(8.18)

(Ilan)

16.1a

(1.62)

61.6m

(7.22)

110
(9.01)

'0.413

(0.21)

192.0
(27.6)

13.6c

(-92.7::)a

(9.79)

-4.5

(11.52)

6.1
(13.72)

(1930.11.b)

' , .

0
.

1 *

12 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.13

F 31.09a '23.90a 22.26a 19.68a

Degrees of Freedoa 8/1783 11/1780 12/1779 14/1777

(N 1792) .

, *Significant at tha 1% loyal
IlSignificanc at tha 5% lava).
'cSigniticaRt at the 10% lava).
Standard Error:, of,moefficient estimates in the parenthesis. Unit of measurement

is cents par hour.
*A one tail test of the hypothesiswthac thatoefficient is equal to zero, 0.3

rejected at the i0.05% leval.
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Table 4-12: Regression Analysis of Total Ueeks %orked

(1) (2) (3)

Age: 16-19 -1.29 -1.09 -1.14

,
(1.81) .(1.80) (.1.80)

Age: 20-24 id4)2 -0.42 -0.28

(1.14) (1.13? (1.13)

'Age: 45+ -.0.36 -0.31 -0.29

(0.42) (0.4:) (0.42)

a
. Years of Educatima Completed 0.31a 0.21 0.21

(0.08) (0.08) (0.08)

Sex

as
lace

1:1(0%'5)

0.13

40.16
(0.35)

0.02

.-0.20

(0.36)

0.04

(0.42) (0.4 2) (0.42)

%Atoka:Employed in Tear ?rior 0.03& ,0.03a 0.03a

to Progr am (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Coratant 16.62a
(1.12) 1(1./43:

16.331
(1.22Y

Occupational. Traindmg
0$5

1.91a 1.42a

(L317 (0-,'.38) (0.45)

Number of Dependents 0.017 -0.06 -0.05
(0.13) (0.15) (0.15)

Aid to Families with -1.20a -1.07b -1.07b

Dependent Children (0.51) (0.51). (0.51) ...

Starting Sourly 2ege Rate 0.006a 0.006a

for First Po3t-CE1A Job (0.001) (0.001)

Length of Trainiog: 12 Or . - -0.70c

Fewer Ueolcs (0.46)

Length of Tralniog: 24-36 0.47

weeks (0.54)

Length of Training: More -0.31

than 36 WISICS (0.64)

Completed

Not Cospleted and Placed

Completed an47Not Placed -

Completed and Plamed

-2
t 0.027 0.04 0.04

P. 5427a 7.16a 5.99a
4

Degrees of Premiums 10/1591 11/1590 14/1587

(Nw1602)

&Significant at cite 1Z level
bSignificant et the 5Z level
CSignificent et the 10Z level
Standard errors of coefficient estimates in the parenthesis. Unit of measurement is

weeks.

`-1.18 -1.10

(1.30)

-0.36 10:::
(1.13) (1.11)

-0.28
(0.42) (0.41)

0.21 a 021 a

(0.08)(0.08)

-i(01..)

4 -4.10
(0.35)

.12)

0.17

003 (0.41)

(g.(0

0025
3 (0.01)

1(1...1345

.

13.48a
(1.37)

/.53
a4.64a

(0.47) i (0.46)

I.&
-0.04

-1.06b .-o.40
(0.51)

(0000.13004)

0.006a

(0.001)

-0 .59c

(0.46)

-0.66c
(0.45)

0.45 0.16

(0.54) (0.53)

-0.41

(0.64)

100b
(0.49)

, -0.45
(0.63)

4.1.3a

,(0.86)

0.19

- :::::
(0.64)

0.04 0.08 ,

sae

15/1586 17/1584
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who worked after the program.

Many of the variables included in this equation are similar to those used

earlier. One new variable which was introduced, however, is the hourly wage rate

on the first post-CETA job. This variable ds an important element of this equa- .1

tion because it'is'generally thought that as participants' wages increase,.,every-

thing lse equal, they will be willing to work more. The number of dependents is

also ncluded because even if two inlividuals receive the same wage rate, the in-

dividual with the larger number of dependents May tedd to:dork less'due to home

care responsibilities. Similarly, individuals eligible to receiveAFDC may also

tend to Work less, due to the incentive structure of the program, even if they

receive the same wage rate as Chose not eligible for AFDC.'

Table 4-12 shows-the results,of this series of equations. The first version

of the equation is presented-in column one. The findings show that as education

and weeks employed inpthe year befsEe the program increase, weeks employed in the

post- gram period increase as well. The estimate also shows that, as hYpothesized,

AFDC recipients, work less thad non-recipients. Also, participants in the OT program

work, onedaverage, two weeks longer than participants in the JSA program. In the

,second column of the tabj,thestarting hourly wage rate is added as an independent

variable. The only major difference in the,second equation from the first is that

the magnitude of the coefficient estimates has been reduced.

Having identified an initial version of the weeks of employmefit equation in

column 2 which adequately explains the employment experience of the participants,

. the prime sponsor may wish to study further effects of the program by adding the'

length of training and the completion status of participants. As shown in column

3 of Table 4-12, individuals who participate in activities for brief periods tend

to work less, on average, than those who participate for 13 to 23 weeks.

As was indicated in the discussion of the hourly wage rate equations, however,

these results may be somewhat misleling in that somkof those who participated for'

the briefest time period may not have completed the program and, thus, may not have

-)
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obtained a full set of services. Therefore, the estimate in doltmn 3 that par-

ticipants in OT work 1.4 weeks longer than participants in JSA may be too low. To

remedy this problem, column 4 presents an equation which includes the completion

variable. It shows that participants who complete an activity work one week longer

than those who do not complete. Also, this version of the equation shows that

0
participants in the OT program work one and two-thirds weeks longer than partici-

pants in the JSA program, greater than that observed in the third equation.

Finally, the prime sponsor may want to study the effect that plicement has on

employment. To do this, the variables which measure completion andplacement status

that were employed in the wage rate equations are used here also. Column shows

the estimate of the eqUation with these variables included. There are two noteworthy

results. First, those individuals who completed and were placed and those who did

not complete but were placed worked significantly more weeks than those who were not

placed, independent of whether they campleted or not. This shows the importance of

placement in positively influencing post-prngrem employment, and is in contrast to

the findings on the first post-program wage rate. Second, participants in OT tend

to work one anda half weeks more than participants In JSA programs.

These findings have clear implications for the prime sponsor. First, the

findings show the usefulness of multiple regression analysis in isolating the effects

9f participation in a program. Secondly, they reveal that, independent of the

characteristics of those reviewed, occupational training programs are significantly

more effective than job search assistance programs.. While ihis particular finding

may not be relevant to any one sponsor, it does clearly,show how follow-up data can

assist inmaking program mix decisions. Third, the findings show that, regardless

of the program, certain groups of the enrollee population will notbenefit as much

as others. This is the case, for instance, with women, AFDC recipients, and those

with limited prior workhistories. -With these findings, prime sponsors would be

well equipped with valuable,information to use as the bzreig for further exploring

the issue of what, works best for whom, anewhy. Finally, these findings indicate
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si
the need to carefully specify all aspects of, program participation since the dura-

*tion of participation as well as the complet and/or placement status has ant

important influence on each of the outcames measures. It is important not to treat ,

program participation in an aggregated fashion, butto provide information on

specific areas of programs that may warrant special attentidn.

E. Skill Training Areas and Measures of Program Outcome

The results which have been presented thus far have been of an aggregate or a

summary*nature. While they are useful for determining where, and in many cases, haw

programs can be improved, the prime sponsor may also want a more detailed examine-
...

tion of why program outcomes differ ween OT and JSA participants. Table 4-13

represents one way to address this issue, showing each of the four outcame measures

by individual skill training area. As can be seen, ;ubstantial differences exist
A

between the individual training programs. Among Skill training areas with higher

houre:wage rates and weeks of employment are computer, machine, metal and elect-

ronics related training, all of which have higher hourly wages and levels of employ..-7.

ment than those produced by the JSA programs. These results partly explain

the source of the post-progrim wage advantage experienced by OT participants. The

results also clearly st;ow the importance of the occupational selection process in

influencing post-program performance. With this information, prime sponsors would

be in a better position to take those steps necessary to improve local performance.
4

F. Participants Not Employed at the Time of the Interview

.An additional way to gain further insights into th results,obtained thus'far
c'

is to ekamine the qualitative aspects of term,es' post-program labor market

4 .

experiences. For example, although earlier findings revealed that 73 percent of

the terainees were employed at follow-up contact, infqrmation on the status of .6e
,

remaining 27.percent can be useful fOr identifying thooae aspects af pro ram aesign

requiring improvements. Table 4-14 shaws that approximately 60 percent of those
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Table 4-13 Starting and Final Hourly Wage Rate bv
Ski1.1 Training Area for Occupational Training (N=2196)

f

Starting Hourly Final Hourly Weeks

,

Percent,-

Currently
Training Aitivity Wage Ratea Wage Ratea Employed a Employeda Percent

Total 3.94 . .4.21 20.2 72.0 100.0.-

Clerical Related -7- 3.56 3.76 20.7 75.0 29.7

-

Electronics 4.20 4.54 21.8 77.5 16.0'

Health Related 3.75 3.90 19.5 67.4 5.3

Metal Related 4.72 ,5.12 22.0 63.6 3.1'

Auto and Engine _ 3.63 3.88 21.4 66.7 3.9

Food" 3.44 3.61 17.0 58.5 3.0

Machine 4.66 5.28 2340 83.5 10.9

COmputer 5.57 5.87 23.7 83.3 2.4

Ai

Printing 3.60 3.83 21.2 78.8 2.7

0

Main&mance 4.50 5.06 20%7
..

68.4 1.5

Carpentry 4.13 4.11 16.2 64.8 2.0

,...

Accounting 3.35 3.41 16.0 52.2 3.2

Other 3.94 4.17 18.6 67.9 22.4

aSignificant at the 1% level

Hourly wage rates measured in dollars per hour.
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Table 4-iy4:Participants Currently Looking for Work and

Methods Used ,to See* Work and Participants
Not Currently Looking for Work and Reasons
for no Job Search

Occupational Training
Number Percent

r

All Respondents 626 71.5.

Currently Looking for
Work' 358 57.2

Currently Not Looking
for Work 268 42.8

Methods Used to Seek Work

Training Agency 15 4.2

DES; 27 7.6

Private Agency 13 3.6

Friend 20 5.6

Newspaper 216 60.5

Walk-in 50 14.0

School 1 .3

Other 15 4.3

Reasons for Not Looking
for EmploYmerit

Inadequate Training/Skills 7 2.7

Unsure of Myself 3 1.1

Personal Problems/Health 48 18.3

Child Care/Pregnancy 83 31.7

Tited of Looking 7 2.7

Other 114 43.5

.0

-122-

Job Search Assistance Total

Number Percent Number Percent

250 28.5 876 . 100.0

157 62.8 515. 58.8

93 37.2 361 41.2

7 4.6 22 4.3

13 A 8.5 40 7.8

8 5.2 21 4.1

4 2.6., 24 4.7

87 56.9 303 59.4

17 .11.1 67 13.1

3 2.0 4 .8

14 9.2 29 5.7

3 3.3 10 2.8

- -b - .8

16 '15.2 64 18.0

6 6.5 89 25.0

4 4.3 11 3.1

65 70.7 179 50.3

13.2
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who were not anployed at follow-up contact were looking for work at the time of

the interview. The table also shows that of those individuals who were looking

for work, 60 percent of the OT participants and 57 percent of the JSA participants

were using the newspaper as the major source for finding work. In addition, 14

percent of the OT participants and 11 percent of the JSA participants were simply

walking into firms to identify job openings. While these methods may be an effec-

tive approach for some, more sophisticated methods could be used, especially by

JSA participants Who had recently received training in job seeking techniques.

While such a finding is not necessarily critical of the JSA program, it should

a
cause the prime sponsor to carefully examine the program. Such an,examination

should include a careful review of the types of jot seeking techniques participants

. are being taught,

Finally, Table.4-14 also shows eeveral reasons why non-employed participanEs

are"not looking for work. Child care/pregnancy is one of the reasons which appears
1. 4

frequently. This result should be viewed in'conjunction with the demographic tharac-

teristics shown in Table 4-15. This table shows that the distinguishing demographic

characteristic berween those/looking for Work and those not looking for work is that

/
nearly 70 percent of those no; looking are female, whereas only 46 percent of those

.

e

looking are female. TherefOre, the prime sponsor tiay want to take a more careful

.look at the availability,of child care facilities. It may be the case that many

women find it necessary to leave the labor market due to the lack of satisfactory

child care arrangements.

-This analysis of follow*up data has provided several illustrations of how

.
.,

follow-np data'can be used in a simple and then more sophisticated manner 03-assess

program perforgance. Although it.does nOt reflect all the possibleways that

follow-up data can be used for local planning purposes, it does provide a,first step

for those prime sponsors interested in examining the pos)1 program performance of

their local enployment and training programs.

I.
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Table 4-15:Distribution of Participants Not Currently Working
'By Demographic Characteristics

,

Ali RESPONDENTS .

Looking
Number Percent

515 58.8

AGE

. 16-19 . 82 15.3

20-24 153 29.1

25-44 211 40.5

I.

45 and over
i

iEDUCkTION'

, 66: 12.2 '

. 8 and less 57 ,11.1

9-11 171 33.2

12 211 41.0

13 and over 76 14.8

4 1

SEXa ,

, 277 53.8Male
FemAle 238 46.2

RACE

White 347 67.5

Black 112 21.8

4 Other. 55 10.7

AFD,C

Yes 58 11.3

No 457 88.7

aSignificant at the 1% level

Not Looking
Number Percent

361 41.2

58 15.5

113 30.7

147 40.1

41 10.8

28 7.8

116 3.1
157 43.5

60 \..: 16.6

109 30.2

252 69.8

217 60.3

95 26.4

48 13.3

71 19.7'

j 290 80.3
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER FOUR

1. Officially,-the Department of Labor calculates the rate of job placement as

Number of Job Placements X 100

,Total Terminations - Intertitle Transfers

2. This does not mean, however, that placement into unsubsidized employment
will lead to gains in long-term employment and earnings. The degree to
which job placement is a reliable predictor of gains in post-program earn-
ings is yet an unresolved empirical issue. For a review of existing
evidence see:

,Borus, Michael, "Indicators of 'CZTA Performance", Industrial and Labor Rela-
tions Review, Volume 32, No. 1, October, 1978, pp. 3=14.

Gay, Robert, Validating Performance Indicators for Employment and Training
Programs, U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration,
Office of Research and Development, Washington, D.C., April, 1978.

,

Geraci, Vindent, and Christopher King, Employment and Training (CE ) Program
Performance: Long-Term Earnings Effects and Short-Term Indicators, versity
of Texas at Austin, Department of.Economics, December, 1980.

3. 'For a more complete discussion of the issues related to the use of pre- and
post-comparisons, see Chapter Two, Sectibn II.A.

4. Tests between means (simple averages), are a useful statistical technique
for outcomes,extiressed in continuous terms, such as hourly wage rates, weeks

. m
worked or earned income. Such outbome measures can be compared across any
number of program strategies or populatioq subgroup categories. A second
technique which may be useful is contingency table analysis. This approach
relies'upon the cross-tabulation of two variables, typically a-program out-
come and a particular demographic or programmatic subgroup of the population,
and allows prime sponsors, through the 'use of a "chi-square" statistic, to
determine if a statistically significant relationship exists between the two
variables.

5. For a review Of the nature of job search assistan e programs see:

Wegman, Robert G.,."JOb Search Assistance: A Rev w", Jottnal of Employment
Counseling, Volume 16, No. 4, Dedember, 1979.

6. For 23.4 percent, the area in which training was received, was unidentifiable.
For about 75 percent of these participants, the area of training was not
available from the Prime SpOnsor MIS. For the remaining 25.percent, enroll-
ment was in a particular training in which only a limited number of in- /

dividuals participated.

7 This effort recently became part of a region-Wide effort to develop the pro-
gram evaluation capabilities of prime sponsors. The work has feceived joint
funding from tp Massachusetts State Employment and Training Council (SETC),
individual.prime sponsors, and the ETA, U.S. D.O.L. For complete documenta-

tion see:

(
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I.

2ornitsky, Jeffrey, Glen Schneider and John Dorrer; The Degelopment and Use
of Local Evaluation Systems: An Employment and Training Perspective (Pre-
pared for: Office of-Policy, Evaluation ad Research, EmplOyment and Train-
ing Administration, U.S. Departmefit of La ; Washington, p.c., September,
lip.)

".!
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AN EMPIRICAL COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVE SURVEY METHODOLOGIES:
RESULTS OF )E MPLOYMENT AND TRAINING AMILNISTRATION FIELD STUDY

Lntroduction-

For some years now; prime sponsot gollow-up systems, as have been described in

this Technical Assistance Guide, have been operating in many of the prime sponsors

in Region I. As fiscal year 1982 begins, twenty-four of the twenty-five prime

ors in the region are engaged in participant follow-up and their joint efforts

constitute a regional evaluation system: The follow-up projects operated:by each

of the twenty-four prime sponsors generally employ the telephone interview method

as a way of locating, contacting and interviewing participants. In fiscal year

1979, available data reveal that the telephone interview method has led to 57 ger-

cent of the terminees being contacted and 51 percent completing interviews. An

interest arises out of this experience regarding'the use and potential advantages

of alternative follow-up survey methods, particularly in terms of the number of

terminees who would he contacted and,interviWed, the quality of the resulting

data and the overoll.survey costs. In response to these issues, the Employment

and Training,Administration, U.S. D.O.L., recently funded a survey research study.
in Regions VI and VII to test alternative survey methods. The purpose of this

appendix is to report on this study.
lr

This appendix is composed of three sections. Section I is a discussion of the

study's survey design. This design required that participants be randomly divided

into three groups, each of which would be located and interviewed by one of three

survey methods;, telephone, personal visit or mail. Section II details the specific

contact, location and interview strategies used in each of these three methods.

Section III presents the findings of the study. These results are divided into five

areas: 1) a review of the demographic characteristics of those participants in-

cluded in the study; 2) a discussion of theygnitude of participant contact and

interview completion rates; 3) a study of the determinants of the contact and com-

pletion rates; 4) a review of the quality of the collected data for each method;

and 5) a presentation of the costs of using each method.
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The results presented in Section III should be relevant to most prime sponsors.

1Figure B-1 presents the distribution of the ratio of population to land area for all

prime sponsors; that is, population density: The figure shows thatMore than two-

thirds of all prime sponsors encompass geographic areas that have fewer than 750

people per square mile. Four of the.five pri44sponsors included in this study have

-

population densities in the same ringe. At the opposite end of the scale, 19 percent

of all prime sponsors have population densities greater than 2,000 people per square

mile. One prime spolor included in this study has a population density in this

range.

I. Surrey Design

For this study, approximately 800 participants were chosen for follow-up. Of

these participants, roughly half terminated from CETA Title II funded programs

' operated in Region VI and half from programs operated in Region VII. Based upon

regional enrollment.figures for Title II, tht sample was designed so that 75 percent

of the participants terminated from Title IIBC and 25 percent from Title IID. In

precise terms, 784 participants were included in the follow-up sample. Of the 784

.participants, 395 were individuals who participated in program's operated in Region

VI and 389 participated in programs operated in Region VII.

The Region VI component of the research was undertaken by the Center for the

Study of Human Resources of the University of Texas at Austin. As is shown in'

Table 3-1, the participants included in the survey terminated during July and

August of 1980 from Title II programs operated by the Capital Area Manpower Consortium

and the Alamo Manpower Consortium.

The original intent of the stddy was to follow-up participants who terminated

during August 1980 six months after their termination. However, the two prtme

sponsors involved in Region VI did not have sufficient numbers of Augus erminees

between them to result in a satsifactory distribution. The Capital AreA Manpower

Consortium had 80 Title II terminees in August, and the Alamo Manpower Consortium

B-2
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Table B-1: Distribution of Participants by Prime Sponsor,

Montb,and Title SUbpart of Termination

Region VI Region VII

Kansas City

Capital Area Alamo Area Percent Percent

Manpower Jackson by By Title

Consortium Independence County Total Month Subpart
_

_,.....

June
1980

July

Manpower Manpower
Consortium Consortium

-

i c

1980 33 -

Angus t

1980 56 206

Total for
Title II
B/C 89 206

,

Percent
/
by Prime
Sponsor 15.2 35.2

July
1980 19

August
1980 24 57

Total for
Title
IID 43

Percent
by

Prime
Sponsor 21.6 28.6

Total . 132 263

Percent
by

Prime
Sponsor 16.8 33.5

-

Title IIB/C

30 .30

,

5.1

71 - 16 15 135 , 23.1

82 50. 26 420 71.8

153 66 71 585 100.0 74.6

.

26.1 11.3 12.1 100.0

Title S;

47 4 2 72 36.2

39 2 5 127 63.8'

86 6 199 100.0 25.4

43.2 3.0 3.5 100.0

239 . 72 78 784 100.0

30.5 9.2 9:9 100.0
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had.519. If a sample of 320 had bee,Airawn from the Alamo Manpowet Consortium and

added to the 80 terminees from the Capita Area Manpower Consortium to make up the

400 teratnees needed for.the study, it was felt that the Alamo Manpower Consortium

would have dominated any effects observed in the data. Instead, all 80 August

terMinees and all 52 July terminees were included in the samPle for the Capital

Area Manpower Consortium. Thus, a 100 percent sample of July and August terminees

was taken for this prime sponsor. For the Alamo Manpower COnsortium, 206 terminees

were randomly selected from the.430 Title IIB terminees, and 57 terminees were

randomly selected from 'the 89 Title IID.terminees, resulting in a total sample of

395 individuals from Region V/. These final figures are reflected in Table B-I.

Thesecond component of the study incldded 389 individuals who terminated from

programs operated in Region VII. Thls component of the study was undertaken by

Human Resources Data Systems, Inc. As is shown in Table B-1, the participants in-

volved terminated during June, July and August of 1980 fram Title II programs

operated by the Kansas City Area Manpower Congortium, Independenceand Jackson

Coun Prime Sponsors.

As was,the case_with Region VI, in Region VII there were not enough terminees

in August 1980 to create a sample of sufficient size for the study. Therefore,

all terminees fram the month of July 1980 were included in the sample along with

all.the August terminees. In addition, 30 participants who terminated during-June

1980 fram programs operated by the Jackson County Prime Sponsor were included,as

well.

During January 1981, participant information-was collected from the Manage-

ment Information Syste:ms (MIS) of the five prime sponsors. The Participant Informa-

tion Form (PIF) contained in Appendix F was used for this purpose. All of the data

elements listed on the PIF were sought for each participant. Once each of 784

pdrticipants included in the stUdy was identified, and the PIF for the indiv ual

completed, the forms were placed in numerical order according to the identification

numbers assigned to the participants by the prime,sponsor. Those who were to be

B-5



interviewed by the telephone method were selected,by choosint every third Rerticl-

pant beginning with

personal visit method

irst participant. Those who Were to be interviewed by the

re selected by choosing every third participant beginning

with Ole second And finAlly, those participants who were to be part

of the mail survey were selected by choosing every third part

the third particip

Table B-2 pr sents four demographic characteristics for

selected for talusion in the study, by contact method. From

seen that, generally, the characteristics of participants in

are t e same. While there is some variation across methods,

7
icipant begi ing with

all of the Participants

the table, it can be'

each of the subsamples-

the chi-square test of

sig icance has been applied for eachfof the four characteristics, and, in every

case, it has been concluded that there is no reason to reject the null hypothesis

of i dependence at reasonable levels of significance. One place where'Some varia-
.

tio which is mildly disturbing does occur, is the education characteriStic. For

the total sample, 16 percent of the particiOafits have completed 13 or more Years

of education. For the-telephone subsample, 22 percent have achieved this level of
-

e ucation, whereas for the personal visit subsample, only 12.5 percent of the par-

icipants have the same level of achievement.

II. Location, Contact and Interview Strategies

At the end of January 1981, each participant inc3.ided in the sample was sent
4,

a letter explaining the purpose of the upcoming interview and stressing its

voluntary.and confidential nature. Interviews were undertaken in Februaiy 1981

and used the telephone inte iew method, the personal visit interview method and

the mail survey method. ach of these methods.is outlined in this sbction.

0%.
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Table E-2: Demographic Characteristics of
Participants by Contact Method

Age

Telephone
Number Percent

Personal Visit Mail Survey Total

Number Percent Nunber Percent Number Percent

16-19 36 14.1 36 14.3 39 14.6 .111 14.3

20-24 106 41.6 101 40.2, 117 43.7 324 41.9

25-44 95 37.3 99 39.4 101 37.7 295 38.1

45-64 18 7.1 15 6.0 11 4.1 44 5.7 ,

Total 100.0 251 100.0 268 100.0 774 100.0

I.
Years of Education

21 8.1 23 9.0 25 9.3 69 8.8Less than 8
9-11 '-' 90 34.9 99 38.7 106 ' 39.6 295 37.7

12 '''' 90 34.9 102 39.8 99 36.9 291 37.2

13 or more 57 22.1 32 12.5 38 14.2 127 16.2

Total 258 100.0 256 100.0 - 268 100.0 782 100.0

,
0

Sex

Male 118 45.7 114 44.5* 128 47.4 360 45.9

Female 140 54.3 142 ,55.5 142 52.6 424 54.1

Total 258 .100.0 256 100.0 270 100.0
,..

784 100.0 .

Race
b

)

Black 91 35.3 91 35.5 107 39.6 289 36.9

White 93 36.0 91 35.5 0 85 35.5 269 34.3

Hispanic 69 26.7 73 28.5 72 26.7 214 27.3

Other* 5 2.0 1 0.4 . 6 2.2 12 15
Total 258 100.0 256 100.0 270 100.0 ,/.784 100.0

*Includes American Indian, Alaskan, Asihn and Pacific Islander.
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Telephone Interview Methmd'

At the beginning of February, interviewers initiated the process of contacting

and interviewing each of those participants who had been assigned to the telephone

.interview subsample. At the outset, interviewers called participants between

4:00 p.m. and 8:00 ptm. at the telephone numbers which Were available from the

prime sponsor MIS. The initial call led to ane of two possible outcomes. First,

in some cases, the particiAnt was immediately contacted and was then asked to

complete the it wale- not possible at that time for the participant

to complete the interview, ariangements were made to can back at'a time which

was more convenient for the participant. ,Second, in many other cases, the partici-

pant was not immediately conacted and a, variety of location and contact methods

was then employed in an attempt to locate the participant.

The methods which were used to lqcate and contact members of the telephone

interview subsample can be grouped into five categories. First, callbacks Were made

for a few consecutive evenings. If contact was not made, the participant was cafled

back at various times during the day for,a few consecutive days., Second, for those

,partitipants who had given the prime sponsor the name and telephone number of a

friend or relative, the contact person was called in an attempt to ascertain the

location of the participant. Third, when more current'information was required, the

local telephone directory was utilized, and, when necessary, directory assistance

was also contacted. Fourth,- when'the prime sponsor MIS indicated that the partici-

pant had been job placed at termination, if the information w'a; available: the

employer with whom the participant was placed was contacted. In some cases, the

participant was still employed by this employer and arrangements could be made to

complete an interview. If:the participant had left this employer, a forwarding

address or telephone numper was sought. Finally, a cross-listing city directory

was used, when necessary, to identify neighbors who might knotihri to contact the

participant.

Vir
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One location and contact method which interviewers did not have-the option

*of utilizing with the telephone,interview subsample, was to actu4ly travel to the

most current address' available for the participant. Interviewers were limited to

location and contact methods which involved the use of the telephone as the primary

resource and minimized the use of travel. Finally, it should be clear that if, at

any point during the search process, a participant was located and contacted, an

ffer to coplete an interview was made. If it was not then possible to complete

the,interview, arrangements were made to call back at a more convenient eime.

Telephone interviewers used the questionnaire contained in Appendix C.

Personal Visit Interview Method

For participants who had been assigned to the personal visit interview sub-

sample, the procedpres utilized to locate and contact the participants were vir-

tually identical to those outlined for the telephone interview method. However,

the personal visit'interview method also had available to it an additional location

and contact method. It was permitted for.project staff to pursue a contacJthrough

field work. In other words, if a preliminary phone contact was not made, the in-

terviewer could visit theedress given by the participant. In cases in which par-

ticipants were not located at the givdn address,,the interviewers could use ,the

opportunity to ask neighbors /Or potential leads as to the participants' whereabouts.

Aside from the.additional search procedures, the personal visit interview

method also provides that interviews be conducted in person. Thus, once the paiti-

cipant has been located and contacted by telephone, an appointment is made fdr a

time when the interview can be-administered. The in-person interview utilizes the

same questionnaire as the telephone interview.

4

I.

dNeed
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4.

Mail Survey

For those participants who were assigned to the mail survey subsamOle, a

cover letter and the survey instrument were sent to the most recent address recorded
A .

in the MIS, on or about January 26, 1981. As completed mail survey questionnaires

were returned, each was reviewed to deternine which responses were usable and which

were iot. It was then,necessary to code the responses in a manner consistent with

the coding of the telephone and personalvisit interviews. For questionnaires

which were returned and not completed because the questionnaire could not be

delivered by the postal service, other location methods were employed. ,These methods

included city telephone directories, cross-listing city directories, neighbors and

employers. Interviewers, however, did not have the option of using two of the

location and contact methods. That is, interviewers could not attempt to reach the

participant by telephone or actually travel to the most current address available

for the participant.

A second mailing was undertaken on or about February 13. Those participants

who did not return comOleted questionnaires by that date, or whose questionnairee

were returned as undeliverable but for whom new addresses had been olitained, were,

sent a second set of mail.surVey materials.

As each intervie* was completed, in both the telephone aild personal visit

methods, it was checked aid coded by the interviewer. Each completed mail ques-:

tionnaire was also reviewed and edited by the survey managers at each of the two .

sites. Finally,-the data were entered into
i

a computer system, cleaned, and then

transmitted to the Massachusetts.Department of Manpower Development.

III. Findings of the Field Work

0
This sectioriptesents findings regarding the use of each of the three survey

methods. The discussion of the results is divided into five parts. First, the

demographic char4cteristics of those participants who completed an intervieW are

B-10
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presented. Second, the proportion of participants who were contacted by.each

method and the proportion of partiOpants whs completed interviews by each method

are calculated. pe locatiaa4ankinterview strategies used i4 each method are

analyzed to determine the reasons for some participants not having comPleted the
F.

interviewi.' Third, ttle determinants of the contaqrand completion rates are

studied in detail. Initially; both contact and completion rates are brOken down

by demographic ahd program characteristics. This analysis is extended by enploying

multiple regressionanalysis to identify the separate effects individual denographic

And program,characteristics have on contact and completion rates. 'Fourth, the coin-
.

pleteness and consistency of the data are examined for each of the-three methods by

identifying,certain checkpoints within the.questionnaires which allow for ahalysis

to determine whidh of,ehe-methods led to the applicable sections and questions

tf
being completed most.often...Fifth-and finally, the costs of locating, contactingf
and interviewing participants by each method, a6- well as coding and checking com-

,
t

pleted questionnairesare calculated. This cost.analysis, when combined with much

of the previous,aAalysis, permitssome determination of the cost-effectiveness of

the alternative survey methods to be made.

Demographic'Characteristics of Respondentp

Table B-3 presents the demographic characteristics of those participants who

completed an interview or a questionnaire. The table shows that the age; sex and

race characteristics of those who responded are very similar for each of the three

contact methods. It is only Elle education characteristic where significant devia7
1

tion occurs. Twenty-iwo percent of theyespondents in the telephone interview

subsample had'13 or more years of education. By comparison, only ten percent of

-

the reipondents in the personal visit and mail surveys had 13 or more years of

eddcation. Thus,if a pribe sponsor elects.to use.the telephone interview method,

'it may be that a more highly educated sample will respond relative to the personal
4*

,visit and mail Survey methods. Since more highly'educated individuals tend to
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Table B-3:Demographic Characteristics of Respondents by Contact Method

Number
Telephone Personal Visit '

Number
Mail SUrvey Total

PercentPercent Number Percent Percent Number

-I 4,

16-19 19 16.5 16 15.7 . 9 18.0 44 16.5

20-24 46 34.8 38 37.3 21 42.0 ,99 37.1\

25-44 49 42.6 40 39.2 15 30.0 104 39.0 i

45+ 7 6.1 8 7.8 5 10.0 20 7.5

Total 115 100.0 102 '100.0 50 100.0 267 100.0

Years of Education
c

5 4.3 12 11.8. 3 5.9 20 7.48 or Less
9-11 41 35.3 32 31.4 22 43.1 95 35.3

12 44 37.9 47 46.1
_

: 21 41.2 112 41.6.,m.-

13 or More 26 22.4 11 10.8 5 9.8 42

Total 116 100.0 102 100.0 51 100.0
p

269
.

16'6.0 .

Sex

Male 44 37.9 48 47.1 19 37.3 111 41.3

Female 72 62.1 * 54 52.9 32 62.7 158 58.7

Total' 116 100.0 102 100.0 51 100.0 269 100.0

Race
1

Black 35 30.2, 35 34.3 16 31.4 %6 32.0

White 42 36.2 37 36.3 23 45.1
6

.1411M 37.9

Hispanic 39 33,6 29 28.4 12 234,g1"* SO, 29.7

Other* - - 1 1.0 - 1 0.4

Total 116 100.0 102 100.0 51 100.0 '269 100.0

*Includes American Lndian, Alaskan, ,Asian and Pacific Islander

cSignificant at the 10% level
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experience greater labor market success, the telephone method could lead to A

more optimistic view of program outcomes than would be obtained if one of the

alternative methods was chosen.

Contact and Completion Rates

A primary issue of concern is ihe nature and magnitude of the response of par-

ticipants to each survey method. Table B-4 shows that the proportion of participants

who were contacted and the proportion who completed interviews vary by the contact

method. The table shows that 48 percent of the participants were contacted in both

the telepbone and personal Visit,surveys. However, in the telephone method case,

45 percent of the participants completed the interview, while in the personal visit

interview case, only .40 percent of the participants completed the interview. Members

of the mail survey subsample are assumed to have been con7ted-- if the-Postal
,

Service did not return the mailed questionnaire as undeliverable. Therefore, as

_

would be expected, a relatAvely large proportion of the mail survey subsample was

eonsidered to be contacted,.

the,case with mail surveysw

the survey was small. Only

retdined a questionnaire.

One might expett the'contact rate for those participants in the personal

an 80 perdent contact rate. However, as is frequently

the number of individuals who completed 'and returned
Oft

19 percent of the mail survey subsample completed and

visit subsample to have been higher than for those participants in the telephone

interview subsample: This.difference would arise because interviewers had the

additional alternati4e of visiting the address of the participant to attempt an

interview. In practiCe, however, interviewers were very reluctant to visit an

address tJithout previously having made an appointm fact, this alternative

was employed only infrequently. Therefore, the contact rate was virtually

i4ntical for both the telephone and personal visit methods.

B-13
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Table 3-4:Contact and Completion Rates, How Contacted and Reason for
Non-Completion by Contact Method ,

Number
Telephone PersOnal Visit Mail Survey : Total

Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent
-

Contact Ratea 123 47.7 124 48.4 224 83.9 471 60.1

, t

Completion Ratea 116 45:0 ,101. 39.5 51 18.9 268 34.2

How Contacted

Lntake Phone No. '109 85.8 101 80.8 210 44:1

Directory Assist. 2 1.5 2 1.6 - 4 0.8

Went to Home - - 3 . - 2.4 - 3 0.6

Employer 3 2.4 1 0.8 4 0.8

Prime Sponsor 6 4.7 9. 7.2 - .15 3.1

Relatives,.Friende,
Neighbors 6 4.7 7, 5.e - - 13 2.7

Hail - - - - 224 100.0 224 47.0

Other 1 0.8 2 - 3. 0.6

Total 127 100.0 125 100.0- 2-24 100.0 476

Reason for Non-
COmbretion

No Phone No. on Intake 10 3.9 5 2.0 - - 15 249

Wrong No. on Intake 24 9.3 19 7.4 43 8.3

Disconnected Phone No. 22 8.5 27 10.5 - 49 9.5

Unpublished Phone No. 4 1.6 3 1.2 7 1.3

Out of StkttPhond 1 0.4 0 0.0 - 1 0.2

Moved, No Address 25 9.7 28 10.9 _. - 53 10.2

Could Not Find, 39 15.1 34 13.3 - . - 73 14.1

Appointment Not Kept 0 0.0 8 3.1 8 1.5

' Refused to Answer 5 1.9 10 3.9 - - 15 2.9

Refused to Complete 0 0.0 5 2.0 - 5 1.0

Could Not Complete 1 0.4 0 0.0 - - 1 0.2

Language Problem 1 0.4 0 0.0 - 1 0.2

Mail* - - ... , - . - 219 100.0 219 42.4'

Other 10 3.9 16 - - 26 5.0

Total 142 100.0 155

.6.3

100.0 219 100.0 516 100.0

,
a

*The reason mail survey subsample methbeks 'did not complete a questionnaire is unknown.

aChi-Square test significant at 't'he 1% level.
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Table 5-4 also shows the sources of information which were used to,obtain

-a contact with the participants. Of those individuals contacted by either the' tele-

phone or the personal visit method, over 80 percent of the contacts were made by

means of.the telephone number obtained from the prime spondor files. Such a result

is important evidence supporting the notion that one very productive step which

prime sponsors can take to pqtentially ilprovacontact rates ls to obtain one or

more current telephone numbers during an exit interview at termination. In fact,

95 percent of the participants contacted by either method were contacted by means

of the telephone nt,Iber obtained from the prime sponsor file, by means of contact

with riends or relatives or by means of other sources of information available

from the prime sponsor. Thus, obtaining a current telephone number during an exit

interview both for the participant and a friend or relative, as well as making a

concerted effort to gather all information about each participant available through-

out the prime spohsor, should enhance the ability of prime sponsors to locate and

contact participants.

Finally, Table B-4 presents the reasons for not having completed interviews

with certain participants. ram the top of the table, it can be seen that the com-

pletion rate is much lowe for the personal visit subgample than for the telephone

interview subsample. fe reasons for non-completion, also shawn in the table, in-

dicate that the difierence in the completion rates results from'members of the

personal visit interview subsample refusing to complete, an interview by4ailing to

keep an appointment, refusing to answer, or refusing to cowlete the interview.

,Apparently, participants prefer the convenience and relative anonymity that the

telephone interview allows.

Determinants of the Contact And Completion Rates

In addition to studying the contact and complet,ion rates by survey method, it

is also of interest to examine the manner in which contact and completion rates vary

by demographic and program characteristics. Table B-5 shows that of the seven
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Table 8-5: Completion and Contact Rate by Demographic and Program Characteristics

Total

Number
Contacted* Completed Interview

Percent Number Percent

247 48.1 268 34.2

1.13.12.

16-19 19 52.8 18 40.0

20-24 98 44.1 88 33.1

25-44 109 51.2 99 36.0

45+ 18 51.4 17 47.2

,Education

8 or Less 18 40.9 20 28.2

9-11 85 45.0 96 32.5

12 104 14.2 112 38.5

13 or More 40 44.9 40 /4110, 31.5

Sex

Hale 99 4 427b 109 30.3
b

Female 148 52.5 159 37.5

Race

Black 77 42.3 85 31.7b

White 90 48.9 104 38.7

Hispanic 78 54.9 78 36.4

Limited English
Speaking Ability

Yes 5 38.5 5 20.0

No 242 48.3 262 34.6

Number of Dependeits._

Zero 62 49.2 67 35.3

One 74 46.0 77 30.7

Two 42 48.8 52- ' 36.6.

Three 28 44.4 30 - 33.0

Four -11 44.0 11 26.8

Five 16 69.6 14 56.0

Six 14 46.7 17 38.6

Aid to Families with Dependent
Children

Yes 47 55.3 49 39.5

No 200 46.6 219 33.2
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Table B-5: (continued)

Region

Contacted* Completed Interview
Number Percent Number Percent

132
115

50.2
45.8

132

136

33.4

35.0
VI
VII

**
Activity

On-The-Job Training 26 48.1 21 26.9

Training 93 46.7 103 34.0.Occupational
Public Service Employment 70 53.0 74 37.2

Other 58 45.3 88 33.8

Title II Subpart /

IIBC 177 46.3 195 33.3

IID 70 53.0 73 36.7

Placalent

84 65.1a 76 447aYes
No-- 42.3 192 31.3_163

*Only the telephone and personal visit interview subsamples are included in the calculation
of the contact rate.
aChi-Square test significant at the 1% level
bChi-Square test significant at the 5% level
cChi-Square test significant at the 10% level
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demographic characteristics,used, the contact rate is systematically related only

to the sex of the.participant. That is, the table shows that women tend to be

easier to contact than men. The table,also shows that of the four program charac-

teristics listed, the contact rate is systematically related only to placement.
-

With regard to the interview completion rate, two demographic characteristics are

of importance. Women tend to complete interviews more often and blacks tend to

complete interviews less often. In addition, as is the case with the contact rate,

the completion rate is higher for those participants who were placed at termination.

Since it is vety likely that the placement rate and some demographic characteristics

are closely related, the use of multivariate statistical techniques is appropriate.

To this end, two sets of linear regression equations have been estimated. The,

first set of equations attempts to identify the determinants of the contact rate.

The second set of equations attempts to identify the determinants of the completion

rate.

Table B-6 presents the hypothesized relationships between the independent vari-

ables and the dependent variables, the contact rate and the completion rate. For(

the first set of equations, the dependent variable has a value of one if the parti-

cipant was contacted and zero if not. The data which have been used td estimate

this set of equations are combined for the telephone and personal visit subsamples

Due to the inability to verify contact in a mail survey, the mail survey subsample

has been excluded for this portion of the analysis. It is hypothesized that the

personal Visit interview method will lead to signifidantly more participant contacts.

For the second set of equations,.the dependent variable has a value of one if the

participant completed an interview and zero otherwise. The data which have been,used

to estimate this second set of equations include all three subsamples. In this case,

it is hypothesized that the personal visit interview method will lead to more completed

interviews and the mail survey method will lead to fewer Completed interviews.
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Table B-6: Hypothesized Relationships Between Contact and Completion

Rates and Demographic and Prograb Characteristics

Contact Interview)Completion "

Method

Telephone Base Base

Hail Not Applicable -

Personal Visit + .+

k.

Age

16-19
20-24
25-44
45+ .

Years of Education Completed

Sex

Male
Female

Race

Whitd.
Black
Hispanic

Limited English

-
*

.Base Base
_

Base Base

Yes -

No Base

. No. of Dependents

AFDC

Yes

'No

Placement

Yes

No

Region-

VI
VII

+

Base

Base

BaSe

Base

*

Base

+ Variable positively related to dependent var able.

- Variable negatively related to dependent va sable.
* Relationship between variable and dependent variable indeterminate.
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For the remaining independent variables, it is hypothesized that participants

in the 16-to-19 and 45-and-over age groups will be contacted less frequently and

complete inte iews less often than participants lin the 25-to-44 age group. No
44ez.-

hypothesis is advanced regrding the behavior of those in the 20-to4-24 age group
6

relative to members of the 25-/to-44 age group. For those pariicipants with higher

levels of educatiin it is thought to be easier to achieve contact and to Dbtain a

completed interview because of a greater familiarity with research generally and

survey research in particular. No, hypotheeis is advanced about the relationship

between the sex or race of the participant and contact or completion. Because of

the presence of language problems, those with limited english speaking ability are

thought to be more difficult to contact and interview. Given greater child and

home care responsibilities, those participants with more dependents'are hypothesized

to be easier,to contact and interview. The incentive structure of the AFDC system

creates a situation in which reCipients are assumed to be at home with greater

frequency and thereby may be easieer7Zattict and interview. Those participants

who are placed in unsubsidized employment by the prime sponsor generally remain in

a relatively compact geographic area and, therefore, are more frequently contacted

and interviewed. Finally, rui hypothesis is advanced regarding differences which

may exist across regions or the sites which conducted the field work.

Table 8-7 presents the results of estimating a set of equations which attempts

2

(-..,Xo identify the dereerminants of participant contact. In the first equation, the

only independentariable included is a variable which has a value of one.if the

particilaant was a member of the personal visit interview subsample and zero other-

wise. _The results presented in Table B-7'show that there is no significant

difference between the contact rates of the telephone and the personal visit inter-

. view subsamples.
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Table 8-7: Regression Analysis for Particii5ant Contact*

Personal Visit

Age 16-19

A,ge 20-24

Age 45+

Years of Education

Sex

Black

Hispanic

Limited English

No . of Dependents

AFDC'

.

Placement

Region

Constant

-2
R

F

Degrees of Freedom

(1)

0.01
(0. 04)

-

-

-

-

-

048a
(0.03)

0. 0

O. 46

1/501

(2)

0.01
(O. 04)

0.04
(O. 09)

-0.05
(O. 05)

$

0.02
(0.0b9)

O. 01

(0. 013

-O. 08
b

(O. 04)

-O. 07
c

(0. 05)

,0.48
c

(O. 06)

-0.19c
(O. 15)

O. 02

0. 04

(0. 06)

-

033
b

.

(0.16)

.61.

1. 52

11/491

;::.

14
=."--.

4,

(3)

0.01
(0.04)

0.05

(0.09)

-0.04
(0.05)

0. 03

(0.09)

O. 01

(O. 01)

-0.08
b

(O. Q4)

-0.07c
(0. 05)

-O. 01

(0.06)

, -O. 17

(0.14)

O.OA
(0.01)

0.05
(O. 06)

, .

\ 6.24a
(0.05)

,..

0.31
b

(0.16)

.04

2. 98a

12/490

'

(4)

0.01

(0.04)

0.64

(0.09)

-0.05
(0.05)

O. 02

(0.09)

0.01

(0.01)

-0.08
b

(Q.05)

-0.07c
(0.05)

0.07
(0.07)

1.1495)

0.02
c

(0.01)

. 0.04
(0.06)

0.01
(0.05)

..

.033b

(0.16)

.01

1.39
12/490

(5) .

0.01
(0.04)

0.03

(0.09)

-0.06
(0..05)

0.03

0.01
(0.01)

-0.08
b

(0.04)

-0.06
(0.05)

0.04

(0.07)

-0.19c
(.0.14)

c

(0.01)

0.06
(0.06)

0.29c
0.06)(

b

(0.06)

,

0.36
b

(0.16)

.05

3.06
13/489

11,

1U.71iirant at the 1% level.
b
S
1gnificant at the 5% level.

,cSignificant at the 10% level.
Standard errors of the coefficient estimated' are in parenthesis. Dependent variable has a

yalue of one if the participant has been contacted and iero otherwise. Colpf4cient estimates

have been rounded lipo thq nearest one hundredth for ease of presentation.
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The second equation presented in Table B-7 introduces a series of demographic

variables into the equation. The first result to note is that the estimate of the

coefficient on the personal visit variable did not change with the introduction of

the additional variables. This confirms the result that the contact method is not

related to the participant's demographic characteristics. The second result to

note is that the estimates of the c6efficients on the age and education variables

are not significantly dIfferent from zero. The results also show that females,

Hispanics and participants with a large number of dependents are more likely to be

contacted, while blacks ard participants with limited english, speaking ability are

less likely to be contacted.

One reason for having undertaken the estimation of these .equations is the

realization that being placed in unsubsidized employment is not only related to a

number of demographic variables-but-also-m having been contacted for an interview.

Thus, to examine this issue, a third equation has been estimated,which includes a
%

variable which has a value of one for partidipants who are placedjland zero other-

wise. Column 3 of Table B-7 indicates that the inclusion of the placement variable

leads to three interesting results. First, the personal visit methoa is not more

likely to contact participants. Second, the coefficient estimates On the Hispanic

and limited english variables are now no longer significantly different from zero.

This is because Hispanics tend to be placed more often and those with limited

english speaking ability less often. Thus, in the absence of the placement,term,

these variables were capturing the effect of placement on contact. Third, it can

be seen that the coefficient on the placement variable is positive and significantly

different from zero.

An additional reason for having undertaken t e estimation of these equations is

the-possibility that the region in which the project operated has an'Important

effect. Column 4 of Table 8-7 Shows that when the placemerit variable is taken out

and the region variable, which has a value of one if the participant was in Region

VI and zero if the participant was in Region VII, is added, the coefficient'estimates

B-22 s(
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are nearly identical to those presented in Column 3. This is because the region

variable:is relatively highly correlated with the placement variable. Thus, in

the absence of the placement variable, the region variable attempts to play the

same role.

Finally, Column 5 of Table 8-7 presents an estiaate in which-both the placement

and the region variable are entered. Again, it can be seen that there is no

difference between the telephone and personal visit,interview method. In addition,

females,-participants with limited english or a larger number,of-dependents, those

who are placed and those in Region VII are more likely to have been contacted.

Because blacks tend to be placed in unsubsidized employment less often and are more

likely to be found in'the Region VII part of the sample, when the placement and

region-variables are entered into the equation, the black variable has no separate

*

In addition to the above analysis, the same set of equations has also been

estimated when the dependent variable is the Comiletion status ol the, interview for

the participant. First, Table B-8 showt that,,relative to m:imbers of the telephone

subsample, the plimbers of the mail survey subsample are less likely to complete an

interview, and members of the personal visit subsemple are about as likely to com-

plete an interview. Second, the sex and the race of the participant play a much

Laportant role in completing an interview than they did in initially contacting

the participant. However, as was the case with the previous set of equations, partici-

pants with limited english speaking ability are less likelY to complete an inter-

view and those'with more dependents are mare likely to'complete an interview. Such

a set of results is not unreasonable. ile they may be more or less difficult to

contact or locate, males, females, s, hlacks and HispanidS, once contacted,,

are, all equally willing to be 'interviewed. Limited english speaking ability'is an

impediment not only to contact but also to interview completion. Although it is

not intuitively obvirS why, it appears that individuals with larger numbers of

dependents are not only easier to contact but are also more likely to complete
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Table B-81 RegiesSion Ana1ysis for Interview Completion

MAI1

Personal Visit

Age 16-19

(1)

-0.42a
(0. 05)

-0.05
(0. 04)

(2),

-0.42a
(0.05)

-0.05
(0.04)

0.02

..(3)

-0.42a
(0.05)

-0.05

(0.04)

0.03

(4)

-0.41a
(0.05)

-0.05

(0.04)

0.02

(5)

-0.38
a

(0.06)

-0.05
(0.04)1

0.01

(0.07) (0.06) (0.07) (0.07)

Age 20-24 -0.04 -0.03 -0.04 -0.04

(0:b4) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Age 45+ 0.05 0.06 0:05 0.06,

(0.08) (0.06) (0.08) (0.08)

Years of Education 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

Sex -0.05c -0.05 -0.05c -0.05

(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Black -0.06c -0.07c -0.06 -0.05

(0.05) (0.04) (0.05) (0.05)

Baspamic 0.04 -0.01 0.05 0.04

(0.05) (0.45) (0.05) (0.05)

Limited English -0.17c -0.17c -0.17
c c

(0.12) (0.12) (0.12) (0.12)

No. of Dependenti o.olc 002
b

0.01
c

0.3Aic

(0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

AFDC 0. 03 0.03 ,0.03 0.04

(0.05) (0.05) ,(0.05) "'(0.05)

a a

Placement 0.14 - 0119

(0.04) (0.05)

b

Ragion -0.02 -0.11

.

1 0.05) (0.05)

6anstant 045a 0.36a 0.35a 0.37a 0.39a

(0.03) (0.13) (0.13) (0.14) (0.13)

-2 .10 .10 .12 .10 .12

34.57a 6.82a 7.20 6.31 7.05

Degrees of Freedom 2/611 12/601 13/600 13/600 14/599

Significant at the
Nignificant at the
Nignificant at the
Standard errors of
value of one if the
estimates have been

1% level.

5% level.

10% level.
the coefficient estimates are in parenthesia. Dependent variable has a

participant completed the interview and zero otherwise. Coefficient

rounded to the nearest one hundredth for ease of presentation.
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.

the interview. Third, as is the case with the first set of equations, those par-*

ticigants who were placed id unsubsidized emiloyment and Chose in Region VII are

. '
mote likely to have Completed an interview.

_

Data Quality'

-, Another iitue orprimary concern is the quality of the data which,are generated,

by each of the three survey methods. Data quality in the present context refers to

the consistency and completeness of the.data set which results from the use of any

,one of,the three contact methods. It does not refer to quality in the sense that

the data accurately reflect the true values of the variables for eich individual, r ,

,a1 such true valueS are tot known. Rather, the purpose of this sectioU is to make

an assessmentof, the ute Otithe questionnaires with ,eachof the three methods.

.- . . .

Table B-9:preSents schematically the eight checks'of 'completenessjand con--

r

sistaucy to whldh the data have been subjected. 'To illUstrate the .mapner in which

these checks were done, Table.B-9 Indicates 'oat choice No: iinvolves completing

Sect4on'III 9 the telephone and personal visit questionnaire Or .questiolyi, 2 to 5

on,the mail survey questionnaire if the respondent was not working,at the time the

Program ended.' As.a check of completeness, the percent of those interviews in

which,Section III or queStions 2-5 should'have.been completed, but the interviewer

chose-not to complete them, has been calculated: In short, the percent ofinter-

'views which were completed with an ,incorrect choice'is calculated for each contact

ik

method; Similarly Table 8-9 also'indicates that Skip N6. 1 involves a skip to

,

the appropriate hexi questiOn depending ou the response to'questiont14 in the tele-

phone and personal visit questionnaire or 4uestion 3 on the mail survey question-

0
1

naire. Again, as a Check of consistency, the percent-of those'intérviews in which

an incorrect skip was made has been calculated fot each contact method.



Choice or ,Skip

Number

Choice No. 1

Choice No. 2

Choice No. 3

Choice No. 4

Skip No. 1

Table B-9: Plan for Checks of Consistency and' Completelss
of'FollowUp Questionnaires

Labor' Market

Situations

-

Section or Question Number

Telephone and Persoriel
Visit Questionnaire

Mail Survey
Questionnaire

a Respondents who were not Section III Q. 2-5_
working at the time program
ended

Respondents who had one or Section ry Q. 7-16,

more jobs 17-23.or
24-32

Respondents who had more SeCtion V

than one job

Q. 17-23 or
24-33

Respondents who were not
working at the time of

. the interview

Section VI Q. 34-39

Ilespondents vho were not working 14 3

at the time program ended,.
look for,work every week, yes
or no ;4

Skip No. 2 Respondents who had one or 21 15 or 31

more jobs and who left their
first job

Respondents who had more than - 25 31

one job and who were not
working at time of interview

Skip. No. 3

Skip No. 4

:6

Respondente who wdré not 28 36

working at the ..t.ime'of the 4

interview and were looking
tor work, yes or no

B-26
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Table B-10 presents the' results of these eight checks. It can be seen that

the personal visit method results in a more complete and consistent dataset.

However, relative to the data set produced by the telephone method, the difference

in the quality of the nersOnal visit data set is small: In seven of eight in-

stances, the absolute number of errors qiffers by only one, or not at all.

The mail survey questionnaire, in contrast, resulted in a data set of sub-

f
stantially lower quality than.the "other two. In order to test the ability of the

mail survey to yield a data see which was identical to that generated by the tele-
.

phone and person 1 visit questionnaire, a somewhat lengthy mail survey questionnaire

was required. A cLose reading of the mail survey questionnaire will reveal that in

order to simnlify the instructions required to use the questionnaire, sane questions

are repeated two or three times, basically to allow for differences in the tenses

of verbs. In spite of these elaborate attempts at simplification, the error rate is

--

high for several of the checks 4one on the mail survey data. In particular, Table

3-10 shows that in cases where more than'one'set of questioris may apply, such as

choice:No. 3 and skip No. 2, the error rate is notably higher. However, it is of

some interest to note that the Mor rate for choice No. 2 is not substantially

, higher than for either of the other two methods.' Without physically examining each

questionnaire, it is not known whether those respondents who have held more than

one job had greater difficulty completing the questionnaire or if the coding of

responses undertaken by project staff members is the source of the difficulty.

Measures' of Cost-Effectiveness

A final issue of concern is the cost of collecting data for each of the three

methods. The cost figures included in this analysis generally include only the'

time the interviewers spent searching for and iater;riewing participants. For ihe

telephone interview subsample, interviewers were required to spend tile attempting

to locate every member of the sample. This time was spent utilizing the contact

methods outlined above. For those individuals who were located, time was also

B-27
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Table 3-10: Check Of Consistency_gnd Completeness.
of Follow-Up Questionnaire

..
(Percept Incorrect)

'
4

Tilephone. . ,--

.
.

Personal Visi0:, kail
.1 r ..

No. 1 6/36 (17%) 6/38 (16%) 0/20 (0%),Choice
>r, r

Choice No. 2 7/87 (8%) 5/78 (6%) " 3/32 (9%) .

Choice No. 3 5/26 (19%) 3/26 (11%).
:

' 5,/6, (83%)

,.
Chpice No. 4 3/51 (6%) 3/52 (6%) Z/25'..(,0%)

.1...

Skip No. 1 . 2/36 (5%) 1/38 (3%) 't' '1/20 (5%)

Skip No. 2 6/45 (13%) 7/49 (14%) %4/11 (36%)'

Skip No..3 . 1/51 (2%) 2452 (4%)-'5,

..'

1/25 (12%)

Skip No. 4 0/51 (0V,0004° 0/52 (P%) 0/25 (di)

6

ml

B,28.
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spent administering the intervied. For the personal visit interview subsample,

interviewers were also required to spend time attempting to locate every member of

the sample. However, for those sample members who were located, time was spent

initially arranging an interview time and date, traveling to the interview, and

finally, administering the interview. For the mail survey subsample, time was

spent preparing the two-mailings and coding the responses contained on each ques-

,

tionnaire as it was returned.

These cost figures do not include two areas of cost. First, the figureslao

not include time spent in supervising by the survey manager, or in checking and

editing completed questionnaires by the interviewers. Second, each completed in-

4'
terview must be keypunched and entered into a computerbsystem, and the resulting

data must be edited and cleaned. These coses of the data processing related

activities are not included in the cost figures as they do.not vary by contact

method, and therefore do not affect the relative cost of each method.

Table B-ll presents the cost figUres fo'each of the contact methods. It can.

be seen-that in terms of total cost, the personal visit interview method is the

most costly, the mail survey method is the second mast costly; and the telephone

interview method is the least costly. Because the meil,surveyis assumed to con-

tact all the participants for whom questionnaires are not returned as undeliverable

by the postal service, the mail survey yields the highest contact rate and the

lowest cost per contact. fowever, given the relatively small number of completed

interviews which results from the mail survey, it yields only the second lowest'

,-
cOst per completed interview. Although it might-tie anticipated that the mail sur-

vay would be less costly because no interviewer costs are_incurred, the substantial

investment in time required to complete tfie mailitg and code 'lle,responses is not
4

offset by a higher number of campleted and returned questionnaires.

B-29
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Table 8-11: Total,Cost, Cost Per Contact and Cdst Per dompleted

Interview by Each Contact Method and in Total*

Telephone Personal Visit Mail Survey Total

Total Cost $127.61 $715.90 $197.74 $1,041.25

Number of Participants
Contacted it 71 61 125 257

Number of Interviews
Completed 60 44 30 134

Cost/Contact" $ 1.80 $ 11.73 $
1,

1.58 $ 4.05

Cost/Completed Interview $ 2.13 $ 16.27 $ 6.59 $ 7.77

* These results are beged Only on data collected at the Region VI site.

.4100
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The table also 'shows that the telephone interview method is the least costly

method and that the personal visit method is substantially more expensive. This

large difference between the cost of the two methods is due primarily to tge time

spent traveling as part of the personal visit method. The personal visit method

also 'involves two contacts wilt the participant. The first contact is the initial

telephone tontact to arrange a time for the interview and the second contact is the

in-Terson contact to administer the interview. This result points to the relative

efficiency of the telephone interview method as a means of locating, contacting, and

interviewing participants.

-

1
The table shows that even in the case of the education charactpristics, the deviation

is small. The Chi-Square test indicates rejection of the null hypothesis only at the .

10% level.

arhese equations are estimated by employing the ordinary least squares (OLS) method.

It is well known that when the dependent variable is a zero-one dichotomous variable,

the-toefficfent estimates are biased when OLS is used. Howevtr, as an apprmamation

OLS has been employed to obtain the estimates which have been preseaud here: See:

Pindyck, Robert S. and Daniel L. RubinfeIC Econometric Models and Economic Forcasts;

(McGraw Hill Co., New-York, 1976) Chapter 8, pp. 237-264.
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APPEhDIX C

4aephone/Persopa1 Visit Follow-Up Questionnaire
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^-i

)

PAIn,SPONSOR FOLLCW-UP PRCSECT

=TA TITLE

PA.RTICIPANT FOLLOW-TP ';CESTICHNAIRE

. %

- ,

. Ever/ box should be filled in. If a question Ls not answered do not leave the boxes hlanx.

Instead. fill then ii.: with one of the following codes unless different missing value codes

art specified: E

Terminee's Name:

Telephone:

7 - if the respondent refuses to answer

8 - if the question is not applicable

9 - if the respondent does not know

Address:

Other Phone/Contsci Informatzon:

Card Number:

I.D. Summer:

Date Time Comments

3

1 2

a

Interviewer

Prime Sponsor I.D. Humber:

gate /nterview Completed:

9 17.

I I-
18 23

I I 1 I [

(yr.)(rm.) (day)

How Contacted: (Code only the last method/strategy used to contact 4spondent.)

1 Prime Sponsor Intake Information '4 Friends or Relatives

2 Employer/School/Other Prime Sponsor Records 5 Telephone Directory/Directories

' 3 Post Office Correction/Follow-DP Mailings 6 Other

173
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'Hello, my name is . am oallino from

. Nes are performing an evaluation of the :ETA program in dr:3.th

you participated about six monins ago. You nave procan1; received s letter from

us recently. telling *you about this soucy. : would like to aSK you some =,uestions

about what you thought of tn. CZTA program and wnai you nave been, to:no since jou

left the program. Oo you have time now?"

SECTION i REEPONTENT'S VIEW OF THE ?ROGRAM

'The first series of tluestions has to do 4ith your views of the 2:TA program,"

L. What was your MAIN reason for enrolling in one CETA program?

.2526

U.

01 To Get a Job OS H.S. Oiploma/GEO

02 To Get a CETA Job 06 Basic Educatiori Services

03 To Learn A Skill or Trada 07 To Learn English

04 Needed Money 38 . Other

27

2. All things oonsiderlad, how would you :ate the CiTA program?
,

2

(Read choices to respondent)

1 Excellent 2 Trood 3 4 ?oar

S. What was the BEST thing about tne CITA program?

a
4. What was the MRST thing about the CETA program?

5. How wouldljou improve the CETA4Wogram?

'174
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198051.1TWTF5
APRIL

I 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 II 12
13 14 IS 1617 18 19
20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30

IMAY
1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 IS 16 17

la 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28,29 30 31

JUNE

I 2 3 4 5 8 7
8 9 10 II 12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 23 27 28

29 30

ROY
I '2 3 4 5

6 7 ,8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15 16 1718 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 6

27 28 29.10,31

AUcUST. a 1 2

3 4 5 6 '7 8 9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

17,18 19 20 21 22 23

24 25 2527 28 29 30

31

SEPtEMBER

1 2 3 .4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 2 13

14 15 15 17 18 tQ 20

21 22 23 24 25 2 27
23 29 30

OCTOBER.
1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 24 21 22 23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30 31

1/4101/EMBER

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 2021 22

23 24 25 26 27 23 29

30
DECEMBER

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27

A 23 29 30 31

1981
5 t.4 T W,T F
JANUARY

2 3
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 1920. 21 22 23 24

25 25.27 23 29 30 31

FEBRUARY
r2 3 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 II 12 13 14
15 16 17 13 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 25 27 23

R4ARCH
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

4 9 10 11 12 13 14
15,16 17 13 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 25 27 22

29 30 31

SEFORE STARTING: (Circle the date oke.tern4nee ended the CETA program and today's
date on tZte,calendak at left. work backwards on the calendar
covering the entire -time period as Fou fill out the chart below )

SECTION II: SUYNARY POST-PROC.& EXPERIENCE

"Nnw I would like to find out what you have been doing sii ending your CITA program, that

is between (date efuled last program) uld now. I would like to
start by asking you about what you are domag'now, and tnen ask you a series of questions

about your activities during the past few months.

6A. "Uhich of the following activities are you doing currently?" (Read 5 Activities to

Respondent)

Activity Code Activities

- 1 Working
2 Attending School GO 1 QUESTION 7 (In Chart)

3 . Attending a Training Program./'' . A

...e 4 . Serving in the Armed Forces

5 . None of These GO TO QUESTION 11 (In Chart)

68. "Before that, which of the following activities were you doing?" (Read 5 Activities

to Respondent)

Activity_Coda Activities

WorkIng1 -
--------...

2 . Attending School . GO TO QUESTION 7 (In Chart)

3 . Attending A Training Program-----
,

4 . Serving in the Armed Forces .............. ,

5 NOMQ of These A TO QUSTION 11 (/n Chart)

( REPEAT QUESTIONS 53 THROUGH 12, AS APPLICABLE. MIL m ENTIPZ. POST-PPOGRAM PERIOD

TS ACCOUWITO FOR)

Activity
Code

7.What is the
Company/
School
name?

B.Where is it
located?

(If Working)

9.What does
this

company
do?

(If Working)
10.What is/

yes your

. iop title?

.1.When
did
you
begin?

.

12.When
did
you
stop?

(GO TO
Q. 68)

0

of

Weeks

1

1)

.

.

'
PRESENT

.

2)

3)

,

,

4)
\ k,

5) .

.

. .

6)
-

,

7) ,

8) -
I

(13. Are any ot these jobs "CETA jobs"?

:f Yes; Which ones? (Circle row number)

If: WORKING AT TIME ENDED PROGRAM: GO TO SECT/ON It/

NOT WOR)tING AT TIPE ENDED PROGRAM: GO TO SECTION /DI

NO 308 SINCE LEAVING CITA: GO TO SECT/ON VI
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Jr
SECTION noT wORKING PRIOR TO THE F:RST :CB AFTER TET%

(Tot. Respondents Who Were Not Working At The Time The Program Ended)

'You'said that between leaving CZTA and
: would like to ask a few questions &DO= tha: ,

you din not wOrk.
willsK time.°

14. 024 you look for work during averv week of that time lusriod? 1 .

IF YES: GO TO SECTION r,
:r NO: GO TO QUESTION 15

IS. Hoy many weeks did you look for work during that time?

(If 100% of the time): GO TO SECTION IV
(I! less than 00% of the tImo): ,74 TO QUESTICN 15

16. During the time when you did hoz loox for wo

reason?

rx, wnat das :ne :LlaN

Yes 2 . No

de

14

29 30

15

16

28

31 32

01 Believed No Work was Available, 16 . 211 Health, Physical Disability

32

In Line of'work or Aila
. Couldn't Find Any Work

07

08

Couldn't Arrange Child Care

Pregnancy
.

13 . Did Not Want to Work 09 . Other Personal Handicap in

14 Lacked Necessary Schooling, Finding a :ob

Training. Skill or Experience 10 Other

OS Employers Thougnt Too Young or IP

Too Old

SECTION rg: INFORMATION'ON THE FIRST DR ONLY E.:!PLOYER AFTER CSTA

"Now : Would Like To Get More If:Cc:matt:on About The Job 'tali Held (Are Holding: At
as a

(Company Name) (job Title)

17, How Did You Find Out About This Job?

18.

- CETA Agency
02 . Employment Office/Job Service
03 Private Employment Agency
04 Contacted Employer Directly

What was you: starting hourly wage rate?

OS nds or Relatives

06 Answered Newspaper Ad.
07 Other
%

19. What 4as (is) your final (current) hourly wage rate?

20. How many.hours did (da) you usually work,per week?

21. (If no longer working for this employer)

why did you leave' this job?

01 Unsatisfactory Work Condittons or
Arrangements (Hours, etc.)

02 . round Higher Paying Job
03 Returned to School '

04 Problems with Child Care

OS Pregnancy
06 211 Health, Physical Disability

1 7

17

19S

07 . Reached Retiremeni Aga
08 Laid Off Due to Poor

.8usinessilonditions
09 temporary or Seasonal

Job Ended
10 . Dismissed/Fir:d
11 . Other

S.

20

21.

33 34

38

42

43 44

45 46



SECTION V: MORMATION ON CURRENT/LAST EMPLOYER IF 'YORE THAN qn EMM.DYIR AFTER :ZIA

"Mow I would liko)to ;et more information about tne :ob you're nolding now (last :oo

you held) at as a

(Company Name)

22. What was your starting nourly wage rate?

kjob Title)

-23. What is (was) your Current (final) hourly wage rite?

24. How many hours do (did) you usually work per weex?

25, (LI no longer working for this employer): *Why did you leave this ;ob?

47

22 $ 7'--17-1.

23$

J1 Unsatisfactory work conditions
Arrangments (Hours, etc.)

02 . Found Higher Paying Job
03 Returned To School
04 Problems with Child Care
OS Pregnancy

34

50

11

.177
55 56

24 1 I

I

25

06 :II Health, Physical Disability
07 Reached Retirement Age
08 . Laid Off Due to Poor Business

Conditions
04 'amporary or Seasonal -Too Ended

10 smissed/Ftned
11 C- er

SECTiON VI: rort RESPONDENTS WHO ARE NCT CDPALITLY WORK

'You SA nave hot worked since . I would like to ask you

a few qussc3.o&s about this week period.

28. Have youslookad for work?

27. H.w many of the

1 r. Yas 2 . No

weeks have you actually looked for dorx?

28. Ar you currently looking for workf 1 Yes 2 No

Tes to 28: Ask Questions 29 and 30, Then Ask Question 32'and 23)

29. How are you looking for a job? (List two ways)

01 =TA Agency OS Friends orRelatives

Employment Office/Job Service 06 Answering Newspaper Ads

43 Private Employment Agency 07 Other

04 Contacting Employers Directly

40. Whaf do you think is the MAIN reason ygu have not been able to find work?

01 No Jobs Available

02 Employers think too young
or too old

03 Lack of Skills, Schooling
or Experiince

04 Lack of References'

(If No to 28: Ask Questions 31

05 Lack of Tools, Licenses
06 o'Language Problems
07 Police Record

08 Transportation Problems

09 Other

through 33)

31: What are the two MAIN reasons you are not looking for work?

01 Believes no work is available 06 /II health, physical disability

in line of work or area. 6 07 Can't arrange child cars

02 Can't Find any work. ( 08 * Pregnancy

03 Do not want to work 09 Other personal handicap in finding 31

04 Lack necessary schoolini, a lob

skills or experience 40 Othar

05 Employers think too young

or too old .

39

27

62

28 LI
63 64

29 I

65 66

30 1

69 70

1 1

32. Are you available for work right now? 1". Yes 2 No

33. Are :hare any other things you would like to tell us about the =TA program?

4

- THE INTERVIEW 1$ COMPLETE. PLEASE.STOP. -

177
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SCXMARY SECTICN

tThe purpose of this section is to summarize mae Informatlon 7atn;red Ln tne Table

la Section LI.)

Card Numbers

:.D. Number:

Par: :: 44ration of Labor Arket Activities ih tne Post-Frocram Period

A. Number of Weeks Between Date Ende'd Program and Follow-Up :nterviews

B. Number of Weeks Spent Working on Eacn JO0:

I. First Job:

2, Second Coo:,

Third Job:

4. Fourth Job:

S. Current/Las: Job:

(Add 3.1 througn 3.5) total

'vs

C. Number of Weeks in School When Nor. Working:

3 a

I 1 I

D. Number of Weeks in Training When Not Working:

E. Ausber of Welks Spent in Armed Forces!

F. Number of Weeks When No: Working, Not in Scnool, No: in a
Training Program and Not in Armed forces:

1: 3etween End of Program
and First Job: 30

1

2. Before Second Job: 32

2

3. Before Third Jobs 34.

3

4. Before Fourmh Job% 36

4

5. Be)ore Current/Last Jobs 38

5
6. After.Current/Last or Only Job: 40

6

7. Total Weeks Not Working, Not in
141.1.

School, in a Training Program
twom41

or Not in the Armed Forces:

(Add F.1 through F.6) Total

(Please Notes The answers in Boxes 3, C. D. E And F should add up

to S. approximately sgual'co the answer found in Box A. Please

see Instruction Manual for details.)

1 7
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r,

Pet ::: Indicators of Procrem Cutccoes

I. On The'Dste of Termination..Oid the Respondent Have A Job? 43

I 1

1 Yas 2 go

44 45
H. What Nis the Total gucter of Jobs Respondent Held Since Leaving CETA?

H I

/. were Any of the JObs Identified as PSE JoOs?
2 LI

1 nrst 2 Second 3 Third 4 Fourth 3 Current/Last 6 'No

:s the Respondent Cuitently Employed? 1 Yes 2 m-go

X. .Is the Respondent Currently Attending School or Another Training Program?

1 * Yes '2 go

Part III: Industry and Occupation Codes

'SIN . 000 Not Applicable/formation Missing
DOT, 000.000-000 Not Applioable/:ndorcation XIssing

-

L. Information for First Job

1. /ndustry SIC, a

2. Occupation DOT:

:2 ff=. I I 1

H. :nformation for Current/Last Job

1. Industry SIC7

2. Occupition DOT:

Citd Numbe r:

I.O. gusher:

it

.1.,

179

64

3

49 31

I.

-1-17112LI

6.1 63



, 7

.Part rV: Dates Sagan and Ended Jobs

3. ?lost ,!oc:: L. :ate Ulan:

2. NM* Ended:

C. Second Jcb: 1. :ate Sagan:

2. Cate Ended:

P. TM...rd.:on: 1. Oace UgmA:

2. Dace Ended:

Pp3rth 'Itb: 1. Datulegan:

2. Date Ended:

11*4

R. Current/List Job: 1. 'Daze Segan:

2. :ate Ended:

-

NI

N2

: 01

Oi

9 14

11111 Is
20

'II
21 26

27 32

.1±1
33 3 8

gos, pi 1 1 I I 1 " 1

44

Hal
50

39

P2
45

02
z,

63

R2

56

1_1111

1 80,
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Mail Survey Follow-Up Questionnaire
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Dear CETA Participant:
4

In order to,improve the overall quality of CETA training, we are conducting

a follow-up evaluationo,Of the program in which you participated. You may have

received a letter a few weeks ago inkorming you of this,study. Your views of die

progtam and sore general information about your iiployment situation will be very

helpful. You can be Vsured that any information which you provide on the questLon-

,naire wi1 4 be'hebein'strictest of confidence.,

, Attached you will find a,brief questionnaire. Not all sections of it will

apply to you. Instructions'are,provided thrdughout the questionnaire where necessary:

Only five or ten minutes of your time should be required to complete it.

a.

Thank you very th for your cooperation in this study.
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a.

14404.4.'

=TX FCLLOW-CP WESTIONNAIRE

First. We would like to ask you a few 'questions aipout your opinion of the =ETA

program. '

I. What was your /MIN reason for enrolling in tne TE-iA progr&m? Please

one number.

1. To Get a Job S. To Gat,a Sign Scnool Diploma or a GEO

: 2% To Set a CETA Job 6. To Get Basle Education Services

3. To Leaen a Skill or Trade 7. To Learn English

4. Needed Money S. Other Rcasons that &re Not Listed
. Hare. Please List Other Reasons

2. All things considered,-how would you rate the CETA program? Please circle

One number. .

1. Excellent 2. Good 3. Fair

*
3. what was the BEST thing about the =TA program? ?lease write what you

think is the best thing acout the program on the blank line.

4 . Poor

'4. What was the WORST'thing about tne CETA program? Please write wham ycu

think ii the worst ming about tn4 program on the blank line.

.

3. How would you =Frock the CETA program? Please write how you would :....rove

the prograrl on the clank line.

Now, we would Iike to find out what you've been doing during the last several months.

we are interested in finding out about the time you may have snene in five different,,

types otactivities. These are:

1. Working
2. Attending School
3. Participating in a/raining Program

4. Servidg in the Amed Forces
5. Not,Working ?also not tn school, i training program or

the armed forces)

W4 would like you to think about-which of these activities you were invelved with

since you*stopped participating in the CETA program: Then, we would like you to

fill out the calendar on page 3. The calendar is designed to record the time you

may have spent in each of the above activities. But, before you go ahead and fill

out the calendar on page 3, please read the following example which may help you.

Suppose Pst Greene stopped participated in the CETA program on July 17, 1980

and is filling out the.cilendar on February 5, 1981. Suppose Pat has held one job

and attended school since leaving the CETA program. The ;ob began on August 1, 1980

'and ended on November 3, 100. And, Pat began attending school on December 8, 1980

Altd is szill,attanding, school.
. 4

,Step 1: en page.2, An "X" has blies marked, en the calendar cn July 17, 1380, the day

Pat left the program, aad on Febibary 5, 1981, Ile day Pat is filling out

"IP
the calendar. , .

Steo 2: On page 2, Pat has also circled and labeled the days on the 4a1.ndar when

he was WORKING, NOT WORKING and ATTENDING SCHOOL. From Jul 17, 1980 ro

August 1, 1980, Pat was NOT WORKING. FroncAugust 2. 1980 to November 5, .

1980, Pat was ORKING. From November 6, 1980 to December 7, 1980, Pat

was NOT WORKING. Finally, from Oecamber 8, 1980, to February 5, 1981, Pat

was ATTENDING =ow..
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Now ytu should thInk about *dm= of the anttvtztes Itsted ibpve you hive been

tnvolved tn stoce Leaving tne ZETA programa. Xour xpertences say not have heen the

SXMAII as tng exahple presented here. For tnstance,' tf you have bean tnvolved tn two
activities a: once, sucb- as vorking 3nd astendIng scnool, please he sure to nark

on the calendar. ?lease fill out tha calendar on the next page cstng Step ,1 Ind

Step 2 listed above.
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Now we would like to ask you 3COS questions &pout what you've been doing since you

lett tile:ETA program., ?lease circle those answers wnicn seem aest. Not all :nese

questions will apply to- you, so ;lease follow the instructions beneata tacn question.

I. If you have not warked since you left the CETA program, please turn to Zuestion

34 and continue compilating this form. LI you nave worked, please continue with

Question.2.

2. On the DAY you stopped attending the CETA program, did you haCie a :oo?

Yes, Go to Question 6 and continue. No, Answer Questi6n 3 and continue'.

3. Between leaving the CETA program and beginning you 'i-s- ,ob, did you look for

working during EVERY WEEK of taat time period?

Yes. Go to Question 6 and continue. No. knswer :uestion 4 and continue.

4. 'During the time between leaving the =TA program and beginning your ftrst ;ob,

haw many weeks did you look far work? ?lease write the number of weeks in the

box. It maY be Useful to look at the calendar wnich you have already filled

out.

S. During tnis time period(
reasons for not looking?

when you didonot look for work, wmat were the TWO MAIN
Please circle the two MAIN reasons.

1. I. believed no jobs ware available

in my line of work or my area ol
interest.

2. I Couldn't find any kind of work.

3. I didn't want to work.

4. I lacked the necessary schooling,
training, skill or experience.

5. Employers thought that I was

too young or too old.

6. I' had poor nealth or a physiaal

disability.
: couldn't arrange child care.

8. : was pregnent.
9. 2 had other personal problems in

finding a job.

10. Other reasons that ars not listed

acre. Please list these other

reasons

6. Have you held more than one job since leaving the CSTA program?

Yes. Answer Quesbions.7-16 and continue.

No. Tarn to Question 16 and continue.

7. How seany lobs have you held since,leaving the,CETA program? Please writs ;ale

number of jobs in the box.

8. How did you find out &bout your first job which

program?NPlease circle one number.

1. Local CETA Office

2. State Employment Office
(Unemployment Office)

3. A Privet. Exploymeht Agency

4. Contacting the Employer Directly

Ol 9. What is the name of the first company
you worked for after leaving the program?

Please writ. the name of the company an the

blank line.

4

186

you held after leaving the

15. Friends 1 Relatives

6. Answering a newspaper ad

7. Otheeways not listed here'
Please List



4

4

13. What does this company do? ?lease wrlte

what tat company does on tne blank line.

11. .What was your job,title? Please write

your 'job title on thcblank line.
%

12. (What was you starting hourly wage raZ1? ?lease write you dace rate in tne box.

If you ware paid by the week ahd do not know your starting lour' 'age rate.

please write your starting weekly salary before any deductions .n tn., box.

13. What was your final hourlywage rate? Please write rour wage rate in the box.
24,Lloux final hourly wage rate was the same as your starting hourly wage rate.

4e the box empty and answer questions 14 througn :6 :f you were paid by the

week and do not know your final hourly wage rate, please write your final weekly
silary, before any deducc.ons in the box.

s

14. How many hours per week did you usually work on tais job? ?lease put the nummer

of hours in the box.

15. Why did you leave this :op? ?lease circle the MAIN reason.

. . ,

1. The working conditions 6. / had poor health or a physical disability;

were unsatisfactory. ,. I reacned retirement age.

2. I found a higher paying 8. : was laid off due to poor business coriitions.

job. 9. The :ob was only seasonal cr temporary.

3. / returned 'to school. '" 10. : was dismissed or fired.

4. I had problems with child 11. Otber reasons that are not listed here.

cars. Please list other reasons.

5. I was pregntnt.

16. Are you currently employed?

Yes. Answer Questions 17 through 23 and 41.

No. Turn to Question 24 through 32 and continue.

17. How did you find out about your current job? ?lease circle a nunber.

1. Local =TA Office
2. StatsiEmployment Office

(Unemployment Office)

3. A private employment agency

4. Contacting the'employer

directly

5. Priends & ReletIves

6. Answering a Newspaper Ad
* 7. Other ways'not listed here

Please list

18. What is tha name of the company you are

working for? Please write the name of

the company on the blank line.

19. What does this company do? Please write

what the company doss on the blank line.

187 -
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20. What 1.3 your lop title? ?lease write

your :lob title on the blank line.

21. Whit was your starting hourly wage race? ?lease write your doge rate in thet2".

If you axe paid by the week and do not know your 'starting nourly wage rate,
please writ, your starting weekly salary =afore any deductions la zne box.

22. What Is your current hourly wage rate Please write our dagk rats in the box.

If your current hourly wagarate.is the same a your tarting hourly wage rate,

leave. the box empty and answer questio '23 an 41. 'If you are paid by the week

and do not know your current hourly wage , Please write your current tolekly

salary), before any deductions, in the box.

23. How many hours per, Week do you 4sua1.ly work on this :ob? ?lease put :me mother

of hours in the box.

Please Turn to 'Nestion 41 ""

24. Ho did you find out about your last :ob wnich you held atter leaving the

ram? Please circle one pumber.

LOCAI =TA Office
1 2. State Employment Office

(Unemployment Office)

3. A Private Employment Agency

4. Contacting the Employer Directly

5. Friends s Relatives

6. Answerulg a Newspaper Ad

7. Other ways not Listed here
Please lost

ZS. Howme would like to get some Information about your last employer.

What is the =OS of the last company
you worked for after leaving the program?
Please write the name of the company

on the blank line.

26. What does this company do? Please

write what the company does on the

blank line.

27. What was your job title? Please

write your job title on the blank

line.

28. What was ?Our starting hourly wage rateA Please write your wage rate in the box.

If you are paid by the week and do not know your starting hourly wage rate,

-please writs your starting weekly salary before any deductions in the box.



:9. %hat was your final mou4 wage raw- 7Iaase write your doge rate in :he hox.
:f your final hourly deg* rata was tne Mae AS !our starting nourly deg.' rate,
leave the box empty and answer questions 30 tnrougn :: and ccntintie. := you
are paid oy the week and do not =OW your final nal daga rate, please write
your final weekly salary, pefore any'deductions in e box.

30. How many hours.per week did you usuallyiwork on this :ob? 1..ase put the number

of hours in thi box.

31. Why did you loam, this :oil? Please circle the na:N reason.

1. Working conditions were
unsatisfactory. .

had poor health qr a physical
disability.

2. I found a higherpaying 7. : reacned retirement age.

3. r returned to school. 8. : was laid off due to poor business.

4. I had problems with cnild care., 9. The :ob W43 only seasonal or

5. 2 was pregnant. temporary.
10. : was dismissed or fired..

11. Other reasons that are not listed

here. Please list other reasons

32. Since having finished working,fcr your last employer, have you looxed for

work?

Yes. Answer Queptions 33 and continue. No. Answer Questions 39, 40 and 41:
A

U. Since having finished working for your last employer, how many weeks did you

Look.for wbik7 Please write the number of weeks in the box:. It may he useful. -....

to look at the calehdar which you nave already filled out.

Please Turn to Question 36 ***"

34. Since leaving the CiTA program have you looked for work?

Yes. Answer Question 35 and continue. Wo. Answer Questions 39, 40 and 41.

35. Since leaving the =A program, how many weeks did you look for work? Please

write the number of weks in the box. It may be useful to look at the calendar

which you have already filled out.

36. Are you currently looking for work?

Yes. Answir Questions 37, 38 and 41. No. Answer Questions'39, 40 and 41.



37. How sre you looking for a rob? ?lease twq ways.

1. Local CITA Office
2. State nployent

fTnemplcyment Office)

3. A Private Employment Agency
4. Contacting tne Employer Directly

38.. What do you think is the MAIN reason you have
Please circle the MAIN reason.

1. No jobs are available,

2. EMployers think I am too young or

zoo old.

3. : lack the necessary scheoling,
training, skill or experience.

4. I lack the required references.

5. Friends S Relatives
6. Answering a Newspaper hd
T. Other-ways not used here

Please list

not been sole to find work?

5. : laCk the necessary tools or
licenses

6. : have a language problem.

7. 1 nave a police record.

S. : have transportation problems.

9. Other reasons that are not listed

here. P' list these other

reasons

my Please Go To :lae-stion 41 ****

39. What are the two MAIN reasons
tvo MAIN reasons.

you are not looking for work? Please circle the

1. I helieve no jobs are available
in my line of work or my area of

interest.

2. : can't find any kind of work.

3. I don't want to work.

4. : lack the necessary schooling,
training, skill or,expetience.

5. Eoployers think that / ar too
young or too old.

40. Are you available for work right now?

6. I have poor health or a physical

disability.
7. I can't arrange child care.

S. : am pregnant.

9. I have other personal probleas in.
finding a job.

10. Other reasons that are not listed

here. Please list those other

Yes. knswer Question 41. No. Answer Question 41.

al. The interview is complete. Thank you very much for your help. If there are

any other things you would like to tell us about the =TA program, please use

the space below for your comments.

**** Please Stop. Please return the questionnaire to us by using the

envelope which has been supplied to you.

1 9 0
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RIGIGN ONE FOLI.2W-UP IVALCATIMA PROJECT

'FOILOW-TP _ZGESTIGUNAZRE: ACM.: PROGRAMS

PREPARED 3Y:

IN CONJONCTION

PCI %*CY EVALCATION =VISION
OlIPARITIMT OF MANPOWER DEVr...227=

COMMAITALTH OF MASSACEUSETI5

REGION cm: FOLLOW -0? VAL:ASTON PROJECT

Ivory box should be filled in. :f a questton is not answered io not Leave the

boxes blank. Instead, fill thee Ln with one of the fcllowtng codas unless different

missing value codes are specified:

7 tf the respondent refuses toConsoor
8 - if the question is not applicable
9 - it the respondent ices not know.

Termines's Namet

Address:

Telphone:

Other Phone/Contact Information:

Date Time Comments ' :ate:newer

Interview Status/Reason For No Interview

01 Coapleted
02 No Phone No. At /ntake

03 Incorrect Phone No. At Intake

04 Disconnected Phone

05 Unpublished Phone No._

06 0 Moved: Address Unknown

07 a ParttripantRefueed Interview

Hew Contacted

01 . Intake Phone Number
02 Directory AssistitWO

Yollow=Up Contact Letter:

03 Responded by Nail

04 Responded by Phone

05 w-Employer
06 . Prime Sponsor Xecords
07 a Other Social Service Agency
OS a School

Total Number Phone Calls and U. Visits:

Date Interview Coepleted:

Inttervitwer I.D.:

192

08 Participant Refused to Complete

09 Could Not Locate 56

10 a Language Problem

11 Death
12 Par:laps= could no: complete

13 a DI military
14 Out of State Phone No.

15 Lncarcerated

57

09 .6 Military

10 a Post Office Correction -

11 a Relatives
12 a Friends
13 a FNIS

14 Program Operator Retord

15 Other
16 HA or_Hot Contacted



I.

Card Number:

:.D. Number:

fr

3

N.

p.

SECT:C4 21 RES7TVDENT'S v:rw OF PROGRAM

"The first series of luestions has.= do with your views of CETA". 9 10

;

1. What wss your MATN reason for enrolling in the CITA program?

f 01 A "CSTA Jab"

02 Help finding a jOb

03 job

04 A hetter iob ,

05 Learn a skill

06 Stipend
07 N H.S. Diploma/GED

08 lasic Education Services
09 eInstruCtion in English

What do you --Link' you would have dons if you had not enrolled in the

CSTA prlgran?

'What was the 8EST thing about ihe,CETA.program?

15 16
I i 1

What was the WORST thing about the CSTA program?
4. I ;

17 N\

5
5. All things considered, how would you rate the CETA program?,

6 1

1 v Excellent 2 Good . 3 Fair 4 a PCOr o

.
18 19

6. Do you have anyonthar feelings about the CiTA program you would 6. I I I

like to eipress?
.

v

SECT:ON :I: SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

"Now : would like to ask you a few'guestions about soma servioesivu may

have received while in CETA".

7. While in the CETA program did you receive any of the following services

from CETA or any other agency: 20

21

a. Child Care?

b. Health SarOices?

a.

1 Yes 2 . No b.

c. Transportation Assistance2
C.

d. Legal Services?

(3r YES TO 7) 8. Did you receive enough
?

(types of services received)

a. Child Care?

b. Health Services?

c. Teansportation Assistance?
1 yes 2 No c.

d. Legal Services?

d.

a.

b.

d.

22

17.
23

24

25

26
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=TICS :II: StMMkAY VOST-PVTITAX

would like to find out what you have been doing si.tte ending your =TA progrem.

that ie between (date ended program of termination) sd now."

12t. Are you currently working, attending
=hoc:. another training program or doing'.

something m1se?

a somm:No ELSE)

/Ob. What is it that vou are doing?
(ask ruestions 11 through 16 until the entire

7post-progren-psriod is accounted for).

"Activity Codes: 1 Employed . 2 School 3 Training Prograr, 4 Something Ilse

*Activity

.'

11.What is tha

comPanyi
_ School naps?

14.Whers is it

located?

(II wofking)

13.What is
your job
title?

0

14.When did
you begin?

a

15.When did 16.3efore thmt,

yr stop? what were
you dotn9 .
(that 411.

working.

school.
I atc.)

1)

, .

a
,

?RESENT

2)

t,

;

.
.

3)

. .%
.

- )

it I

4) .
.

5)

,

,

6)

,

.

.

.

7 ,

-

. S
..

8)

.

9) 0

.

.

1,

10) ..

11)

12)

.

----,

t

.

,

17. Art any of the4a jobs "CZIA jobs"? 6 V

(If yes) Which ones? (Check column 16)

If: ....13WOLIVINn2... TIME ENDED PMJVAM, go
to question 21. p. S. Section V.

go so question 18, p. 5. Section /V.

NO JOS Met t4AVIN0 =TA. 90 to cirAtion 63. P. 8, SoctIon
X. 'do

-4-



SECT= TV: 'NON-EMPLOYMENT PRECR TO THE FIRST .709 AFTER CITA

(For Respondents W1u$ were NCT woRMING At Time Ended Program)

"You said that between leaving CET?. and you did

not work. : would li#a to ask a few questions about that time".

18. Did you look for work during that.tmme? 1 Yes 2". No

19. How many weeks did you look for work luring that time?

time when you did not
resoonses)

20. ILI less thin 100% of the tire) ciuraig the
look far work what ware the reasons? (two

01 S Field Overdilled
02 1 InadeoNatt4Teining/Skills.
03 Unsure of Mielf
04 . Personal Problems
05.. Child Care

..dr 06 Health
07 0 Pregnancy

,A

201 ij
06 Tired of Looking
09 Did Not Want To Work

10 . Collecting tnemployment
Insurance

11 2n CET?.

12 14 Schoal
13 ...Waiting for Job To Begin

14 Other

SECTION Vs 2.1705V4ATION CS THE rlitsT (isr) 2015 AMER CETA
t

,E.

(For Respondents Who Weld AT LEAST ONE JOS Altar CETA)
.?,

"Now 2 would like to giit sore inford'ation about tha job You held (are

bolding) at as a
.A

A (ciampany'neme) Ooo title)

' 21. How did you find out dbout this job?

01 Int Agency referral 05 Newspaper

02 .0 GCS 06 * Walk-in

03 Private Agaity 07 * School

04 .0 Friead/Relative

22. What does this company 432

23. What was your starting hourly wage rata?

24. How zany tmurs did you usually work per week?

-1 . Not Applicable 4-3 Respondent Does Not XACV
4

33-127.
21.1 1 1

23' 1-31-11 u"

24.

FOR CUSSROpt STILLS TRAINING AND OZT =MD= OHM

25. Was this position's.work related to your CETA training? 1 Yes 2 No

. .

26. Do you think you could have portorzed tha job's duties without the CETA.

training? .

..-

. 1 .0 Yes 2 * No .

27. Did your Inge change on this.job?
% -----------

28. What was/is your.p.nal/current hourly wigt rate?

(2f no change. rece'rd :tags repozIld In QUestion.22)

29. While working for
did your job's duties

(company nano)

1 .6,Yes 2 .1) No

(it us TO 29) 30. Did you have a new job,title? SOO)

-1 Mot ApPlicable

28.

241

26.11

change?

30.ri:m.

29.Lj

ft3 Respondent Does Not know



1

N
11

31/.. W43 the :taw job a prcrotion?

1 s ?es' : Nc

Telt csT AND 2.7T 7ZRMINE.TS 2NLA
69

32. Was this position's work related-4c your 32. i

Gr= training?

1 0 Yes 2 . No
A)

331 Do you think you could havs performed this
' 33. Li

job's duties without the CLTA training?

4 1 Yos 2 ..Wo

31. 1. ,

---r--
34. Al: tangs considered, how would you rate this erployar?
0

1 Is eXtaliiPi* 2 b Good 3 Fair 4 m Poor

35. All things conssderod, how would you rig:vv.:is' typo of work?

1 j .

oel . Excallent 2'. Good 3 Fair 4 . Poor

Why did you loave this job?/73\6.

_AL
34.

SECTION 71:, AFS70OILIT'S sz6mo (2nd) :02 AMA A.

(For Resgondants Who Have Held AT LrAST TN= (3) :OBS After CMTA)

"3 would also like to get a little me information about the job you hold at

4S i ,

37. What vas Your final_ hourly wage?
65 ia

, 37.$ Lii 1
32. How many hours per week did you usually work? ,

-1 . Not Applicable -3 . Respondent Does Not Know

69 70

.
3d.f

39. Why did you leave this job?
71 72

ma

UCTION VTI: RESPCMCNI'S MAD (3rd) JOB AFTER =A.
aor mispwodents wto Have Held AT :EAST FOUR (4) 3011S.After CF.3;k1

"Them: qmestions refar to tha job you held at

40. What was your,fihal hourly wage?

41. Haw many hours plr weak did you usually work?

-1 Not Amplicable -3 .-Aaspondent Does Not Know

'as a

40$

Card Number:

1.0. Number:

42. why did you leave this job?

73 76

41.

9 10

.

SECT2ON 7122. AZIMONDINT'S roans (4th) :WAFTER CETA
(for lespondant's Who Have Held &TVA= ME (5) :032 After =TA)

"Thu: question:voter to tha jail; yam held at,

197

as a

e

=filnIMI



#./

1

43. uhat was your fihal hourly wage tate?
43.

44. How many hours per week lid you '4sually work?

. -1 Not Applicable -3 Respondent Does Not Know

.45. Why ad you Leave this lob?

I 1:

S'IC=0:1 It: RESPONCZNT'S =PENT/LAST ZOE
(For Respondents Who Have Held AT LEAST Two (2) JOSs After CITA)

"Now : would Like to get more information about the lob you're holding now (last

job you held) at , as a

46. HOW did you find out about this lob?

01 f Agency referral
02 DtS

, 03 Private Agency

04 Friandhelauive

47. What does this company do?

05 . Newspapere'
06 walk-in

, 07 School

46. What was your starting hourly wage rate?

49. :low ashy hours do you usually woik ger week? s,

.-1 . Not Applicable -3 ..8sspondant Doss Not Know

-

19 20'

46.
1

21

48.

J24

FOR CIASSROOK SICIIISTRAININO AND OJT TEI2t1NEES:

WAS this position's work related to your CITA training?

o , X Yes 2 No

51. Do you tlink you could have performed the lob's duties without the

cr2A tr g? I Yes 2 Ho

$2. Did your wage change on this job?

53. Nhat was/is your final/curreAtkhourly wage rate?

(If no change, record wage reported in Question as)

54: While working for did your job's duties change?

1 Tee 2 No

55.
(IF YES TO 54) SS. Did you have a new job title? SOC1

4 - 1 Not Applicaole

\v- 3 Isspohdent DO4S Not Know

56. Was/is the new job a promotion?

1 Yes 2 No

49.

40

50.7

28

'51 F-7
I

29 31

33

541.1

FOR CSt AND OJT Weill= WHO CHANCED JOBS CNLY:

$7. Was this position's work related to your CITA training?

1 Yes 2 0 No

- 7

198

38

56.



59.

60. All things considered, how would rou rate this type

1 Excellent Good 3 Fair

61. :s this Job better t. the first after TETA?

.1 Yes 2 . No

Why did you leave this job?

58. To you think you ocull have performed the :ob's duties

without the TETA training? 1 Yes 2 No

ttings considered. how would rou rate this employer?
A

. $

1 a Excellent 2 Good 3 Fair 4 . Poor

of work?

4 a Poor

SECTICN X: Foie =peon= Wm ARE 'NOT =RE'S= I:U3LOYED

(It Respondent is Currently Employed this
to Section XII. (page 4. Question 70).

*You said you have not worked since
you a few.guestions about this

63. Have you,looked !or work?

64. Newman/ of the
work?

ES. Are you

section Not Aoplicable, Proceed

I would like to ask

week period."

1 Yes 2 No

weeks have you actually looked for

currently looking 'or a job?

TO 65)

66.. Now'ax, you looking for a job? (two responses)

01 a Training Agency 05 Newspaper

02 06 Walk-In

03 PrivAts Agency 07 a School

04 a friends/Relatives

67. what do you think are the reasons you are not able

to find work? (two responses)

(IF ) O 65)

68.

01 . No jobs available

02 Employers think too
young/too old

04 Lack of elperiente

05 Lack of education
06 Lack of references

07 Lack of toole,
licenses. etc.

06 Language barrier

09 Police record
10 ...Lacked transporatiOn
11 Akciak discrimination

12 Sexual discrimination
13 0 Other reason (specify)
14 a Don't know

15 u Waiting for school/Job
to begin

Why are you not looking for wmrk?

01 Field Overfilled
02 a 'Inadeguete Training/Skills

03 Unsure of Myself

04 Personal Problems

05 Child care

06 a Reallth

07 Pregnancy

08 Tired of Looking

68. Would you like a job right now?

1 Ype 2 . No

(two responses)

09 00 Did Not Want
to Rork

10 *Collecting*
Unesployment
Insurance

11 721"MM
12 In School

13 . Incarcerated

199

40
77,

55.1 i

4.

59.'

42

60.1 I

43

61.1

' 44

62.J [

49 50---,----

66.1 !

51 52

I : I

53 54

61.77
55 56 .nfl

57458

68.1 1

59 60

69. Li
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itt

4

SECTICN RESPC='S omm nst-mcpau mornh=ss
croRAL.-. mwo:mm-rs)

'O. Since leaving the CITA program on haw* you

attended school. a training program or enlisted it the military?

e. School
h. :raining Prbgram
:. Military

es
.2 No 7.! No T.s All.

5o To Section AI:.
;age 10)

If

71. Are you currently attendingL_LEW=121_1A04.

1 Yes. 2 No

aprnzava I2 semoozamtimmz MORAN

72. WhaC type of scho61/training program are (were) you attending?

01 4-Year College
0; Junior/Coismunity College
03 ,General Academic High School
04 mlublic Vocational Technical

High School

OS Private 7oCational School

06 Language (ESL)

73. Are (were) you attending full or part-time?

1 * Pull ' 2 Part

"it =0 you studying?

CS. Sow many voeks did (have) You attend(ed) th se...hool/t=sinIng program?

l:r NOT CURRENTLY AT:ENDING) 76. Did you.complete the program?

1 . Yes 2 So
(r NOT amp= ATTEND:NO
AND B.S. INDICATED IN 72). 77. Cid you ;scaly* your diPla;m17

1 Yes 2 No

Card Number:

7..O. Numbers

3. =LIS= IN Uri MILITARY \
48. Why did you join the militari?

1 0 To receive training
2 Career Choice

6 79. Cn what data did You join the military?

3

!

3 No better opportunities

4 Other

10

9

78.1 ,

IS

79.!

60. What do you hope to learn (or are you learning) in the military?

OJI).,

20o - 9 -



$m.:7.3u x: stilmuy or Phk-PhCCIAN ::A80R HAM= LX2EAZZNCI

Part A. Labor Torre Perticioacion r

-------;-(Part A only.applies to those resPondents who worked LISS THAN

52 weeketn tha One Tear$Pleriod Prior toloplization)

": need to ask you some questions about the experiences ycu had before

starting your CITA progress on . According to the

intormetion we received :ram CITA. you worked at t

ths following jobs during the year before CITA:

at from to

(3ab title) (business)

it

at'

for a total of Viltki worked."

from to

from to

(2f work history information covers.less than 52-weeks)

81. Did you work during the remaining wineks

between and 7

U5 TO 81) 82. Approximately how stagy Of those, weeks

did you work?

ar NO TO 81, cod. R2 zero)

,Calculite the total number of weeks worked and proceed.

83. (It toial namber,ot weeks worked is less than 52)

During the weeks that you 44re not working in the

year before you entered MIM did you look for a lob?

1 Yes 2 No

18 15

az.

20

83.1
1""*.mi

1

,

(
IS TO 83) 84. Approximately how meny of those

21 22

weeks did you spend Looking for a 3oo?
(If none, coda 84 zero)

,23 2%

85. What do you think were the reasons you
were not able to find work? (two responses) 85.1 I I

25 26

i
!

1

01 . No jobs available
02 . Employers think too

young/too old

.
08 . Language barrier

licenses. etc.

09 . Police record

03 Lack of skill 10 Lacked transportation

04 i Lack of experience 11 . Racial discrimination

05 Lack of education 12 . Saxoal diacrimination

06 Lack of references 13 Other reason (specify)

07 Lack of tools. 14 . Tou't know

licenses, Ott.

(If number weeks worked and number weeks looked is less than 52)

27 28

88. What were the reasons you did not look for woe? .

30
p (two responses)

i

01 Yield overfilled 07.- Pregnancy
4

)

02 0 Training inadequate 08 . Tired of looking

03 Unsure of myself 09 Did not want to work

04 Personal problems 10 Collectihg U.I.

05 Child Care 11 r In Ctrk

06 . Pealch 12 - In schdol

13 m Incarcerated
14 Waiting for CEDA/schoolijob

to begin

-ac



,

Part.3 toncest :co Ever 46.*.d 7vor ,1: Emtitrtn 7rTA

'Now : would like you to th,iak about your eniire work history"

1 .
3'. Of all the full-tics 'lobs you have ever held. ones was your :ob

title (or duties) on 3ob held for the longest period of tiro? 87-
1

^ ,

. ) SOC:

Not Appkicanlo -3 Respondent Does Nos zoos:

88. Approximately haw Long did you hold this'30.b? (record in W441(4)

89. Approximately whet was the highs= hourly wage you earned at this

sob? 8&.
42

90. When did you leave thisloh?
.90.

1,

5ECTI0N X.11: DEMOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC CHARAC:=STICS UPDATE

'Wore ending this interview I need to update few importent ;Lice.

of information.'

el. Are you: 1 Married
2 Single (never tarried)

3 Widowed
4 Separated or Divorced?

92. How many dependents do you have? (Exclu4ing Self)

(IF ONE OA MORE DEPENDENTS) 91. Cf those dependants. how

.4'

zany are under aim years of age?

94. A. you providing morsthan hall of.youx fielly's earned income?

1

1 Yes 2 No

95. Since leaving CZTA have your:it:lived any of the folloging forms of

PublAc Assistance Payments or Unemployment Compfnsation: (.three

responses: if.respoodet receivid no payment. code "n8")

01 AFDC
02 Food Stamps

03 D.I.
04 0, General Relief

YES TV 95)

OS Veterans Unefits
06 -Medicaid
07 0.S5I
08 Social Security
09 WIN/AFDC

96. Are you currently receiving (specify
the types indicated by retpondent
in question 95)7

1 %Yes 2 No

ma non ma NV H.S. DEPLONA. (SEE QUESTION 13 OH INTATE)

97. gave you received a GED? 1 . Yoe

(IT yEs TO 97)

2 No

98. Did you receive your GED while in

=TA or since leaving?

1 In CITA
2 Since tearing

(2I) 99.
What town or city are you living in lum0

LND OF LNTERVIEW

91.

96.

61

E'

97. C..

98.



SLIFF:CN rassay a PCST-PP;03Mi mroiciAT:cs

After the interview Is Conpletsd. code the following questions from

ihe informs:Ion record:id an :he =tory tool*:

'.1 2

Card Number:

2.3. Ntchor:

A. Mosher of weak* baromum date ended program% and interview:
9 10

A.T7
3. Cn the data of tormination did the respondent have a job?

3.

1 r Yes. 2 No 12

C. (21 Zob Placed) 2s the first job different: from that indicatod

at pliceoont? C.

1 Yes 2 No

D. Sow many weeks did the respondent spend on each job?

I. First job:

2. Second.job:

3. Thirk jobs

4. fourth lob.
I.

2.

13 14

5. Current/last jobs
5.

L. NOM many weeks did the rospondent spend not working and not in

school?

1. Setween L/D of progran and ruii jobs !

2. Rotor. ST.CC2M jab:

3. Before TURD jobs

14. Wore MIRO job:

5. &afore CUIMZUT/LX52 COSI

6. After =MOT/LAST job:

tow 'any weeks dld rospondent spend in schoolor a training

program when not workino? %

C. What was tha total number of jobs respondent hold since leaving

CETA?

-12-

203

1.

2

3.

4.

5.

6.

29 30
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t

*NOM Cs The Folloving Missinr TAlue :odes On SIC and SOC Outs:tons.

t 40
...1 Not ApPLicable -3 Respondent Dots ':oc ynow

4.

-1

H. ,Information on FIRST ;ob: :. :ndustrv - SIC.

Information on SECOND job:

Card Number:

I.D. Numbers

2. Occupation - 5OC1

'4f

3, Date Sagan 61

52

Date Fnded

' a* 1. Industry - SIC:

. 2: Ocration - SOC:

$4 3. Date Eagan:

4. Date Ended

J. Information on TEIRD job: '1. Indust:7 - SIC:

.,t;

45
r-
.4; I I

I

9

15

I

*2. Occupation - SOC:

le

3. Dice Began

4. Dice Ended

-

K. Information on FOURTH Job: *I. /ndustr7 - SIC:

2. Occupation - SCC:

24

4,

3. Date 3e11n 1

4. Date Ended

L. Information on CURAMTILAST job: L. Endustry .= SIC:

X. Wore any'jobs Identified as ?SE jobs?

42

*2. Occupation SOC:

62

I3. Date Ulan

4, Date Ended

71

p.

1 First 2 Second 5. Third A Fourth 5 Curra7nt/Last 6,\. No

N. Ia the respondent currently employed?

- 1 Yes . 2 ...No

2'04



Partici ant Information Form
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-5

PRIn SPONSOR FOLLOW-CP 'PROZECT

CETA TITLE :I
< PARTICIPANT :NPORMAT:ON FORM

For Use :n Con3unction With The
Participani. Follow-Up Questionnaire

wiaE box should be,filled In. If a question is not answered do not leave the boxes blank.

Instead, fill them in with one of the following codes unless different missinc valbe codes

are le:31:

8 - If the question Ls not applicable
9 - If the information is missing

Term:nest's Na.T.s:

Address:

Telephone:

Other Phone/Contact Information:

4

Card Number:

I.D. Number:

Date bf Termination:

2. Date of Enrollment:

3. Date of Application:

4. Prime Sponsor:

1

2 *

3

4

5

1 2

1

3

9

r---T-- Ei

2

16

iT3r 1 I
22

3

S. The Iitle II Subpart of Termination:

1 Title I:B 2 -Title I:C 3 Titli IID

29

. .

SECTION

6. Sex:

ammo= INFOTANTION

1 Male 2 Femalo

7. Birth Date:
7

32

29

4 in

30

ri

31



A

f

e

39

a. Raca,sthnle47, i I 1

7
a L. j..1

Oh . Black (nbli-Hispanio) 04 a Amemioan Indian/Alaskan Native !

02 Nhite (non-Iiispani,c) 05 Asian/Pacific :slander
'33 . Hispanic 4

.
. 40

9. :.imited English Speaking Ahility'; 1 . Yes' 2 . No

10. Offender: I Yes 2 No

11. Handicapped: 1 Yes 2 No

12. Years of Education Completed:.

13. High School Status: 1 School Dropout/No GED

2 High School Student

3 High School Graduete/GED Recipient

fr 4 Post-High School Attendee

14. Family Status: 1 Single Parent
2 . Parent/2-Paront Family
3 Family Member
4 -Non-Dependent :ndividual

IS. Niober of Dependents Excluding Terminer: (if non. record carp)

16. Military Status: 1 Veteran
2 Vietnam Era Veteran

3 . Special Disabled Veteran
4 Other
S None (Never Enlisted/Served)

17. Type(s) of Transfer Payments'Received:

(List up to three)

1 AFCC

2

3 General Relief

4 Veterans Benefits

IS. Gross Earned Family Income: S for

(income) (4 months)

19. Gross Earned Personal Income: $ for

(income) (4 months)

12

11

43 44

13

14

45

46

47 48

15

19 5

63

20. Total Other (Included) Income:$ for
1 1

(income) (e months) 20 5 L

21. Source, Other (Included) Income: (List up to two)

1 Alimony 4 Private Disability 7 . Armed Forces

2 Child Support 5 . Rentals Retirement

3 + Retirement Benefits 6 . OASI

207

67

68

21 0
21

69



k

SECT:CN

22.

2:: PRE-CETA LABOR 3ARKET EXPERIENCE 50.1.'ARY - S2X (6) MCNTH

PER:OD BEFORE CETA

Total'Number of Weeks Not Imployed Zuring 6-Month Perlod Before

CETA :00-26): 22

72 73

23. Total Number of Weeks Zmployed (All Jobs Added Together) %ring ,

6-Month Period Before CITA'(00-26): 23. t

:The answers to Questions 22 and 23 should sum to 26 weeks).

71 75

24. Number' of Jobs Held During'6-Month Period Before CETA: FT24

Card Number:

:.;. Numbers

SECTION I:I: PKE-MTA WORK HISTORY

A. Most Recent Job Held Before CETA

0

25. Company Name:

Company Address:

.1 2,

IC I 21

.3 8

9

SIC:

40

25

Kind of Business:

000 got Applio le/Information Missing

26. Job Title: c DOT:

000.000-006 Not Applicable/Informatidn Missing

27. Final Hourly Wage:

28. Hours WOrked Per Week:

29. Date Began:

30. Date Ended:

31. Number of Weeks Worked,pn Most Recent Job:

B. Second Most Recent Job Held Before CETA

12

26 L I I I-

.27

21

20

I I

24

30

32. Company Name: SIC:

Company Address:

Kind of Business:

000 Not Applicable/Information Missing

2v8

39 41

1

31 I

32

42 44

H



4

33. Joo Title:

000.000-000 Not Applicable/Information Bissing

34. Final Hourly Wage:

a

33. Hours Worked Pet Weak:

36. Date Sagan:

37. Date Ended:

38. Numblr of Weeks Worked on Second Most Recent Job:

.44

DOT:

45 53

r:
33 ,_1 I

54 :7

34 1.1 s
58 59

35 !

60 SO

36 41
66 7L

1:

Card Number:

I.D. Number:

SECTION IV: PARTICIPANT'S CITA PROGRAM HISTORY

14-4
38 1 1 I I

This section gathers information about the termlnee's CrTA program sequence, starting

with the Program of Termination and working back zo the second and third most recent

programs. Parts A, 3 and C below attempt to identify seou'ential, simUltaneous dr

overlapping program components.

Before &ginning this sattion, it will be helpful to identify and note

three most recent programs and the sequence in which the services were

the terminee's
provided.

4

39. Total Number of CITA Programs Under Titles II, IV, VI and.VII:
39

A. Program of Termination (Most Recent program)

10"l
40. Title 71 Slibpart: 40

1 Title In 2 Title IIC 3 Title I/D

**MM.

11 12

41. Type of Programs

01 OJT 06 English as a Second Language

02 - WOrk Experience 07 GED

03 Skills Training OS Basic Education

04 . Direct Blacement/Services Only 09 . PSE Job

OS m Jul; Search Assistance 10 a Other

42. Agency (Service Provider)

41

42

13

43. Date Begins
43

21

44144. 'Date Ended:
1 1i

po

209

13 14

20



At

4

45. Number of Weeks;
4

46. Training Occupation (If4Skills.Training zr WT):

000 Not ApplicableanfIrmation Missing

47. Industry.' .(I: GIT)

600 Not Applicable/Infoomation Missing,

w
49. Final Hourly Wage (If OJT Or PSE Job):

49. Hours Worked Per Week (II 03T pr PSE Joo):

SO. Type of Agency (If PS! Gob):

51.

52.

48

33 35
r 1 :

47 !III

29

40 41

49 1 I

42

50

City/County Government 3 Other

2 4, State Government 4 Community

Job Title (If PSI Job):

Governmental
Based Organization/Non-Profit

j43

DOT:
I

000.000-000 lot Applicabie/Informttion

Reason for Participant's Termination

I.I

Missing

From,Program:

52

52 [

01 Entered Employment. Self 08 . Was Enrolled in Upgrading Skills

Placed Program and Kept Job

02 Entered Employment, elkgsncy 09 TA Litit Expired

Placed 10 Exceeded Maximum Wage Rate

03 Enrolled in Full:Tims 11 Personal/Economic Problems

Academic or Vocational 12 Tranaportation Problemx

School 13 ..Pregnancy/Child Care Problems

04 a Entered Armed Forces 14 Dissatisfied with Program

05 Incer-Title CETA Transfer It Finished Program But Did Not

0,5 Enrollment ill Non-CETA Funded Enter Employment

Manpower Program 16 . Other

07 Completed program Objectives,

Not Entailing Employment

33. Was Terminee, At Any Time While Participating in this =TA Program,

Also Enrolled in Another aTA Program?

1 Yes 2 No

B. Second Most'Recent Pro ram

54. Title Through Which Program is Funded:

1 Title ItS 4 Title TV

2 Title IIC 5 Title VT

3 Title IID 6 W. Tit).e VII

55. Type of Program:

01 .,03T 06 -.English as a Second Language

02 Work Experience 07 GED

03 Skills Training 08 Basic Educatd.on

04 Direct placement/ 09 PSE -"Job

Services Cnly 10 Other

OS . Job Search
Assistance

210

Co

51s,

53



56. Agency (Service Provider):

5i., Oats Began:

56. Date Ended:

59. Number of Weeks:

60. Training Occupation (If Skills Training or OZT):

000 Not Appficable/Tntormation Missing

.58 5? .

56

65

57 (Mil
58

DOT:

61. Industry (If OJT) SIC:

-000 N..t Applicable/Information Missing

Card Number:

I.D. Numbei:

62. Final Hourly Wage (If 04T or PSE Job):

63. Hours Worked Per Week (If OZT or ?SE Job):

64. Type of Agency (If P5E:Job):

1 City/County Government
2 State Government

66. Job Title (If PSE Job):

3 Other Governmental
4 Community Based/Non-Profit

000.000-000 Not Applicab)./Information Missing

66. Reason for Program Separation:

.16
DOT:

65 I I

66 71

60 I

'61

78 30

I;
1 2

62
13 14

63 I I

15

66

01 . Compleeed Program 05 . Tran portation Problems

02 Intev-Title CETA Transfer 06 . Pre cy/Child Cave Problems

03 . Change of Flrogram Status 07 Dis atisfied with Program

04 . Personal/EdOnoreic Problems 08 Other

67. Was Terminal:, At Any Time While Participating in this GrTA Program,

*Also Enrolled in Another CETA Program?.

1 Yes #2 No

68. (IF YES): Was Termini. Also Enrolled in Program of Termination?

(Recorded in Part A)

1 Yes 2 No

25 26

1

67

68

28



C. Third Most Recent Program
4

69. T.Througn Which Program is Funded

1 Title III 4

2 Title ITC 5

3 Title TID 6

70. Type of Program:

Title VI
T1:1. I/
Title VII

01 0 OJT 06 English as s. Second Lansva",----

02 Work Experience 07 GED

03 .6 Skills Training 0$ Basic Eductiion

41 04 Direct Placement/ 09 m-PSE-",iob

Services_Cksly..----- 13 -Other

05 Job Sear.
Assistance

71. Agency (5er:ice Prov2.der) :

72.. Date Began:

73. Date Ended:

74. lumber of Weeks:

34

72 I

40

73

75. TrIlAning Occupation (If Skills Training or OJT): DOT:

000 Not Applicable/Information Missing

76. Industry (If OJT) SIC:

000 Not Applicable/Information Missing

77. Final Hourly Wage (If OJT or PSE Job):

78: Hours Worked Per Week (If OJT or PSE Job):

79. Type of Agency (If PSE Job):

29r

76

55

77 $

1 City/County Governmental 03 (ither Governmental

2 State Govornmott 04 !,tommunity Based Organization/Non-Profit

80. Job Title (II PSE Job):

000.000-000 Not Applicable/Information Missing

al. Reason for Program S4aration7

52 54

58

I i I

59 60...."44

61

CM: I I CED -1_ I

71 72

81

01 Completed'Program 05 Transportation Problems

02 IntertTitle CETA Transfer 06 Pregnancy/Child care Problems

03 Change of Program Status 07 Dissatisfied with Program

04 Personal/Economic Problems." 08 Other



4,1

82. Was Terminst, At Any Time While Participating In this =TA Program.
Also Enrolled in Another =TA Program?

1 0 Yes 2 No

93. Was-Terminee Also Eneolled in'the Second Mcit Recent Prooram7

(Recorded in Part 3)

1.. Yes 2 -No

Card Number:

T.D. Number:

SECTICN 7 : PLACEMENT INFORMATION

34. Date Began Post-CETA Sob:

1.

84

95. Tcmpani Name:
SIC:

Addresi:

and of Business:

000 Nor Applicable/Information Missing

0 82 I

74

I

33
I

14

1 I I I

Id 27

35 1 i 1 1

Te lophone litumber:

Contact Nara:

18

86. .lob Title: ,
COT:

86

000.000-000 Not Applicable/Information Missing

87. Beginning Hourly Wags Rate:
(787 s

88. Hours of Work Per WeekF

89. Entered a School or Non-CETA Training Program Alter CETA?

1 Yes, School
2 Yes, Non-CETA Program
3 No

School or Non-CETA Program Name:

Address:

Telephones

Contact Names

213

26

1 't

30

31 32

88
33
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4

Dear gem Participant:

In an effort to find out whether your employment situlation ha's improved as a

result of your participation in the CETA program, we are conducting a follow-up

study of the =A program. The:purpose of this letter is to ask for yoUr help.

Although participation in this study is voluntary on your part, we would

appreciate your help in our effort. We will.be contacting you in about 2 to

3 weeks for an intervieciabout your personal experience. The interview will

take place during the early part of the evening and will last about five minutes.

This is your chance to,xpress your views (good or bad) about the program as it

has affected yau. Your comments will help future CM participants,

Enclosed you will find a pre-addressed postcard. If this letter has reached

you'at an address other than the one originally typed on the envelope or if your

telephone number has changed since you entered the program, please complete and

'return the postcard.

You can4be-assured that any informaticriwhich you provide in the interview'

will be held ip the strictest of confidence. Thank you very much for your coop-

eration in this.study.

A
Suggested Text of Letter fat

indivialuals to be Interviewed by Telephone
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4 'Dear CETA Participants:

'
In an effort to find outlahether your employment situations has improved as a

result of your participation in the CETA. program, we are conducting a follow-Up

4 .sbady of the local CETA program. The purpose of this letter is to ask for your

.
Although participation in this tudy isvoluntary Oh your part, we would

appreciate your help in our effort. We will be contacting you by telephone in

Moout 2 to 3 weeks to schedule a personal visit to ask you about your experience

injthe cgrh program. The interviedwill take place when it is'convenient for

you and will last about fiveminutes. This is your chance to express your views

. (good.or bad) about the program as,it has affected you. Your comments will help

future CETA participants.

Err-loSed ypuwill find a pre-:addressed postcard If this 'letter has reached

you at an address other than thebnegriginally typed on the envelope, or if your

telephokle nuMber has changea since you entered the program, please cpmplete and

return the poitcard.

tu can be. assured that any information which you provide in the interview

will held in the strittest of confidenCe.
Thank you very much for your coop-

eration in this study,

S.

Suggested Text of Letter for
Individuals to be Interviewed in Person
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PleabcWomplete this card and put it in the.mail.

ADDRESS

(First) ' (Last)

(Numbdr) (StreetY ..

. .

to,

(City) .
(St4e) (Zip Code)

Phone Number

1..

Suggested Text for Reverse tide of ,

Business,Reply Postcard

S.
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Name:

Current Addreds:

You nay contact me at this telephonc number:

Area Code:

Best day(s) and time(s) to call me:

1) in the ' 'morning '
'afternoon ;I evening

Day(s)

2)

Day(s)

Comments:

in the ' 'morning 1--1afternoon j---1 evening

Suggested Text for Reverse Side of
Businesd Reply Postcard

\./
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A REVIEW OF SAMPLING PROCEDURES

Introduction

The cosi of collecting follow-up data is heavily influenced by the number of

participants a prime sponsor includes in the study. One step which prime sponsors

can take to address the issue of cost is to systematically sample participants. The

puxoose of sampling is to select a representative subset of participants whose 'post-

program behavior, when analyzed, will generate the same statistical' results as that

of the entire population. By decreasing the number of participants used to draw

statistically reliable conclusions, the ovetall cost of the follow-up study can be

reduced.

Since the drawing of statistically sOund infetences reqpires a specified nuMber

of participants, the success of sampling as a cost,-cutoing option.is critically tied

to ale total nuraber of participants a prime sponsor has enrolled,in its programs. It

is unlikely that small prime sponsois will have sufficient nUMbers of participants to

be able to realize cost savings through the use of sampling. the case of a small

.
prlme sponsor, the nuMber of participants is initially %iery small and the accuracy of

the evaluation results nay be severely threatened if any sampling is undertaken. Al-

ternatiOely, a large prime sponsor may be able to rigorously analyze the participant

population through the examination of a properly selected sample of participants.

tc-
This appendix treats several different issues prime sponsors will need to consider

.when developing,a samaling procedure. First, prime sponsers must determine the optimal

size of the sample while contidering any resource constraints they may face. Second,

prime sponsors should consider the possible advantages of stratifying their sample in

order to generate statistically sound results on particular subgroups or "strata" of

interest in the population. Finally, prime sponsors will need to identify the specific

procedUres they will use for actually drawing the sample. Each of these issues is

discussed in more detail below.!

H-1
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Sizing the Sample

Prime sponNers wbich suspect they are large enough to realize a reduction in

costs by means of sampling mtstdetermine the opiimal size of the sample. The optimal

size of this sample wi.11 depend primarily on three considerations: the statistici to .

/
be calculated using the sample, the percentage error which will be tolerated .in the

\:

e
)

analyses, and anyiresource constrailits the prime sponse faces'which will limit the

1

total number of participants who can be surveyed.

Ideally, the statistics ihat will be calculated from the fellow-up data, given

a leVel of tolerated error, dictate the appropriate size of the sample of participants

used. Suppose the prime sponsor wants to use the starting hourly wagerate on the first

job the participarit held following the program as a measure of program success. The

follow-up data which are collected will illow for the calculadon of the average starting:

houxly wage rate of -qle sample group, call it R. The prime sponsor must determine'how

large the sample ,gust be so that R very closely Approximates the true average starting
.

hourly-wage rate, u , in the entire population of participants. To do phis, statisticians

use the Z statiStic. The Z ,Atatistic is calculated as:

Z

a / rrT

0

where c is the standard deviation of the starting hourly wage rate of the population:

and n is the size of the sample. The'Z stAtistic is used because it has certain

convenidnt properties. In particular, it has a standard normal distribution, which

means that the mean of Z is zero and the standard deviation is one. Statisticians

also knowthat if X, = u, then there is a 95 percent probability that:

-1.96 < Z < 1.96

1i-2
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,go

therefore, the sample size necessary for there,to be a 95 Percent piobability that

U is represented as:

2

n et 1.96 if

-

To determine the appropriateleize of the sample, n, the standard deviation, a,

.

-

must be known And the acceptable level of error in X identified. AS the actual value

,of a.is not known,, an estimate must be found which bears some relationship to the

true a. One source of data, prime sponsors have available for estimating the standard

cleviation is the Management Information System (MIS). Prime sponsors are require6to

obtain an hourly wage rate *for each participant placed in a job upon termination'. Prom-
,

this information, an estiMate of the mean wage rate, p , and the standard deviation, a,

can be obtained.

While it is possible to calculLe a sample size which miniiizes the error,fin fact,

the determination of the optimal-sample size involves a slightly more complicated set

of considerations.. To illustrate, suppose the average hourly wage rate is estimated ate

$4.00 and that the standevd deviation is estimated at $1.50. The required sample sizes

for these estimatei, for different levels of tolerated errors are shown below.

Percent of Error AllowaBle X - u

.

5% $.20 217

2.5% $.10 865

1% $.04 5,403

Nes can be seen, increasingly stringent levels of acceptable error require the use

of a larger sample size tind, therefore, increase the cost of the follow-up survey.
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Those prime sponsors with tight resource constraints may need to accept higher levels

of potential error in order to keep Elie cost ot their participant follow-up as low as

possible. In fact, in-same cases, prime sponsors may find that there is a maximum

number of participants they can afford to sample given staffland resource constraints.

In these situations, while the sample size, n, may be known, it will be necessary to

calculate the error implied by such a sample sii 7

. Stratifying the Sample

-be

While the purpose of the prime sponsor evaluation system is to study the overall

functioning of Title II program, prime.sponsors may find the performance of select

program activities or, population subgroups to te of particular interest. In order to

insure that sufficient observations of these subpopulations are generated to allow

reliable statistical analyses to be conducted, prime sponsors may need to use a

str4tified random sample". This approach entails dividing .the population into

mutually eXclusive categories of iaterest ("strata"), and drawing a random sample from

within each of these. This procedure is particularly important in instances for which

taking a random sample across tlie entire population may mean that'the sample includes

so few participants in dame subgroup that analyses of the subgroup will have high

error levels associated with them. By stratifying the sample and sampling more than

the proportional number of particip nts in the subgroups, the error in statistics

calculated for these subgroups can e reduced, usually with little effect on the

err:5r levels Of the rest of the sample.
,

For example, suppose a prime spondor is interested in the difference between

the average starting hourly wage rates of AFDC recipients, constituting 12 percent

of the population, and non-AFDC recipients, constituting 88 percent of the populatidn.

This prime sponsor can afford to sample,1500 participants. When a random sample ie

drawn across the entire population of participants, just 180 participants, oi 1/ per-

cent of the sample, will be AFDC recipients., As can be seen in Table H-1 below, after

H-4
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Table p-1:

t.,

Two Stratified Ramdon Saaliples
'

Random Sample

t.

AFDC Rtcipients Non-AFDC Recipients :

12 88Percent of SamPle

Number of.ftrticipints 180 4 1320

Mean Wage Rate $3.68 $4.01

Standard Deviation $0.89 $1.32

Error 3.52 ($0.13) 1.8% ($0.07)

Stratification Plan #1

Percen:t of Sample 20 80

Number of Participants 300 1200

Error 2.7% ($9.10) 1.92 ($0.07)

Stratification Plan #2

Percnnt of Sample 40 60

Number of'Participants 600 900

Error 1.9% ($0.07) 2.1% ($0.09)

H-5
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calculating tht MASA wage rates and standard deviations for AFDC recipients and non-

AFDC-recipients, it is apparent that the error associated with the statistics for

AFDC recipients is twice as large as the error for non-AFDC recipients.

Through stratifying the sample and averrepresenting AFDC recipients,'the error

associatid with the statistics calculated for AFDC recipients can be greatly reduced

with little effect on the error of the statistics for non-AFDC recipients. For

example, Table 11-1 presents the results of two stratification'plans. In Rlan 1,

-AFDC recipients constitute 20 percent of the sample, and non-AFDC recipients 80 per-
.

cent. Aecan be seen frau the table, even-this increase in the number of AFDC

recipients from 180 to 300 has allowed a decrease in the error of the mean wage of

AFDC recipients from 3.5 to 2.7 percent while only permitting an incr.ease of .1 per-

cent in the error associated with the meanWage rate of non-AFDC recipients.

Stratification plan 2 increases the number of AFDC recipients to 600; or to 40

percent. This allows the error associated with the AFDC recipients to fall.from 2.7

percent, in plan 1, to 1.9 percent, The error of the mean wage rate of non-AFDC

recipients has only increased .2 percent'to 2.1 percent, still close to the original

level of 1.8 percent.

It is important to note that when using a stratified sample to calculata esti-

mates of statistics on the entire population of participants, the sample must be

weighted to reflect the true4proportions of the subgroups. In the above case,.the

stratified samples will need to be weighted to reflect the true proportions of 12

percent AFDC recipients and 88 percent non-AFDC recipients. This means that all non-

AFDC.recipients in the stratified sample will be given a weight greater than one, as

they 'are underrepresented, and all AFDC recipients will ),e given a weight less than'

one, as'they are overrepresented.

For examRle, in the second stratification plan shown on the Table, a sample was

drawn with 40 percent AFDC recipients and 60 percent non-AFDC recipients. To weight

this sample for calculating estimates of statistics,for the true population, AFDC

11=6
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*recipiants would be multiplied by a weightings factor of 12%/40%, or .p, where4

non-AFDC recipients in the sample would be weighted by a factor of 88%/60%, or'1.47.

By weighting the sample in this manner, reliable estimates of statistics can be

calculated using the stratified sample to represent the true population.

One final consideration when determining the size of the sample is that prime

sponsors should remain aware that not all participants can be located and interviewed.

Thus, for instance, if only a 50 percent interview completion rate is expected, the

sample size may need Xo be dopbled to'insure, the same level of statistical reliability.

Drawing the' Sample

* Ohce the prime.sponsor has determined the size of the sample, the next step is to

actually draw the sample. The sampling procedure will vary depending upon whether the

prime sponsor has an automated or manual MIS. For automated systems, the procedure for

selecting a sample is generally also automated and can be performed merely by specifying

a set of parameters for thehcomputer. For manual systems, however, the procedure is

somewhat more involved. Some suggestions for performing a manual simpling procedure are

outlined, below.

The procedure for manually selecting a sample is the same whether the sample is

to be drawn from the entire population of participants or from participants in onlysone

of many possible strata. If the simple is stratified, a sample for each strata is drawn

Separately. Suppose n individuals are to be included in the sample. To identify the

particillar n individuals, n random numbers must be drawn from a random number table.

Each of the n xandom nUMbers must have a value less than the total number of terminees.

If; for example, there is'a total of 750 tepoinees in the strata or the entire poPillation,

the random number table muSt be searched until n random numbers areffound which are less

than or equal to 750. Duplicate numbers should not be selected.

13 -7
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The n random numbers identify the positions in the prime sponsor file held'by

those individuals who are to be,included in the sample. Prime sponsors generally

maintain their participant records in same systematic fashion, although, since there

may be differences among prime sponsors in the manner ins which these files are kept,

it is difficult to generalize. Frequently, how0er, these files are maintained in

numerical order according to an identification nuMber assigned to participants at the

date of-enrollment. Thus, once the n random numbers are identified and the places

,

fin the file held bY terminees who are to be included in the sample have been identified,

-..,

the identification numbers, names and addresses should be recorded. For instance, if
f

...,

there are 750 total terminees, one number which could drawn as a randan number is

III
176. In this case, the 176th individual in the prime sponsoi'file should be included

in the sample. ThroU0h this process, a list of terminees who will.constitute the sample

should be constructed.

H-8
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44.

A REVIEW ?i COSTS OF OPERATING LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR FOLLOW-VP SYSTEMS

One of the.more important details of the design,and implementation of a
1

loCal.follow-up system is the estimation of costs and the development of a budget.

As is the:case with all activities a prime sponsor undertakes, the successful

operation of.a follow-up system require* sound financial planning and management.

Therefore, whether the work is performed in-house or by.an outside contractor,

reasonablyprecise cost estimates are necessary. The purpose of this section is

twofold.. First, the section presents a framework from within which prime sponsors

can estimate costs'. Second, the section presents an illustration of two typical

budgets based upon projects which follow-up different numbers of terminees. It is

hoped that this appendix wil1 serve as a guide for prime sponsors attempting to

"formulate or review proposed budgets.

A prime sponsor follow-up system will incur costs in four broad budget

categories regardless of the exact operational or organizational approach adopted:.

1. Profesdional Staff Salaries

The first category includes wages and fringe benefits of staff associated

with data analysis, report writing, the management of,data collection activities;

and the cleaning,'pretessing and programming of data.

2. Data Collection and Processing Costs

The second category includes wages and fringe benefits ofdata collection

staff including interviewers, coders and keypuncher*. Is addition, this category

also includes the actual computer costs of cluning, processing and programming

follow-up datik.,

3. Other Direct Costs

The third category includes any wages and-fringe benefits aisiociated with

secretarial work as well as costs inCUrred for postage, travely/telephones, print-

,

ing, copying, supplies and any other office'services.

4. Indirect Costs

The final category includes any expenditures for overhead costs.

I-1
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The post of operating a .follow-up system is difficult to estimate since

the prime sponsor can exercise considerable latitude in selecting the orgariiza7

tional approach which meets local needs. Services may be procured through'

various'combinations of in-house and external resources depending upon the cepa-

1

bility and flexibility of prime sponsor staff and the availability of outiade

-`contractors. For instance, a prime sponsor may decide to contract with an outside

!

bidder to.conduct follow-up interviews,- and utilize in-house staff to process and

analyze the information.
.iiternatively, a prime sponsor may determine that a

cost efficient'and effective tee of resources would be to utilige existing in-

house staff to conduct follow-lip interviews as well as analyze the data.*

The illustrative cost estimates presented.in this appendix are based upon a

follow-up system characterized by the following parameters:

The use of an outside contractor to secure the majority of

administrative, technical and operational follow-up ser-

vices. This Includes thp location, contact and interview 4

of former participants,
data analysis and report writing.

A one year contract
which collects data on a continuous

year-round basis.

The use of 2 six month followup period.

A manual MIS which necessitates that participant contact

informatihn and personal, programmatic and pre-program

labor force date be generated using a manual transfer

procedure.

,The use of the telephone as the primaty method of participant

contact.
7

The use of the survey instrument contained in Appendix E.

- An interview completion rate of,50 percent.'

Table I -1 ,presents estimates
of annual budget figures for comprehensive follow-

up systems established in prime sponsors of two different sizes. Prime sponsor A

:1-2
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Table 1-1: Estimated Annual Costs for
4
Comprehensive FolloW-Up Systems

Prime Sponso! Pr1iue Slsonsor B

(750 terminees) (2500 terminees)

SALNR1ES

.MAnager of Data Collection Activities:
Duties: insuring procurement of 111 data;

hiring, organizing and training.interviewers;
implementing, location strategies; supervising
all qual/ty_contrO1 activities; organizing
mailings. ,

Data Analyst/Resisztatkev
:Duties: compiling and analyzing all follow-up
data; producing ohe comprehensive followh-up
report par year; presenting rep6rt findings ,

co relevant prime sponsor staff and advisory

bodies. Sbould have background in CETA aild/or

labor market analysis..

Fringe Benefits:
Ihcludes 24 percent fringe benefit costs on
Data Collection Manager and Data Analyst

salaries. '

"Data Processor (technician):
Duties: compiling-a list of terminees with
contact information(names and addresses);

getting data onto the computer; cleaning the

data; organizing the data for initial tables.
Can often be a graduate student.

DATA COLLECT'ION

$J,500

(half time)

$3,509
(fulf time during
2 months of report
writing)

$2,640

o

$4,772
(full tinne during
2 mnnths of report
writing; 6-days/
month for rest of
year)

,

Interviewing: -

IncIddes collection of demographic information $4,220

and pre-Program labor force histories from MIS

records, participant search time, interviews,
checking and4codirig of questionnaires. Calculated

at 1 hour per.non-completedinterview and 11/2 hours

per completed interview @ $4.50 per hour.
1

, .

Keypunching:
Initial data file creation, aisuming 50 percent $1,600

contact-rate and including verification, @

42 per terminee.

Computer Costs:
Includes most substantive prograaming and dmta $2e000

runs.

1-3
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.4

$15,000
(full time)

$ 3,500
(full time
during,2 months

. of report,

writing)

.$ 4,440

J$ 6,158 .

(full time
during'2 montbs.
of T'eport

writing, 9 days/.,
month for rest
of.year)

$14,065 .

. 4.,

$ '5,000

$ 3,000 r

%
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Table I-1: (continued)

(4

-OMER DIRECT COSTS

Secretarial:.'
Includes typing of originals of a letters

and typing of follov-up teports; cither

miscellaneous duties such as copyjaig and

mailing.

Kassat:
Includes ihitial mailing plus'follow-up
letters for all terminees @ $.18.

Copying and Supplies;
Includes copying of...questionnaires,
introductory and follow-up letters;

. other supplies.

..Tele21221211:

Varies considerably depending upon

-b
geographical dispersion of prime sponsor;

no.estimate'given.

Travel:
Deliending on the size and geographical
location of the prime sponsor and thh
follow.-up operations, travel may or may

not be required; no estimate given.

INDIRECT COSTS

All associated, overhead Costs, estimated

at 12 percent of the total.

TCCAL COST

'COST PER TERMINEE

1-4
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Prime SRonsor A Prime Sponsor 11

(750 terminees) (2500 terminees)
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$1,000 $1,200

$ 270 $ 900

$ 350. S1,125

$ 3,330

$31,082

$ 41

$ 6,527

$60,915

$ 24



,
includes 750 tarminees in its follow-up study while prime sponsor B attempts to .

follov-up 2,500 terminees. The amounts shown in the-table are only estimates.

If outside contractors are used,:the bids suhmitted may vary from such estimates.

It should be noted that, since the cost of living differs significantly among

different regions of the country, prime sponsors may need to revise these esti-

mates based upoli local costs.

As can be seen by comparing the budget estidates for the two prime sponsors,

the costs of same line items remain almost the same for both budgets, whereas the

costs of other line itmsincrease substantially from prime sponsor A to prime

sponsor B. Costs which vary directly with the number of terminees are called

variable costs, while those which stay fairly constant regardless of the number

of terminees included in the follow-up study are referred to as fixed costs. Poi-

example, cosiv for such budget items as.interviewing and keypunching are "varicble"

costs in that they increase proportionally with the number of tenminees. In both

budgets, the keypunching of data costs are estimated at two dollars pex terminee,

so that the ratio of keypunching costs between prime sponsors A and B is the same

as theiroratio of terpinees. However, the staff salaries of the data analyst/Aport

writer and the data processor are about the same for prime sponsors A and B.

Generally, such professional staff salaries are "fixed" costs, which means that as

the number of terminees 4.ncreases, the proportion of overall expenditures devoted

to such costs tends to decrease. In the case of prime sponsor A, 60 percent of

the overall expenditure is devoted to professional staff salaries, whereas-only 48

percent of the total expenditUre of prime sponsor B is devoted to these salaries.

As a result of the smaller proportion of prime sponsor B's budget devoted to

fixed costs, the cost per texminee incurred by the larger prime sponsor ($24 per

terminee), is substantially lower than that of the smaller sponsor ($41 per terminee).

This suggests the desirability of identifying ways to organize local prime sponsor

follow-up systems so that they may benefit from these economies of scale. For in-

stance, if se.,1ral prime sponsors cooperate for the purpose of procuring follow-up

1-5
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,services, they may be able to share the cdst of one data collection supervisor.

for the joint project. Withput a cooperative effort, each prime sponsor would in-

cur the entire cost on its OW.

Cost savings may also be realized if the prime sponsor can rely upon an auto-

mated MIS. ,Unlike the example in the budget abovse, the generatien of contact in-

formation, demographic, progranmatic and pre-program labor market'information need

not-rely upon the time-consur5ng manual transfer of data. The e4stence of an

auteMated system allows the relevant data to be generateckand organized in a very

cost efficient manner through the simple creation of a separate data file to use

in the follow-up process.

The prime sponsor ean also economize by relying on in-houSe resources where

the additional expenditures of the prime sponsor would be less than the cost of

similar services obtained from an outside contractor. For example, a prime sponsor

may wish to rely uponin-house secretarial assistance, particularly in instances

where there may be an underutilization of-m ese'resources. Similarly, sponsors may

find it more cost efficient to utilize their own computer facilities rither than

those procured by an outside contractor.

Finally, it should be noted that certain cost savings can potentially be

realized through the negotiation process with an outside contractor. This is par-

ticularly relevent when negotiating with universities and colleges which often

,have considerable latitude with respect to in-kind contributions and overhead costs.

In ddition, educational institutions have demonstrated a capacity to utilize

flexible =Id creative forms'of reimbuisement which may affect total contract costs.
1

For instance, students used aS interviewers have received academic credit for their

0
work while faculty membIrs hired to analyze follow-up data and write reports have,

on,occasion, been pa4ially compensated through reduced teaching schedules. Prime

sponsors are encourfigd to explore these options in the process of establishing a

cost efficient local follow-up system.

1-6
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